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Abstract
The doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) is amongst the most popular wind
turbine generator in South Africa. This is partly due to the fact that its back-
to-back power converters are partially rated. More precisely, they are rated at
30% of the generator rated power. A new DFIG topology has been proposed
recently. That is the rotor-tied doubly-fed induction generator (RDFIG). In
this topology, the rotor side is connected to the grid while the stator side is
connected to the power converter. It has been shown that this topology holds
the advantage of higher eﬃciency compared to the standard DFIG topology.
High accuracy in all the measurements is required for the optimum opera-
tions of wind energy conversion systems (WECSs). The measurement of the ro-
tor position/speed is amongst the most important measurements when it comes
to implement any control system for the WECS. The conventional method of
measuring the rotor position/speed is to use an electronic/mechanical sensor
(encoder or resolver). This measurement involves the use of long cables and
in a harsh environment, this can lead to faulty operations of the WECS.
In this thesis, several slip speed estimators for sensor-less control of RDFIG-
based WECSs are developed and implemented. The proposed slip speed esti-
mators are based on the association of diﬀerent sliding mode observers and the
PLL estimator. The association of the PLL estimator improves the estimation
performance by reducing the noise created by the sliding control control func-
tions. Also, the proposed PLL estimator helps in avoiding a phase shift of pi
in super-synchronous operating conditions. In addition, in this thesis, several
sliding mode observers were developed in order to improve the estimation per-
formance. The proposed sliding mode observers were satisfactory for all the
operating conditions of the RDFIG-based WECSs.
The robustness of the proposed slip speed estimators is validated experi-
mentally under various operating conditions. A 5.5-kW custom-designed grid-
connected RDFIG test-bench based on a National Instrument (NI) PXIe-8115
controller is used. The proposed slip speed estimators solve the problem linked
to the failure of the electromechanical sensors. The overall sensor-less control
strategy provides an alternative to the sensor-based control of the RDFIGs.
Also, the proposed sensor-less vector control strategy can be used as a back-up
in case the electromechanical sensor fails.
ii
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Opsomming
Die dubbelgevoerde induksiegenerator (DFIG) is een van die gewildste wind-
turbinegenerators in Suid-Afrika. Dit is deels as gevolg van die laer kapasiteit
omsetters wat die DFIG benodig. 'n Nuwe DFIG-topologie is onlangs voorge-
stel: Die rotorgebonde DFIG (RDFIG). In dié topologie word die masjien se
rotor aan die netwerk gekoppel en die stator aan laer kapasiteit omsetters. Dit
is bewys dat hierdie topologie 'n hoër masjieneﬀektiwiteit het in vergelyking
met die standaard-DFIG.
Hoë akkuraatheid van metings word vereis vir die optimale beheer van
windenergie-omsettingstelsels (WECS). Die meting van die rotorposisie en -
spoed is van die belangrikste metings wanneer dit kom by die beheerstelsel van
'n WECS. Die konvensionele metode van rotorposisie- en rotorspoedmeting is
deur middel van 'n kodeerder. Dié meting behels die gebruik van lang kabels
in 'n fel omgewing, wat kan lei tot die foutiewe werking van die stelsel.
In hierdie verhandeling word verskeie glipspoedafskatters vir die sensor-
lose beheer van 'n RDFIG-gebaseerde WECS ontwikkel en geïmplimenteer.
Die voorgestelde glipspoedafskatter is gebaseer op die assosiasie van verskil-
lende glymodus-observeerders en 'n PLL-afskatter. Die assosiasie van die PPL-
afskatter verbeter die afskattingprestasie deur die geruis van die glymodusbe-
heerstelsels te verminder. Die voorgestelde PPL-afskatter help ook om 'n fase-
skuif van pi te vermy tydens super-sinchroonoperasie. In hierdie verhandeling
word verskeie glymodusobserveerders ontwikkel om die afskattingsprestasie te
verbeter. Die voorgestelde glymode-observeerders presteer bevredigend vir alle
toestande van die RDFIC-gebaseerde WECS.
Die kragtigheid van die voorgestelde glipspoedafskatters se geldigheid word
onder verskeie toestande eksperimenteel getoets en bewys. 'n 5.5 kW netwerk-
gekoppelde RDFIG toetsbank gebaseer op 'n National Instrument PXIe-8115-
beheerder word gebruik. Die probleem van gefaalde elektromeganiese sensors
word deur die voorgestelde glipspoedafskatters opgelos. Die sensorlose beheer-
strategie gee ook 'n alternatief vir tradisionele sensor-gebaseerde beheer van
die RDFIG's.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
In the last few decades, there has been a considerable growth and interest
in wind energy generation worldwide. The doubly-fed induction generator
(DFIG) is the most popular wind turbine generator in wind energy conversion
systems (WECSs) partly due to its use of the back-to-back converters which is
rated at 30 % of the generator power [24]. In order to improve the reliability
of DFIG-based WECSs, intensive research has been conducted on encoder-less
control of the DFIG systems in the literature [5]. Basically, there are two types
of the sensor-less control strategies for the conventional DFIG systems. These
are the saliency-based estimation methods and the model-based estimation
methods. The saliency-based estimation methods are mainly based on signal
injection as presented in [68]. However, this technique is susceptible to being
sensitive to the grid impedance.
The model-based estimation methods for the conventional DFIG systems
make use of several observers such as; the model-based reference adaptive
system (MRAS), ﬂux observers, extended Kalman ﬁlters (EKF), disturbance
observers and sliding mode observers (SMOs) [914].
SMOs-based rotor speed/angle estimation techniques for the sensor-less
control of DFIG systems are discussed in [1518]. In [15], a high order SMO for
the sensor-less operation of conventional DFIG systems is proposed and proved
to be robust to parameter variations. The performance of the proposed high-
order SMO is validated through simulations. In [16], A SMO based sensor-less
control of the conventional DFIG system is presented. The proposed SMO uses
the back-electromotive force (EMF) and the stator current as state variables.
The robustness of the proposed SMO is validated through simulations and
experiments. A SMO-based direct power sensor-less control technique for con-
ventional DFIG systems is proposed in [17]. The proposed rotor speed/position
estimation technique consists of the SMO which uses the stator ﬂux linkage as
state variable. A stator ﬂux estimation method for DFIGs is proposed in [18].
1
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The proposed observer aims at estimating the system state of the DFIG. The
performance of the proposed observer is validated through simulations. The
use of the SMO allows for the immunity against parameter variation and the
robustness to load change [19]. However, the use of the SMO in the estimation
process leads to high chattering eﬀects on the estimated rotor speed/position.
Generally, a low pass ﬁlter (LPF) is used to reduce the chattering eﬀects.
However, the use of a LPF leads to a high response time.
In [20, 21], Shen et al. introduced the slip frequency phase locked loop
(PLL) for sensor-less operation of the conventional DFIG systems. The PLL
is used for the extraction of the speed/position of the rotor. The proposed
technique utilizes the information contained in the three-phase stator current,
the three-phase rotor currents and the three-phase rotor voltage. This infor-
mation is referred to an arbitrary reference frame in order to estimate the slip
speed. During the process of estimating the slip speed, a central frequency is
added, which leads to a slow dynamic response. Furthermore, the proposed
PLL estimator is based on balanced operating conditions. A PLL estimator for
a DFIG system under unbalanced operating conditions is proposed in [22]. The
drawback of this estimation technique is that it depends on the magnetizing
inductance. In [23, 24], the SMO associated with PLL estimators sensor-less
control algorithms are for systems equipped with the permanent magnet syn-
chronous machines (PMSMs) and the interior permanent magnet synchronous
machines (IPMSMs).
In [25, 26], the rotor-tied doubly-fed induction generator (RDFIG) is ﬁrst
proposed as an alternative to the conventional DFIG system. The schematics
of a standard DFIG system and a RDFIG are shown in Figure 1.1. From
Figure 1.1(a), it can be seen that the rotor windings of the DFIG are directly
connected to the grid/load through a transformer while the stator windings are
connected to the grid through the back-to-back converter and the transformer.
In the RDFIG topology, the stator-side converter is used to control the RDFIG
while the grid-side converter (GSC) is used to maintain a DC-link voltage
constant, as shown in Figure 1.1(b). In [25], it was concluded that, compared to
the conventional DFIG at the same power rating, the RDFIG is smaller in size,
thus utilizes less material and therefore it is cheaper. Furthermore, the RDFIG
was shown to have better eﬃciency when compared to a similar conventional
DFIG [27, 28]. In [29], the design process of the RDFIG is presented. The
proposed design process consists of the calculation of the machine parameters
and dimensions, and the use of ﬁnite element analysis (FEA). In addition, the
optimisation process of the initial design is presented. The performance of the
DFIG topologies (the RDFIG and the conventional DFIG) based on the design
parameters is investigated in [30]. It was shown, in terms of power density,
that there is not much of a diﬀerence between the RDFIG and the conventional
DFIG. The improvement of the reactive power generation is demonstrated
analytically using a wide range of machines in [31].
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Figure 1.1: Schematics of DFIG systems: (a) Schematic of the conventional DFIG
system; and, (b) Schematic of the RDFIG system.
In [28, 32], a sensor-based control strategy of a custom designed rotor-
tied DFIG is proposed. The control strategy aims at the regulation of the
electromagnetic torque. It is obvious that sensor-less control of the RDFIG
could be beneﬁcial in improving its reliability when realized.
In [1], a PLL-based SMO for rotor-tied DFIG systems is proposed. The
proposed SMO uses the stator current and the back EMF as state variables,
while the PLL estimator includes a judgment function. The judgment func-
tion is used to eliminate the phase shift of pi introduced in super-synchronous
operating conditions (when the slip speed is negative) [1]. However, in this
technique a large slip angle error is observed especially at the transition from
synchronous to super-synchronous operating conditions.
1.2 Problem statement
The knowledge of the rotor position/speed is necessary for the high perfor-
mance of any control system in RDFIG-based WECSs. Inaccurate information
on rotor speed/position or even failure of the position/speed sensor degrades
the performance of the control system. Further, it can cause the failure of
other components in the RDFIG-based WECSs or even cause instability of
the whole system. In addition, the use of the rotor position sensors increases
the cost, size and hardware wire complexity of the RDFIG-based WECSs, as
noted for DFIG-based WECS in [3335]. In harsh environments such as rural
areas or oﬀ-shore areas, the position/speed sensor (encoder) can be subject to
a high failure rate [36].
Although encoder-/sensor-less control of DFIGs has been under investiga-
tion for a while, there are still some key issues that still needs to be resolved
for the sensor-less operations of the RDFIG-based WECSs. These issues in-
clude the robustness of the control scheme, the dynamic performance and the
eﬃciency of the sensor-less operation of the RDFIG system. In addition, The
PLL estimator using the sine function to track the real angle can be inaccurate
with a phase shift of pi in reverse operating conditions or when sign of the real
angle to be tracked is negative [23,24].
As previously mentioned, the speed estimation techniques based on SMO
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are immune to parameter variations whilst being robust to load change [19].
However, the use of the SMO in the estimation process leads to high chattering
eﬀects on the estimated rotor speed/position. Generally, a low pass ﬁlter (LPF)
is used to reduce the chattering eﬀects. However, the use of a LPF leads to a
higher response time.
1.3 Aim and objectives
The main aim of this research project is to develop and evaluate several slip
speed estimators for sensor-less control of the RDFIG-based WECSs. The
performance of the developed sensor-less control algorithms for RDFIG-based
WECSs are evaluated through experiments under various operating conditions.
The aim of this thesis can be broken down into the the following objectives:
 Develop, implement and evaluate a slip speed/position estimation tech-
nique for the sensor-less control of the grid-connected RDFIG-based
WECS. The slip speed estimator is based on the association of the SMO
and the PLL estimator.
 Develop, implement and investigate an adaptive sliding mode observer
(ASMO)-based estimator for sensor-less control of the grid-connected
RDFIG-based WECS. The slip speed/position is extracted using a PLL
estimator.
 Develop, implement and investigate a super-twisting sliding mode ob-
server (STSMO) associated with the PLL estimator for the sensor-less
vector control of grid-connected RDFIG-based WECSs.
 Develop, implement and investigate a sensor-less vector control strategy
of grid-connected RDFIG-based WECSs in grid-connected mode that
includes a slip speed/angle estimator based on the high-order sliding
mode observer (HOSMO) associated with the PLL estimator.
 Compare the performance of the proposed slip speed estimators.
1.4 Unique contributions
The results in this thesis have been published in two conference proceedings
and three journal articles. The proposed slip speed estimators are based on the
association of the PLL estimator and the diﬀerent sliding mode observers. This
association improves the performance of the slip speed estimators by reducing
the noise created by the sliding mode control function. The contributions of
this thesis can be stated as follows;
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 A slip speed/position estimator that is based on the association of the
PLL estimator and an SMO is proposed. It aims to enhance the estima-
tion performance. It yields an improvement on signal quality of the esti-
mation and the robustness of the slip speed estimator. Usually, in stan-
dard PLL estimators, the phase detector is based on the sine function.
Given that the sign of the slip angle could change depending on the op-
erating conditions (sub-synchronous or super-synchronous), there could
be an introduction of a phase shift of pi during the estimation process [1].
The proposed PLL estimator solves this problem, and thus, compared to
the standard PLL estimator, the proposed PLL estimator operates with
accuracy in all operating conditions. The proposed slip speed/angle esti-
mator provides acceptable performance under rotor speed variations and
it is shown to be immune to parameter variations [37].
 An ASMO-based rotor speed estimator for sensor-less of RDFIG system
is proposed and experimentally investigated. A PLL estimator is used
in order to track the slip/speed angle.
 The proposition of a PLL-based super-twisting sliding mode observer es-
timator for the sensor-less control of the RDFIG systems. The use of
the super-twisting algorithm (STA) improves the performance. Further-
more, the STSMO gains are designed such that the Lyapunov stability
criterion is satisﬁed and high dynamic performance is achieved [38].
 A high order sliding mode observer (HOSMO)-based estimator for the
sensor-less control of the RDFIG systems is proposed. The PLL esti-
mator is used for the estimation of the slip speed/angle. The proposed
HOSMO takes into account the dynamics of the back-EMF space vector
which enhances the estimation performance [39].
 A comparative study of the proposed slip speed estimators is presented.
1.5 Outline of the thesis
The outline and contributions of this thesis are given as follows.
 Chapter 2  Review on speed/position sensor-less control strate-
gies for DFIG systems In this chapter, an overview of important work
published in the literature that is related to the work in the thesis is pre-
sented. A classiﬁcation of rotor speed estimation methods for sensor-less
operation of the RDFIG/DFIG systems is presented.
 Chapter 3  Background In this chapter, the theoretical background
for the development of the sensor-less control for RDFIG-based WECSs
is presented.
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 Chapter 4  Sensor-less vector control of the RDFIG-based
WECS In this chapter, the proposed sensor-less control strategy for the
RDFIG systems is presented.
 Chapter 5  Slip speed estimators for sensor-less control of
RDFIGs In this chapter, the slip speed estimators for sensor-less control
of RDFIG systems are presented.
 Chapter 6  Experimental results and discussions In this chapter,
the experimental results on the proposed sensor-less control strategies are
presented.
 Chapter 7  Conclusions and recommendations on future works
In Chapter 7, the conclusions drawn from the experimental results dis-
cussed in chapter 6 and the recommendation on future works are pre-
sented.
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Chapter 2
Review of rotor speed/position
estimators for the sensor-less
control of DFIG systems
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a review on the rotor speed/position estimation techniques for
the sensor-less control of the DFIG and RDFIG systems is presented.
2.2 Classiﬁcation of speed/postion estimation
methods
In the last few decades, intensive research on encoderless control strategies, of
electrical machines has been conducted in order to increase the reliability of the
control systems during the failure of the rotor/position sensor. A comprehen-
sive review of position/speed sensor-less control of DFIG systems is discussed
in [5]. Also, a review of position sensor-less control strategies for permanent
magnet synchronous motor (PMSM)-based WECSs is discussed in [40]. In this
chapter, a thorough and updated literature review on rotor position/speed es-
timation methods for sensor-less control of DFIG systems is presented. The
estimation methods are applicable to both conventional DFIG and RDFIG
systems.
One can distinguish two major approaches of rotor position/speed estima-
tion methods in the sensor-less control of DFIG systems. These approaches
are the model-based estimation methods and the saliency-based estimation
methods. A classiﬁcation of the speed/position estimation methods proposed
in the literature is shown in Figure 2.1. The following section provide a liter-
ature review on the sensor-less control of the DFIG systems. In this case, the
rotor of the DFIG is connected to the grid through the back-to-back converter
7
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whilst the stator is directly connected to the grid. These estimation methods
can be applicable to the RDFIG systems.
Position/speed estimation methods
Model-based
estimation methods
(fundamental frequency)
Closed loop
Calculations
Open loop
Calculations
Active
Flux
EKF PLL MRAS SMO Disturbance
Observer
Other
methods
Saliency-based
estimation methods
High frequency
signal injection
Signal
processing
High frequency
models
Figure 2.1: Classiﬁcation of position/speed estimation methods.
2.3 Model-based estimation methods
Model-based rotor position/speed estimation methods developed based on the
conventional DFIG model at the fundamental frequency [5]. The model-based
estimation methods are suitable for meduim-speed and high-speed applica-
tions [40]. They are generally grouped into two categories: the open loop
calculations and closed loop observers as shown in Figure 2.1. The open loop
calculations are easy to implement. In the closed loop calculations, the state
variables of the DFIG (back-EMF, stator current, rotor current or rotor ﬂux)
are used as inputs. Using the DFIG model, the state of interests are deduced.
The estimated rotor speed/angle is extracted from the calculated state of in-
terests. In the closed loop observers, both the state variable and the error
between the outputs of the plant and that of the observer are input to the
observer. The observer gains are designed such that the state variable of the
observer converge to their real values from the plant. In this way, the estimated
speed/position can be extracted. There are several closed loop observers pre-
sented in the literature for the sensor-less control of the DFIG system. There
exists the sliding mode observers (SMO), the extended Kalman ﬁlters (EKF),
the disturbance observers and the model reference adaptive system (MRAS),
the active ﬂux methods and the phase locked loop (PLL), as it can be seen
from Figure 2.1. In this section, the review of both the open loop calculations
and the closed loop is presented.
2.3.1 Open loop calculations
Early work on the rotor position/speed estimation of the DFIG system is based
on the comparison between the measured rotor current and the estimated rotor
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current into the synchronous reference frame in order to deduce the rotor
speed/position [9,41,42]. In [43], the rotor position is estimated based on the
rotor ﬂux linkage, and the rotor ﬂux linkage is determined by integrating the
back electromotive force (EMF). The drawback for this rotor position/speed
estimation method is that it is inaccurate when used to determine the rotor
ﬂux linkage at synchronous speed [41]. This is because the rotor frequency is
almost zero at synchronous speed [41].
In [44], an open loop and implicit sensor-less control of a DFIG is presented.
In the proposed rotor speed estimator, only the knowlegde of the stator and
rotor currents and the stator voltage are needed for extraction of the rotor
speed/position. This estimation technique has the advantage of being devoided
of any ﬂux terms calculations. This is useful because the static error introduced
by the integration in the ﬂux expressions is avoided. Similar work is presented
in [45], whereby a rotor position computation algorithm (RPCA) for the rotor
position/speed sensor-less control strategy for the DFIG system is proposed.
The proposed estimation method uses the reference frame properties together
with the trigonometrical calculations for the estimation of the rotor speed.
The advantage of the proposed method is that it does not involve any voltage
integration, recursive inverse trigonometric calculations nor does it assume a
constant stator ﬂux linkage. The proposed rotor speed/position estimator is
validated by experiment, and it is shown that machine parameters have less
eﬀect on the rotor speed/position estimation. The estimated rotor speed is
deduced from the time derivative of the rotor position and this can lead to
spikes in the computed rotor speed [22]. Hence, the need to use the low pass
ﬁlter (LPF). In [46], the inﬂuence of the rotor position error on the vector
control is analysed. It is shown that this error inﬂuences the eﬃciency of
the power control by oﬀsetting the reference power from the actual measured
power.
In [47, 48], an open loop sensor-less control scheme for a DFIG system is
presented. The proposed rotor speed/position estimation method is based on
the phase comparison of the estimated air-gap power and the measured rotor
current in a common reference frame. The authors suggested the use of the
air-gap power vector for the slip speed estimation. The measured stator and
rotor currents, and the stator voltage are transformed into the αβ0-reference
frame in order to directly estimate the slip angle. In addition, the analysis of
the sensitivity of the proposed method to the stator inductance was conducted.
It led to the determination of an analytic expression for the estimation error
of the slip angle with regards to the stator inductance, Ls. Experimental
results were presented to validate the performance of the proposed estimator.
A similar approach was proposed in [49].
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2.3.2 Closed loop calculations
In the close loop observer approach, both the inputs of the plant and the error
between the measured and the estimated outputs are the inputs of the observer.
A proper design of the observer gains and that of an appropriate internal state
adjustment scheme is necessary for the convergence of the observer outputs to
the actual outputs. Based on the internal state adjustment scheme, one can
distinguish the disturbance observer, the SMO, the MRAS-based observer,
the PLL-based observer, the EKF and the active ﬂux observer. Hence, all the
observers are reviewed in this section.
2.3.2.1 Sliding mode observers
The notion of sliding mode control appeared ﬁrst in the former Soviet Union in
the early 1960s. A survey paper on sliding mode control was presented by Utkin
in 1977 [50]. Since then, several research on the practical and the theoretical
aspects of the sliding mode control has been presented in the literature [5052].
In general, the sliding mode observer (SMO), is a closed loop observer which
uses the discontinuous or continuous functions from the error between the real
and estimated state variables. The system state reconstruction can be achieved
by enforcing the sliding mode. The Lyapunov stability criteria is mostly used
for the design of the sliding mode observer gains [1518]. A schematics of
a second order sliding mode observer for the DFIG system is displayed in
Figure 2.2.
The SMO inherites the advantage of the sliding mode control such as, the
disturbance rejection and strong robustness to parameter variations [19]. The
SMO approach is widely used for sensor-less control strategies [1518]. The
SMO is well known for its easy implementation and robustness against ma-
chine parameter variations. However, the main drawback is the noise in the
estimated signal that is introduced by the sliding mode control function/ dis-
continuous or continuous functions (mostly the signum, saturation or sigmoid
functions). In [53], a sigmoid function which is a continous function was used
in order to mitigate the noise in the estimated signal. However, the experi-
DFIG
vrαβ irαβ
iˆrαβ
SMO
+
−k
eˆαβ
Figure 2.2: Illustration of a sliding mode observer.
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mental results show that there is still lesser noise in the estimated signal. It
is common to use the inverse tangent function in order to estimate the rotor
position/speed. This implies the use of ﬁlters to ﬁlter the noise. However,
the phase shift that comes with the use of the ﬁlter requires some compensa-
tions [1]. Based on the selected sliding mode control functions, several types
of SMOs can be realised, as shown in Figure 2.3.
A. Second order sliding mode observer
In [16], a stator current-based sliding mode observer for sensor-less vector
control of the conventional DFIG system is presented. The stator current
is used as state variables. Given that an inverse tangent (atan) function,
a second order low pass discrete butter-worth ﬁlter is is utilized for sup-
pressing the noise in the estimated signal. The phase shift introduced
by the ﬁlter is compensated by adding the phase of the ﬁlter itself. The
robustness of the proposed sensor-less control strategy is veriﬁed using sim-
ulations and experimental results. However, the drawback of this method
is that the dynamics of the back EMF are neglected for the construction
of the sliding mode observer. Therefore, the estimation performance is
limited during transient operating conditions. In [17], a stator ﬂux-based
SMO is proposed for the sensor-less direct power control of conventional
DFIG systems. The stator ﬂux linkage is used as a state variable. The
rotor position is calculated using an inverse tangent, atan, function which
implies the use of a low pass ﬁlter. The estimated rotor position is di-
rectly used in the direct power control algorithm for the determination of
the sector numbers. The performance of the proposed sensor-less control
strategy is only validated through simulations. However, the eﬀect of the
noise contained in the estimated rotor position on the direct power control
algorithm is neglected. In addition, the proposed sliding mode observer
does not take into consideration the dynamics of the stator ﬂux linkage.
In [1], a PLL-based sliding mode observer for sensor-less vector control of
rotor-tied doubly-fed induction generators (RDFIG) systems is presented.
The proposed sensor-less control strategy holds the advantage of starting
the estimation of the rotor position even before the RDFIG system is con-
nected to the grid (in grid-connected mode). The proposed second order
sliding mode observer uses the stator current, as state variables. Instead of
an inverse tangent (atan) function, a phase locked loop estimator (PLL) is
SMO-based position estimation methods
High order sliding
mode observer
Second order
Sliding mode observer
Super-twisting
sliding mode observer
Adaptive sliding
mode observer
Figure 2.3: Classiﬁcation of SMO-based rotor speed estimation methods.
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used in order to enhance the estimation performance. This helps in avoid-
ing the used of a low pass ﬁlter (LPF). Given that the PLL estimator uses
a sine function, there could exist a phase shift of pi when the slip angle
is negative (in super-synchronous operating conditions) [23, 54]. Hence,
a judgement function is proposed in order to compensate for the phase
shift. The eﬀectiveness of the proposed sensor-less vector control strategy
is validated through simulations and experimental results. However, in
this technique a large slip angle error can be seen especially at the tran-
sition from synchronous to super-synchronous operating conditions. Also,
given that the dynamics of the back-EMF are neglected, the estimation
performance is limited.
B. Adaptive sliding mode observer
In general, the sliding mode observers proposed in the literature for sensor-
less control strategies of the rotor-tied/conventional DFIG systems make
use of constant control gains [1,16,17]. This leads to undeasirable chatter-
ing while the system trajectories have already reached the sliding surface.
To eliminate this chattering eﬀect, the adaptive control gain approach is
proposed in [55] where an adaptive sliding mode observer (ASMO) for the
sensor-less control of a permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) is
proposed and disscussed. It was shown that the ASMO is superior to the
standard SMO when chattering and disturbance response is considered.
Simulation results were used to validate the performance of the ASMO.
In [56], an ASMO is proposed. The proposed ASMO is used in order to
improve the robustness, the smoothness and the fast transient performance
of the estimation performance. In [57, 58], an ASMO is proposed for the
adaptive parameters for a class of uncertain non linear systems.
C. Super-twisting sliding mode observer
The super-twisting algorithm (STA) for the SMO is also branded to be an
excellent solution to alleviate the chattering behavior and it also improves
its dynamic performance [5967]. The supertwisting sliding mode observer
uses the STA as the sliding mode control function/discontinous functions.
The use of the STA aims at improving the performance of the sliding mode
observer while reducing the noise created by the use of the saturation,
sigmoid or signum functions. The stability of the STA is proved based on
a strong constructed Lyapunov function. The STA-based SMO (STSMO)
for the sensor-less control of an induction machine drive is proposed in
[62]. Recently, similar work has been presented on permanent magnet
synchronous machine drives in [63,68].
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D. High order sliding mode observer
In [15], a high-order sliding mode observer for rotor speed estimation is
proposed. The rotor speed/position is estimated using a second order slid-
ing mode. This proposed sensor-less control strategy has the advantage
of being chatter-free and robust to parameter variations. Only simulation
results were presented. A similar approach is conducted in [18] where a ro-
tor speed estimation based on the stator ﬂux, using a full order observer is
proposed. However, only simulations are conducted to verify the proposed
rotor speed/position estimation method.
2.3.2.2 Model reference adaptive system-based methods
The encoderless control based on model-reference adaptive system (MRAS)
method is one of the most popular speed/position estimation methods in the
literature due to its simplicity [5]. This rotor speed estimation method can be
used in stand-alone mode as well as grid-connected mode of the DFIG systems
[5]. However, the MRAS is very sensitive to machine parameter variations. The
MRAS-based sensor-less control for the induction machine was ﬁrst discussed
in [69] whereby the author presented the small signal model together with the
observer design. In general, the MRAS observer used for the sensor-less control
of the DFIG system consists of an adjustable model, a reference model and
an adaptive mechanism [7087]. A schematic of the MRAS observer is shown
in Figure 2.4. The output of the adaptive mechanism tunes the adjustable
model so that the state variables in both models converge. The reference
model is usually composed of the dynamic equations of the DFIG with the
reference output ~x. This output can be any of the machine quantities (rotor
current, stator current, rotor ﬂux, stator ﬂux or even the back emf), as shown
in Figure 2.5. The MRAS observer can also be associated with other observers
[40]. For example, the use of the sliding mode observer in the reference model
in order to improve the robustness of the MRAS against parameter variations.
The MRAS used for rotor speed/position estimation methods are reviewed
below.
A. Stator ﬂux-based MRAS
In [80], the sensitivity to machine parameter variations of the stator ﬂux-
based MRAS, rotor current-based MRAS and rotor ﬂux-based MRAS is
investigated. It is shown that the estimation error in the rotor current is
only aﬀected by the stator inductance inaccuracy. The eﬀect of the stator
resistance was not investigated. However, when calculating the stator ﬂux,
the integration of the electromotive force includes the stator voltage oﬀsets.
The presence of the LPF leads to a lagging estimated output which is the
source of the error in the estimated speed.
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~ˆx ⊗
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Adjustable Model
Figure 2.4: Schematic of a MRAS-based rotor speed estimation.
In [88], the reduced-order MRAS observer is presented, whereby, the refer-
ence model is essentially based on the dynamic model since the stator ﬂux
linkage is assumed to be available. The design of the observer is presented
and simulation results are presented in order to validate the performance
of the proposed rotor speed/position estimation algorithm. In [89], the
harmonic analysis of a stator-ﬂux based MRAS observer for rotor speed
estimation is discussed. The authors showed through simulations, that
the presence of harmonics, in the stator current and rotor current aﬀect
the accuracy of the estimated rotor speed/position. Hence, a harmonic
compensation term (A sin(2θsl + φ)) is added to the rotor current in the
αβ0-reference frame in order to mitigate the error in the rotor speed/ po-
sition estimation.
Usually, the errors, ε, in the MRAS are obtained from the cross product, as
portrayed in Figure 2.4. This leads to a nonlinear and non-monotonic func-
tion. These properties cause high transients when starting on the ﬂy [90].
A solution to this drawback is proposed in [90] whereby the inverse tangent
function was proposed instead of a cross product. However, the proposed
method leads to a high computational burden. The error, ε, deduced from
the cross product of the real state variable ~x, and the estimated state
variable, ~ˆx, requires the use of a LPF. In order to address this aspects
in [91], the authors proposed to add correction terms under the integration
of the electromotive force, which is proportional to the diﬀerence between
the voltage model and the current model of the stator ﬂux linkage. The
advantage of this technique is that it improves the rotor speed/position
estimation by making it less sensible to parameter variations [91].
In [92], a simple time-dynamic brush-less doubly fed induction generator
(BDFIG) model is proposed. From this proposed mathematical model, the
MRAS-based position estimation methods
Stator
current
Stator
ﬂux linkage
Electromagnetic
torque
Air-gap
power
rotor reactive
power
Back-emf Rotor
Current
Figure 2.5: Classiﬁcation of MRAS-based rotor speed/position estimation
methods.
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rotor speed/angle is deduced by estimating the winding ﬂux. The perfor-
mance of the the proposed control scheme is validated using experiments
and simulations results. However, the estimated rotor angle is not pre-
sented in both the experiment and simulation results.
B. Air-gap power-based MRAS
In [93], an air-gap power-based MRAS observer for slip speed estimation
is proposed. This method is based on comparing the measured rotor cur-
rent space vector and the air-gap power. In this publication, the stability
analysis is performed using small signal methods (using stability theory of
sliding mode systems). In addition, the sensitivity analysis was also con-
ducted showing that the proposed method is sensitive to the no-load active
and reactive powers. Simulation and experiment results were presented to
validate the proposed method. Similar work is presented in [94], were the
focus is on the adaptive tuning of the stator inductance by adding a self
tuning algorithm, since any mismatch can deeply aﬀect the operation of
the grid-connected DFIG. To realise the adaptive mechanism tuning, the
authors suggested a minimisation of the error between the squared modu-
lus of two air-gap complex power space vectors. In addition, a discussion
on the the criterion to settle the dynamics of the adaptation mechanism
is performed. The proposed method was tested using experiments. It was
shown that the performance of the proposed sensor-less control strategy is
satisfactory.
C. Electromagnetic torque-based MRAS
In [95], a rotor speed estimator that is based on the electromagnetic torque
calculations is proposed. This method uses the electromagnetic torque as
a working error variable. The electromagnetic torque can be expressed in
the αβ0-reference frame as a function of the stator and rotor currents, and
the rotor position. In this method, the error to be driven to zero is deter-
mined by the diﬀerence between the electromagnetic torque evaluated by
the power transferred across the air-gap in the synchronous reference frame
and the electromagnetic torque that is evaluated from the stator and rotor
currents, and rotor position in the αβ0-reference frame. Also, the stability
of the proposed method was investigated and led to the determination of
the instability region (a circle with a diameter equal to the no-load stator
current).
D. Reactive power-based MRAS
An MRAS observer based on the rotor reactive power is proposed in [78,
96]. This estimation method has the advantage of not being dependant on
the rotor resistance. The performance of the proposed estimation method
is validated under various operating conditions such as under balanced,
unbalanced or non-linear loads. In addition, an on-line estimation of the
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magnetising inductance is proposed in order to improve the control of the
system. The estimated slip angular speed is used to tune the adjustable
model in order for the PI controller to drive the error, ε, to zero. Since, the
rotor voltage contains harmonics, then the estimated angular slip speed is
very noisy.
E. Back EMF-based MRAS
In [13], a back-emf-based MRAS is presented, whereby the error, ε = e− eˆ,
is to be driven to zero. In this publication, the adaptive mechanism and the
stability of the closed loop system is derived using the Popov's criterion.
Also, the tuning of the PI parameters in the adaptive model is limited
by noise consideration [13]. The performance of the proposed method is
validated using experiments.
F. Rotor current-based MRAS
In [97], a direct slip position-based MRAS observer self-sensing control
method for a DFIG system, connected to a DC grid through a diode rec-
tiﬁer, is proposed. The authors aimed at maintaining the stator frequency
constant. The control algorithm is based on the Γ-equivalent circuit of the
DFIG. The control scheme is composed of an outer control loop, dedicated
to the control of the stator frequency and an inner control loop that is
dedicated to the control of the rotor current. The control is implemented
in the synchronous reference frame. Further, a PLL-based method is also
implemented in order to estimate the stator frequency which is used for
the outer control loop. Compared to the standard PLL, the inputs of the
PI controller is the dot product of the α-axis and β-axis stator voltage and
the sine and cosine of the estimated stator angle (output of the proposed
PLL). However, instead of using the sine, the cosine of the angle is used.
In addition, the slip angle estimation is based on assuming that the d-axis
stator current (isd ≈ 0) is zero due to the diode bridge operation [98]. The
experimental results and the simulation results presented in [97] showed
that the slip error is very noisy. However, neither the sensitivity study nor
the design criteria was discussed.
Recently in [99], a MRAS-based speed/position estimator which uses the
rotor current in the synchronous reference frame is presented. The pro-
posed rotor speed estimator utilizes only the stator resistance and the sta-
tor inductance. The adjustable model is composed of the current measure-
ments transformed into the synchronous dq0-reference frame. The reference
model is based on a new vector, ~X = k~ir, which is proportional to the rotor
current space vector,~ir . Also, in [99], a comparative study between the ro-
tor speed estimation based on PLL and the proposed method is conducted.
It is shown that the proposed method can catch on the ﬂy and outperform
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the rotor speed estimation based on the rotor speed PLL. However, the
estimated rotor speed is noisy at all stator current.
G. Stator current-based MRAS
In [100], a stator current-based MRAS is described for brushless doubly-
fed induction generators. The reference model is based on the simpliﬁed
model of the BDFIG proposed in [101]. The design of the MRAS observer is
done based on the control winding stator current. The performance of the
proposed control scheme is validated using experiments and its performance
was satisfactory.
2.3.2.3 Extended Kalman ﬁlter-based methods
The extended Kalman ﬁlter is a stochastic state observer which is a viable can-
didate for the rotor speed estimation. The EKF-based rotor speed estimation
was ﬁrst reported in [102], whereby the EKF algorithm procedure for rotor
speed estimation is presented. However, the design of the process noise and
the measurement covariance matrices is done by trial and error. Further, the
state variables chosen were presented in both the synchronous dq0-reference
frame and the αβ0-reference frame. This increases the complexity of the EKF
algorithm since, at each iteration there should be a transformation during the
prediction of the measurement and the update of the Kalman ﬁlter gain [103].
To validate the proposed EKF algorithm only simulations results were pre-
sented. In addition, the observability of the linearised DFIG model is not
addressed. This issue was analysed and an extended Kalman ﬁlter was pro-
posed as a rotor position observer in [103, 104]. Experimental results were
presented in [104] while in [103] simulation results are presented.
It was shown that the EKF-based rotor speed estimation has great robust-
ness to parameter inaccuracy, measurement noise and load changes [103,104].
However, the EKF algorithm is computationally intensive and time consum-
ing. In addition, the tuning of the matrices Q and R is diﬃcult. The matrix
R is linked to the measurement noise characteristics while the Q describes the
conﬁdence of the system model. To the best knowledge of the author, the un-
scented Kalman ﬁlter (UKF) has not been used yet as a rotor speed estimator
in DFIG systems.
2.3.2.4 PLL-based methods
In [105,106], a PLL-based rotor position estimation method is presented. This
method is used to simultaneously determine the stator speed, the rotor angle
and the stator angle. The basic idea of this method is to transform the sta-
tor and rotor currents together with the stator voltage into the dq0-reference
frame. This idea is based on the fact that for an induction machine the ro-
tor magnetic ﬁeld is equal and opposite to the stator magnetic ﬁeld [105]. A
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of a PLL-based rotor speed estimation.
schematics of the PLL estimator is depicted in Figure 2.6. However, when a
central frequency, ω0, is added as portrayed in Figure 2.6, this can lead to a
long response time. Further, at lower speeds the use of a larger central fre-
quency, ω0, could lead to steady state errors. A similar approach is presented
in [20, 21]. Here, based on the Kirchoﬀ's law and based on the equivalent cir-
cuit of the DFIG, a pseudo rotor current which rotates at slip speed into the
synchronous dq0-reference frame is deduced. This method has the advantage
of being immune to the change of stator and rotor resistances. It needs only
the magnetising inductance Lm.
In [107], the performance comparison of the sensorless algorithm-based
MRAS and PLL rotor angle estimation is investigated. The comparison is
based on the start-up operating conditions and the error of the rotor position
angle. It is shown that the stator-ﬂux MRAS observer has a poorer settling
time performance during start-up compared to PLL-based rotor speed esti-
mation. Furthermore, under speed variation the PLL-based method showed
better performance than the stator ﬂux PLL. In [22] the rotor speed estimation
method presented in [105,106] has been extended to include unbalanced operat-
ing conditions. The authors proposed a PLL-based rotor estimation algorithm
that associates the estimation of the rotor speed with the central frequency
and the PLL-based speed estimation technique discussed in [105, 106]. This
add-on scheme uses the rotor and the stator currents together with the stator
voltage measurements. Hence, its main drawback being the dependency to the
magnetising inductance.
2.3.2.5 Active ﬂux methods
In [108], the active ﬂux concept for position sensor-less control of uniﬁed AC
drives is presented. The active ﬂux concept consists of converting the salient
poles travelling ﬁeld machines into non-salient pole ones mathematically. The
active ﬂux concept was designed for a synchronous machine and an induction
machine. The proposed estimation technique was veriﬁed experimentally. A
review on active ﬂux methods for AC drives is presented in [109].
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2.3.2.6 Disturbance observer-based methods
In [110], the disturbance observer and the sliding mode observer schemes for
sensor-less control of induction machines are compared. Compared to the
sliding mode observer scheme, it was shown that the disturbance observer-
based sensor-less control strategy was simpler in the designed implementation.
It was suggested that the disturbance observer scheme should be used with
parameter estimation algorithms. In [14], a speed sensor-less mode predictive
control based on the disturbance observer for induction motor drives. The
proposed control strategy is validated through simulations.
2.4 Saliency-based estimation methods
For the saliency-based methods, the rotor position is estimated from the position-
dependant machine saliency. Usually, a high-frequency excitation is required.
These estimation methods are suitable for low speed applications. The saliency-
based estimation method presented in the literature for DFIG systems can be
categorised into the signal processing methods and the high frequency meth-
ods.
2.4.1 High Frequency signal injection methods
In [111, 112], an investigation on the sensorless control based on the high fre-
quency injection signal is conducted. The method consists of injecting high
frequency current into the rotor which induces a high frequency voltage in
the stator side, while measuring the phase shift between the induced high fre-
quency voltage and the injected high frequency rotor current,thus obtaining
the information regarding the speed is deduced. Similar approach is proposed
in [113], where the authors suggest the injection of a high frequency rotor volt-
age which induces a high frequency voltage in the stator side. The rotor speed
or the rotor position is estimated by measuring the phase shift between the
injected rotor voltage and the induced stator voltage. In high frequencies, the
stator inductance and that of the grid are very high. The addition of the grid
impedance at high frequency can deter the estimation performance of these
method [6]. This issue was adressed in [6], where the authors suggested to
inject a high frequency voltage into the stator side using a grid-side converter.
Also, a high frequency current cancellation method is proposed in order to
reduce the eﬀect of the harmonics on the rotor side. Although this technique
has high accuracy in estimating rotor position even during low speed operating
conditions, it requires a complicated algorithm and additional equipment for
the injection of high frequency signals. In addition, high harmonic distortion
can lead to losses.
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2.4.2 Signal processing methods
In [114], an estimation method of the rotor speed is described. In this method,
a signal window is applied on the stator power signal. The signal window is
determied through the use of the iscrete Fourier transform. Practical experi-
ment on the wound rotor induction machine are used to validate the proposed
estimation method. The boundaries of the narrow band are determined based
on the range of the rotor speed in which the machine can operate. The per-
formance of the proposed sensor-less control strategy are validated through
experiments. A similar approach is followed in [8], where the window signal is
applied to the stator current frequency.
2.4.3 High frequency model methods
In [115], an observer is proposed based on the injection of the ﬁfth harmonic
component of the stator voltage for rotor speed/position estimation. This esti-
mation method is based on the rotor current and stator voltage measurements.
In this method, a phase-locked loop is used to track the harmonic component
of the rotor current, induced by the ﬁfth harmonic of the stator voltage. The
proposed observer is designed based on the equivalent circuit of the machine
for the ﬁfth harmonics. This method has the advantage of not requiring the
stator current measurement. However, this method is very complex.
2.5 Other methods
A position sensorless control of a DFIG system that is connected to a DC
micro-grid is described in [116]. In this conﬁguration, the stator is directly
connected to the DC micro-grid through a diode rectiﬁer, and the rotor is fed
by only one VSC. The sensor-less control strategy is based on the detection
of the stator frequency, and it is designed to operate without any machine
parameters. Then, the stator frequency and the reference stator frequency is
inputted to a PI controller. The proposed control strategy is validated through
experiments. A similar slip estimation method is presented in [117], describing
the model predictive control of DFIG system connected to a DC grid. The
proposed control strategy is validated through experiments.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the literature review on the rotor speed/position estimation
techniques for sensor-less control of the DFIG and RDFIG systems is pre-
sented. It was shown that the rotor speed estimation techniques can be classi-
ﬁed into the model-based methods, the saliency based methods and the other
methods. The saliency-based estimation methods are mostly used for low
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speed applications while the model-based estimation methods and the other
estimation methods are mostly used for medium-speed and high-speed appli-
cations.
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Background
3.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, the background theory and the modelling of RDFIG-based
WECSs are presented. In addition, the modelling of the main components
of the RDFIG-based WECSs is presented. There are the wind turbine, the
RDFIG, the DC-link and the ﬁlter. Further, the sliding mode observer and
the PLL estimator are introduced.
3.2 Overview of the RDFIG-based WECS
A RDFIG-based WECS is shown in Figure 3.1. It can be seen that the RDFIG-
based WECS consists of the wind turbine, the RDFIG, the back-to-back con-
verters, the ﬁlter, the control system, the transformer and the point of common
coupling (PCC).
3.3 Wind turbine model
In this section, the modelling of the wind turbine is introduced.
3.3.1 Mechanical power
The mechanical power captured by the wind turbine is expressed by [118121]
Pm =
1
2
Cp(ς, β)ρairpir
2V 3wind, (3.1)
where Pm is the captured mechanical power; Cp(ς, β) is the power coeﬃcient;
ρair is the air density; r is the radius of the turbine propeller; and, Vwind is the
wind speed. The power coeﬃcient can be approximated as [122];
Cp(ς, β) = 0.73
(151
ς
− 0.58β − 0.002β2.14 − 13.2
)
e−18.5ςk , (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the RDFIG-based WECS.
with
ς =
Vtip
Vwind
=
Ωtr
Vwind
, (3.3)
and
1
ςk
=
1
1
ς−0.02β − 0.003β3+1
. (3.4)
In (3.2) and (3.3), ς is the tip-speed ratio and β is the pitch angle; and,
Vtip = Ωtr and Ωt are the turbine tip speed and the angular speed of the rotor
blades, respectively. The power coeﬃcient denotes the portion of power that
the wind turbine can extract from the total wind power available. The power
coeﬃcient is a speciﬁc characteristic of a given wind turbine. The optimal
value of the power coeﬃcient allows for the optimal capture of the available
wind power. A typical relationship between the power coeﬃcient and the tip
speed ratio is shown in Figure 3.2.
3.3.2 Mechanical torque
From (3.1), the torque produced by the wind turbine is given by
τt =
Cp(ς, β)ρairpir
2V 3wind
2Ωt
, (3.5)
where τt is the torque produced by the turbine.
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Assume that the gearbox is perfect stiﬀ, it yields that the mechanical torque
delivered by the gearbox is given by
τm =
τt
m
=
1
2m
Cp(ς, β)ρairpir
3V 2wind, (3.6)
where τm is the mechanical torque while m is the gearbox ratio. The mechan-
ical speed at the generator in the machine side is given by
Ωm = mΩt, (3.7)
Ωm is the mechanical shaft speed of the generator.
0 5 10 150
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
C
p
Tip-speed ratio
Figure 3.2: Tip-speed ratio(ς) versus power coeﬃcient(Cp).
3.4 Operation principle of the RDFIG system
The RDFIG is a wound rotor induction machine that can be fed from the
rotor and stator terminals at the same time. For the following discussions, it
is assumed that the stator and rotor windings are sinusoidally distributed and
the air gap is uniform. From a transformer model point of view, the RDFIG
has its rotor as the primary and the stator as the secondary side. Even though,
the RDFIGs and the DFIGs performs the same function in the WECSs, they
operates slightly diﬀerently.
In the conventional DFIGs, the rotor rotates in the same direction as the
stator and rotor magnetic ﬁelds as it can be seen in Figure 3.3(a). On the
other hand, in the RDFIG, the rotor rotates in the opposite direction to that
of the stator and rotor magnetic ﬁelds, as shown in Figure 3.3(b).
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(a)
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Ωm
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~vsfg
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(b)
Figure 3.3: The DFIGs and RDFIGs operations: (a) DFIG operations; and, (b)
RDFIG operations.
3.4.1 Slip and speed equations
For the RDFIGs, the rotor windings are connected to the grid, therefore the
rotor voltage pulsates at grid frequency. The rotor voltage induces a rotating
rotor ﬂux that pulsates at the grid angular frequency which is described by
ωg = 2pifg, (3.8)
where fg and ωg are the ﬁxed grid frequency and the angular grid speed. The
rotor of the RDFIG rotates in the opposite direction to the rotor and stator
magnetic ﬂuxes as depicted in Figure 3.3(b). Hence, the mechanical shaft
speed is negative with regards to the electrical rotor frequency. When the rotor
of the RDFIG rotates, there is an induced electromotive force (EMF) in the
stator windings that pulsates at slip frequency. Hence, both the stator voltage
and current pulsate at the slip angular speed. The slip angular frequency is
given by
ωs = ωg + ωr, (3.9)
where ωs is the slip angular frequency and ωr is the electrical rotor angular
speed. The electrical rotor angular speed is given by
ωr = PΩm, (3.10)
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where P denotes the number of pole-pairs and Ωm represents the mechanical
shaft speed. It is important to note that the mechanical shaft speed, Ωm, has
a negative value. The slip, s, is given by
s =
ωg + ωr
ωg
. (3.11)
When s = 0, the RDFIG operates under synchronous operating conditions
while when s = 1 the RDFIG is at standstill. When s = −1, the RDFIG
rotates at twice the synchronous speed.
3.5 Power ﬂow in RDFIG systems
Assuming that the RDFIG-based WECS is a lossless system, the mechanical
power captured by the wind turbine is given by
Pm = Pg = Pr + Ps, (3.12)
where Pm is the mechanical power, Pr is the generated power from the rotor
side and Ps is the power generated from the stator side of the RDFIG. Pg
is the total generated power by the RDFIG system. For the RDFIG, there
exists three operating modes with each having a speciﬁc power ﬂow. These
are the sub-synchronous operating mode, the synchronous operating mode and
the super-synchronous operating mode. It is important to note for a RDFIG,
given the rotor rotates in the opposite direction to that of the rotor magnetic
ﬂux, the electromagnetic torque and the mechanical torque are positive in
generating mode. This implies that the expression of the active stator power
is given by
Pm = τmωr, (3.13)
The active rotor power is given by
Pr = −τemωg. (3.14)
where τem is the electromagnetic torque. Note that there is a negative sign in
(3.14) that guarantees that the generated power is negative because both the
electromagnetic torque and the grid angular speed are positive. In a lossless
RDFIG system, the expression in (3.12) can be rewritten using (3.13) and
(3.14) as
Ps = Pm − Pr = τmωr − (−τemωg). (3.15)
Also, in a lossless RDFIG system the electromagnetic torque is equal to the
mechanical torque (τem = τm). Equation (3.15) can then be rewritten as
Ps = τem(ωr + ωg). (3.16)
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Table 3.1: Generated Power and electromagnetic torque signs
slip range Operating modes signs
0 < s < 1 sub-synchronous mode Pr < 0 ,Ps > 0 and τem > 0
s = 0 synchronous mode Pr < 0 , Ps = 0 and τem > 0
s < 0 super-synchronous mode Pr < 0 ,Ps < 0 and τem > 0
Substituting (3.14) into (3.16) yields
Ps = −Prωr + ωg
ωg
= −sPr. (3.17)
From (3.17), it can be seen that, the sign of the stator active power (generated
or consumed) also depends also on the sign of the slip. Based on (3.16) and
the assumption that the generated power is negative, the polarity of diﬀerent
power according to the generating mode of the RDFIG system is summarised
in Table 3.1.
A. Sub-synchronous operating mode
As it is shown in Table 3.1, when the RDFIG operates under sub-synchronous
operating mode, the absolute electrical angular rotor speed is less than that
of the grid angular speed. Thus, the slip is positive and less than one. The
RDFIG system generates active power from the rotor side while it consumes
active power through the back-to-back converters from the grid. The power
ﬂow scheme of a lossless RDFIG system is portrayed Figure 3.4. The ac-
tive power through the back-to-back converters can increase or decrease
the DC-link voltage. In order to guarantee maximum power transfer, the
DC-link voltage is always maintains constant. The DC-link capacitor is
used as the storage element in the DFIG system.
RDFIG
Pm
Pr
Ps = −sPr
Pg
statorrotor
stator statorConverters
Figure 3.4: The RDFIG's sub-synchronous power ﬂow scheme.
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B. Synchronous operating mode
The slip is equal to zero in the synchronous mode, as it can be seen in Ta-
ble 3.1. As a consequence, there is no induced EMF in the stator windings
since this induced EMF in the rotor windings depends on the relative speed
between grid angular speed and the electrical rotor speed. Therefore, the
RDFIG operates as a synchronous generator. This operating mode does
not allow for the production or the consumption of active power at the
stator side of the RDFIG. The synchronous power ﬂow of the RDFIG is
presented in Figure 3.5.
Pm
Pr
Ps = 0
Pg
statorrotor
stator statorConverters
RDFIG
Figure 3.5: The RDFIG's synchronous power ﬂow scheme.
C. Super-synchronous operating mode
Unlike in the sub-synchronous mode, the RDFIG produces active power
from both the stator side and rotor side in the super-synchronous operating
mode. The slip is negative as it can be seen from Table 3.1. As above
mentioned, the DC-link voltage can increase or decrease depending on the
power transfer through the back-to-back converter. Thus, the main aim
of the grid side converter control is to to maintain the DC-link voltage
constant.
RDFIG
Pm
Pr
Ps = −sPr
Pg
statorrotor
stator statorConverters
Figure 3.6: The RDFIG's super-synchronous power ﬂow scheme.
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3.6 Modelling of the RDFIG
In this section, the modelling of the RDFIG is presented. The modelling of
the RDFIG in this section is similar to that presented in [27,28,31].
3.6.1 RDFIG modelling in abc-reference frame
The winding layout of a three-phase RDFIG is portrayed in Figure 3.7. The
winding layout of a RDFIG is portrayed in Figure 3.7(a). The wye connected
stator and rotor equivalent circuits of a RDFIG are shown in Figure 3.7(b).
From Figure 3.7(b), and using Faraday's and Kirchoﬀ's laws in the stator and
rotor equivalent circuits of the RDFIG, the voltage equations of the induction
as axis
ar axis
bs axis
br axis
cs axis
cr axis
bs
cs
′
as
′
as
cs
bs
′
br
cr
′
ar
′
cr
br
′
ar
θr
Ωm
(a)
Ls
Rs
isa
L
s
R
s
isb
Rs
Ls
isc
Lr
Rr
ira
L
r
R
r
irb
Rr
Lr
irc
vsa
+
vsb
+
vsc
+
vra
+
vrb
+
vrb
+
NrNs
(b)
Figure 3.7: RDIFG schematics: (a) Winding layout of a two-pole RDFIG; and, (b)
stator and rotor equivalent circuit of a wye-connected symmetrical RDFIG.
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machine are [
vsabc
vrabc
]
=
[
Rs 0
0 Rr
] [
isabc
irabc
]
+
d
dt
[
λsabc
λrabc
]
, (3.18)
where vsabc and vrabc are the instantaneous three-phase stator and rotor volt-
ages respectively; isabc and irabc are the three-phase stator and rotor currents
respectively; and, λsabc and λrabc are the three-phase stator and rotor ﬂux
linkages respectively.
Rr and Rs are the stator and rotor resistance matrices respectively and
they are given by
Rs =
Rs 0 00 Rs 0
0 0 Rs
 (3.19)
and
Rr =
Rr 0 00 Rr 0
0 0 Rr
 , (3.20)
with Rr and Rs are the per-phase rotor and stator resistances respectively.
When the stator variables are referred to the rotor, referring all the stator
variables to rotor, the instantaneous three-phase stator voltage is given by
v
′
sabc = R
′
si
′
sabc +
dλ
′
sabc
dt
, (3.21)
where
v
′
sabc =
Nr
Ns
vsabc, i
′
sabc =
Ns
Nr
isabc, ψ
′
sabc =
Nr
Ns
λsabc, (3.22)
and
R
′
s =
(Nr
Ns
)2
Rs, L
′
s =
(Nr
Ns
)2
Ls, L
′
sr =
Nr
Ns
Lsr (3.23)
where the superscript ( ′ ) represents the stator variables referred to the rotor
windings. In order to simplify the notations, the superscript ( ′ ) is taken out
from here and on.
The three-phase rotor ﬂux linkage and the referred three-phase stator ﬂux
linkage are then given by[
λsabc
λrabc
]
=
[
Ls Lsr
(Lsr)
t Lr
] [
isabc
irabc
]
, (3.24)
where the stator inductance matrix is given by
Lr =
Lsl + Lsm −12Lsm −12Lsm−1
2
Lsm Lsl + Lsm −12Lsm−1
2
Lsm −12Lsm Lsl + Lsm
 , (3.25)
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the referred mutual inductance matrix is given by
Lsr = Lsm
 cos θr cos(θr + 2pi3 ) cos(θr − 2pi3 )cos(θr − 2pi3 ) cos θr cos(θr + 2pi3 )
cos(θr +
2pi
3
) cos(θr − 2pi3 ) cos θr
 , (3.26)
and the referred rotor inductance matrix is given by
Lr =
Lrl + Lsm −12Lsm −12Lsm−1
2
Lsm Lrl + Lsm −12Lsm−1
2
Lsm −12Lsm Lrl + Lsm
 . (3.27)
In (3.25)−(3.27), Lsl and Lsm are the leakage and magnetising inductances of
the stator windings, respectively; Lsr is the mutual inductance; and, Lrl is the
leakage rotor inductance. The mutual inductance matrix depicted in (3.26)
depends on the electrical rotor position/angle, θr. The electrical rotor angle is
given by
θr =
∫ t
0
ωrdt+ θr(0), (3.28)
where θr(0) is the initial electrical rotor angle. The electrical rotor angle is time
dependant. Thus, there exist the need to transform the machine variables and
parameters into a reference frame where the mutual inductances are constant.
3.6.2 RDFIG modelling in the synchronous
dq0-reference Frame
Reference frames are used to eliminate the time dependency terms of the
mutual inductance of the AC machines. In Figure 3.8, the stationary αβ0-
reference frame, the synchronous dq0-reference frame and the reference frame
attached to the rotor of the RDFIG are presented.
α
β
q
d
qr
dr
ωdq
ωr
θr
θs
θdq
Figure 3.8: Schematic of the reference frames.
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The transformation matrix, Tdq, used to transform any quantity from the
abc-reference frame into the rotating dq0-reference frame is given by
Tdq =
2
3
cos(θdq) cos(θdq − 2pi3 ) cos(θdq + 2pi3 )sin(θdq) sin(θdq − 2pi3 ) sin(θdq + 2pi3 )
1
2
1
2
1
2
 , (3.29)
where,
θdq =
∫ t
0
ωdqdt+ θdq(0). (3.30)
Note that for the RDFIG system, the rotor quantities pulsates at grid fre-
quency. θdq is the angle between the stationary reference frame and the rotat-
ing dq0-reference frame; ωdq is the angular speed at which the dq0-reference
frame rotates; Tdq is the transformation matrix from abc-reference frame to
the rotating dq0-reference frame; and, θdq(0) is the initial value of the angle
between the stationary reference frame and the arbitrary dq0-reference frame.
When the rotating dq0-reference frame is rotating at synchronous angular
speed, it yields
ωdq = ωg (3.31)
and
θdq = θg, (3.32)
where θg =
∫ t
0
ωgdt+ θg(0) is the angle between the stationary reference frame
and the synchronous reference frame, as shown in Figure 3.8. θg is calculated
from either the grid voltage space vector (when voltage-oriented control (VOC)
is used) or from the rotor ﬂux linkage space vector (when ﬁeld oriented control
(FOC) is used).
3.6.2.1 Three-phase rotor voltages
Transforming the three-phase rotor voltages in (3.18) into the synchronous
dq0-reference frame using (3.29), yields[
vrd
vrq
]
= Rr
[
ird
irq
]
+
d
dt
[
λrd
λrq
]
+ ωg
[−λrq
λrd
]
, (3.33)
where vrd and vrq are the d-axis and q-axis rotor voltages respectively; ird and
irq are the d-axis and q-axis rotor current, respectively; and, λrd and λrq are
the d-axis and q-axis rotor ﬂux linkages respectively.
3.6.2.2 Three-phase stator voltages
Given that the three-phase stator current rotates at slip frequency, the trans-
formation matrix is given by
Tdq =
2
3
cos(θs) cos(θs − 2pi3 ) cos(θs + 2pi3 )sin(θs) sin(θs − 2pi3 ) sin(θs + 2pi3 )
1
2
1
2
1
2
 , (3.34)
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and
θs =
∫ t
0
ωsdt+ θs(0), (3.35)
where ωs = ωg + ωr is slip angular speed and θs is the slip position.
Thus, the three-phase stator voltages transformed into the synchronous
dq0-reference frame become[
vsd
vsq
]
= Rs
[
isd
isq
]
+
d
dt
[
λsd
λsq
]
+ ωs
[−λsq
λsd
]
, (3.36)
where vsd and vsd are the d-axis and q-axis stator voltages respectively; isd and
isq are the d-axis and q-axis stator currents respectively; and, λsd and λsq are
the d-axis and q-axis stator ﬂux linkages respectively.
3.6.2.3 Three-phase ﬂux linkages
The three-phase stator and rotor ﬂux linkages into the synchronous dq0-reference
frame are given by[
λsdq0
λrdq0
]
=
[
TsLs(Ts)
−1 TsLsr(Tr)−1
Ts(Lsr)
T (Ts)
−1 TrLr(Tr)−1
] [
isdq0
irdq0
]
, (3.37)
where
TsLs(Ts)
−1 =
Lsl + Lm 0 00 Lsl + Lm 0
0 0 Lsl
 , (3.38)
TrLr(Tr)
−1 =
Lrl + Lm 0 00 Lrl + Lm 0
0 0 Lrl
 , (3.39)
and
Tr(Lsr)
T (Ts)
−1 = TsLsr(Tr)−1 =
Lm 0 00 Lm 0
0 0 0
 . (3.40)
In (3.38)−(3.40), Lsl and Lm = 32Lsm are the leakage inductance and the
magnetising inductance respectively; and, Lrl is the leakage inductance referred
to the stator. Substituting (3.38), (3.39) and (3.40) into (3.37), the d-axis
stator and rotor ﬂux linkages are given by
λsd = Lsisd + Lmird, (3.41)
λsq = Lsisq + Lmirq, (3.42)
λrd = Lrird + Lmisd, (3.43)
and
λrq = Lrirq + Lmisq. (3.44)
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3.6.2.4 RDFIG equivalent circuit
In this section the space vector notation is particularly adopted for simplicity.
Assuming that the space vector quantities in the synchronous reference frame
are deﬁned as
~f s = fd + jfq, (3.45)
where, the superscript s refers to the space vector in the synchronous reference
frame. Based on the analysis conducted on the stator and rotor voltage equa-
tions in the of the RDFIG in the synchronous reference frame, the dynamics
of the stator and rotor voltages space vectors are given by[
~vss
~vsr
]
=
[
Rs 0
0 Rr
] [
~iss
~isr
]
+
d
dt
[
~λss
~λsr
]
+ j
[−ωs 0
0 ωg
] [
~λss
~λsr
]
, (3.46)
where ~vss = vsd+jvsq and ~v
s
r = vrd+jvrq are the stator and rotor voltage space
vectors, respectively; ~iss = isd + jisq and ~i
s
r = ird + jirq are the stator and rotor
current space vectors, respectively; and, ~λss = λsd+jλsq and
~λsr = λrd+jλrq are
the stator and rotor ﬂux linkage space vectors, respectively. From (3.46), the
equivalent circuit of the RDFIG in the synchronous reference frame is deduced
and shown in Figure 3.9. In Figure 3.9, the magnetising current space vector
~isrm is given by
~isrm =~i
s
s +~i
s
r. (3.47)
3.6.3 RDFIG modelling into the stationary
αβ0-reference frame
The modelling in the αβ0-reference frame is important for the design of the
observers proposed in this thesis. The approach to modelling the RDFIG in
the αβ0-reference frame is similar to that presented in section 3.6.2. However,
the diﬀerence is that in the transformation matrix presented in (3.29), the
angle θdq is equal to zero.
Rr
jωg~λ
s
r Lrl ~isr
Lsl~iss
jωs~λ
s
s Rs
~vsr Lm
~isrm
~vss
Figure 3.9: RDFIG equivalent circuit in the synchronous reference frame.
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α
β
γ
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~islr~ir
islrγ
islrσ
ωs
θs
θs
φ
Figure 3.10: Vector diagram of the rotor current space vector.
3.6.3.1 Stator and rotor voltages
The expressions of the stator voltage into the αβ0-reference frame are given
by [
vsα
vsβ
]
=
[
Rs 0
0 Rs
] [
isα
isβ
]
+
d
dt
[
λsα
λsβ
]
+
[
0 ωr
−ωr 0
] [
λsα
λsβ
]
, (3.48)
where vsα and vsβ are the α-axis and β-axis stator voltages respectively; isα
and isβ are the α-axis and β-axis stator currents respectively; and, λsα and λsβ
are the α-axis and β-axis stator ﬂux linkages respectively. The rotor voltage
space vector transformed into the αβ0-reference frame is given by[
vrα
vrβ
]
=
[
Rr 0
0 Rr
] [
irα
irβ
]
+
d
dt
[
λrα
λrβ
]
+
[
0 ωg
−ωg 0
] [
λrα
λrβ
]
, (3.49)
where vrα and vrβ are the α-axis and β-axis rotor voltages respectively; irα
and irβ are the α-axis and β-axis rotor currents respectively; and, λrα and λrβ
are the α-axis and β-axis rotor ﬂux linkages respectively.
3.6.3.2 Stator and rotor ﬂux linkages
The stator ﬂux linkage transformed into the αβ0-reference frame is given by[
λsα
λsβ
]
=
[
Ls 0
0 Ls
] [
isα
isβ
]
+
[
Lm 0
0 Lm
] [
irα
irβ
]
, (3.50)
and, the rotor ﬂux linkage transformed into the αβ0-reference frame is
given by [
λrα
λrβ
]
=
[
Lr 0
0 Lr
] [
irα
irβ
]
+
[
Lm 0
0 Lm
] [
isα
isβ
]
. (3.51)
3.6.3.3 Stator current dynamics in the αβ0-reference frame
Based on Figure 3.10, the rotor current can be written as[
irα
irβ
]
= |~islr |
[
cos(θs + φ)
sin(θs + φ)
]
, (3.52)
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where ~islr = |~islr |ejφ is the rotor current space vector in the slip reference frame
(σ, γ); θs is the slip angle; φ is the phase angle of the rotor current in the slip
reference frame. The magnitude of the rotor current space vector in the slip
reference frame is given by
|~islr | =
√
(islrγ)
2 + (islrσ)
2, (3.53)
where islrσ and i
sl
rγ are the σ-axis and γ-axis rotor currents in the slip reference
frame; and φ = tan−1
( islrγ
islrσ
)
. Substituting (3.52) into (3.50) yields[
λsα
λsβ
]
=
[
Ls 0
0 Ls
] [
isα
isβ
]
+ |~islr |
[
Lm 0
0 Lm
] [
cos(θs + φ)
sin(θs + φ)
]
. (3.54)
Substituting (3.54) into (3.48) and rewriting it, yields the dynamic equations
of the stator current space vector of a RDFIG in the αβ0-reference frame, that
is, [
i˙sα
i˙sβ
]
=
[ −Rs
Ls
ωr
−ωr −RsLs
] [
isα
isβ
]
+
[
1
Ls
0
0 1
Ls
] [
eα
eβ
]
+
1
Ls
[
vsα
vsβ
]
, (3.55)
where eα and eβ are the α-axis and β-axis back-EMFs, respectively. The back-
EMF space vector transformed into the αβ0 reference frame is given by[
eα
eβ
]
= Lm|~islr |ωg
[
sin θk
− cos θk
]
. (3.56)
where θk = θs+φ. From (3.56), the dynamic equations of the back-EMF space
vector in the αβ0-reference frame can be deduced as[
e˙α
e˙β
]
=
[
0 −ωs
ωs 0
] [
eα
eβ
]
, (3.57)
where ωs =
dθk
dt
given the fact that the back-EMF pulsates at slip frequency.
3.6.3.4 Dynamic equations of the stator side of the RDIFG in the
αβ0-reference frame
Based on (3.55) and (3.57), the state space dynamic model of the stator side
of the RDFIG can be written as[
i˙
e˙
]
=
[
A11 A12
0 A22
] [
i
e
]
+
[
B11
0
]
v (3.58)
where i =
[
isα isβ
]T
, e =
[
eα eβ
]T
, v =
[
vsα vsβ
]T
A11 = −RsLs I− ωrJ, A12 = 1Ls I, A22 = ωsJ and B11 = 1Ls I, J =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
and
I =
[
1 0
0 1
]
.
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3.6.4 Power and electromagnetic torque equations
The stator active power, Ps, is given by
Ps =
3
2
(vsdisd + vsqisq) (3.59)
The stator reactive power, Qs, is given by
Qs =
3
2
(vsqisd − vsdisq) (3.60)
In the rotor side, the rotor active power, Pr, is given by
Pr =
3
2
(vrdird + vrqirq) (3.61)
and rotor reactive power are given by
Qr =
3
2
(vrqird − vrdirq) (3.62)
The electromagnetic torque, τem, can be given by
τem = 3P (λrqird − λrdirq) (3.63)
3.6.5 Mechanical equations
The relationship between the electromagnetic torque and the mechanical torque
for the RDFIG can be expressed as
J
dΩm
dt
+BΩm = τm − τem, (3.64)
where J is the inertia, Ωm is the shaft angular speed, τm is the mechanical
torque of the machine, τem is the electromagnetic torque, and, B is the friction
coeﬃcient.
3.7 L ﬁlter model
The schematic of a single-phase L ﬁlter is shown in Figure 3.11. The grid
voltage dynamics into the dq0-reference frame, are given by[
vgd
vgq
]
=
[
Rf 0
0 Rf
] [
icd
icq
]
+Lf
d
dt
[
icd
icq
]
+
[
0 −ωgLf
ωgLf 0
] [
icd
icq
]
+
[
vcd
vcq
]
, (3.65)
where vgd and vgq are the d-axis and q-axis grid voltages respectively; icd and
icq are the d-axis and q-axis converter currents respectively; and, vcd and vcq
are the d-axis and q-axis converter voltages respectively.
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Rf Lf ~ic
~vg ~vc
Figure 3.11: Schematic of the single-phase L ﬁlter.
Assuming that only the grid side converter (GSC) is the source of harmonic
components in the system, Figure 3.11 becomes Figure 3.12 and the transfer
function of the L ﬁlter, Hl(p), becomes
Hl(p) =
ic
vc
=
1
Lfp +Rf
, (3.66)
where p = jωh and ωh is the harmonic angular frequency.
Assuming that at high frequencies, L2fω
2
h >> R
2
f , the ﬁlter attenuation
becomes,
|Hl(jωh)| ≈ 1√
L2fω
2
h
, (3.67)
where |Hl(jωh)| denotes the L ﬁlter attenuation.
Rf Lf
ic(h)
vc(h)
Figure 3.12: Schematic of the per-phase L ﬁlter at high frequency.
3.8 DC-link model
The modelling of the DC-link in this section is similar to that presented in
[2,123125]. The energy stored in the capacitor of the DC-link, Wdc, as shown
in Figure 3.13, is given by
Wdc =
Cdc
2
V 2dc (3.68)
where Vdc is DC-link voltage, and Cdc is the DC-link capacitor. The dynamic
behaviour of the DC-link voltage of the back-to-back power converter is given
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by
Cdc
dVdc
dt
= Idc, (3.69)
where Idc is the current in the DC-link capacitor. Based on Figure 3.13, it can
be seen that the current through the DC-link capacitor is given by
Idc = Ic − Is, (3.70)
where Is is the current into the stator side converter (SSC) while Ic is the
current from the GSC, respectively.
Substituting (3.70) into (3.69) yields,
Cdc
dVdc
dt
= Ic − Is. (3.71)
Multiplying (3.71) by Vdc with the assumption that the back-to-back converter
is ideal, then,
CdcVdc
dVdc
dt
=
Cdc
2
dV 2dc
dt
= P dcc − P dcs , (3.72)
where P dcc = VdcIc is the converter power on the DC side of the GSC; and
P dcs = VdcIs is the stator active power on the DC side of the SSC.
Substituting (3.68) into (3.72), yields,
dWdc
dt
= P dcc − P dcs . (3.73)
Hence from (3.73), it can be seen that at steady state operating conditions the
power through the SSC is equal to the power through the GSC, that is
P dcc = P
dc
s . (3.74)
The converter active power at the AC side of the GSC is given by
Pc =
3
2
(vgdicd + vgdicd), (3.75)
and, the converter reactive power at the AC side of the VSC is given by
Qc =
3
2
(vgqicd − vgdicq). (3.76)
IcIs
Vdc
+
−
DC
ACDC
AC
SSC GSC
Cdc
Idc
Figure 3.13: Schematic of the DC-link.
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3.9 RDFIG vector control
The RDFIG vector control strategy consists of the stator side control strategy
and the grid side control strategy. The cascaded structure in the synchronous
reference frame is mostly used in both these control strategies. The vector
control strategy for the RDFIG-based WECS was ﬁrst proposed in [28]. In
addition, an eﬃciency comparison between the conventional DFIG and the
RDFIG at the same power rating was conducted in [28], as it was shown
that the RDFIG has better eﬃciency. However, the experimental results were
based on a conventional DFIG which is connected in stator-tied and rotor-tied
conﬁgurations. In [32], a vector control strategy of a custom-designed RDFIG
is proposed. The control strategy aims at the regulation of the electromagnetic
torque using the q-axis stator current. It is obvious that sensor-less control of
the RDFIG could be beneﬁcial in improving its reliability when realized. In
both [28,32], the authors used the voltage-oriented control technique in order
to implement the vector control. A synchronous reference frame (SRF)-PLL
is used for the calculation of the angle of the rotor voltage space vector.
3.9.1 Vector control of the stator side converter
The basic schematic of the vector control strategy of the stator side converter
for the grid-connected RDFIG system is shown in Figure 3.14. The vector
control strategy of the stator side converter is developed in the synchronous
dq0-reference frame, along either the rotor ﬂux linkage space vector or the rotor
voltage space vector. The stator current is usually used as a control variable
in order to regulate the machine quantities. With the alignment of the d-
axis synchronous reference frame along the rotor ﬂux linkage space vector,
the electromagnetic torque, the rotor active power, the rotor speed are all
proportional to the q-axis stator current while the reactive rotor power is
proportional to the d-axis stator current [2, 5, 32, 118].
RDFIGSSCSV
P
W
M
PI
PI
Compensation
terms
i∗sd
i∗sq
ABC-to-dq0
transform.
isabc
ca
lcu
l.
θ
g
ir
a
b
c
v
r
a
b
c
θg
θr
θsd
dt
ωs
Figure 3.14: Schematic of a vector control of RDFIG system.
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3.9.2 Vector control of the grid-side converter
The aim of the grid-side control strategy is maintain the DC-link voltage con-
stant and guaranteeing a bi-directional power ﬂow. Also, it aims at regulating
the power factor with the reative power maintain at zero. The vector control
technique is mostly adopted, with the dq0-reference frame aligned along the
stator voltage space vector [2]. This alignment allows for the decoupled con-
trol of the active and reactive power. The control of the grid-side converter is
similar to that of the voltage-source converter (VSC) [2]. The several vector
control schemes of the VSC are proposed in [2,123125]. A cascaded structure
was chosen. The aim of the inner control loops is to control the converter cur-
rent while the aim of the outer control loop is to regulate the DC-link voltage.
The single phase equivalent circuit of the grid side converter is presented in
Figure 3.15.
G
ri
d
vg
Transformer
ig ic
Filter
VSC
Idc
Cdc
IC
Il
Vdc
L
o
a
d
Vdc
Modulation and control system
ic
vg
Figure 3.15: Schematic of the per-phase grid-connected VSC.
3.10 Speed/position estimation
In this section, the focus is on the speed/position estimator that is based
on the association of the sliding mode observer and the phase-locked loop
(PLL) estimator. In general, the second order sliding mode observer (SMO),
is a closed loop observer which uses the discontinuous or continuous functions
from the error between the real and estimated state variables as inputs. The
system state reconstruction can be achieved by enforcing the sliding mode. The
Lyapunov stability criteria is mostly used for the design of the sliding mode
observer gains. The examples presented in this section are adapted from [1].
3.10.1 Sliding mode control
The basic principle of the sliding mode control consists of forcing the system
trajectories to reach and stay, in a ﬁnite time, on a given sliding manifold in
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the state space. The dynamics of any system can be described, in state space,
by
x˙ = f(x, t) + g(t, x)u(t, x), (3.77)
where ( ˙) denote the time derivative and x ∈ Rn is the state variable, f(x, t) ∈
Rn, g(t, x) ∈ Rn×m and u(t, x) ∈ Rm are suﬃciently smooth vector ﬁelds.
The sliding surface is deﬁned by the vanishing corresponding sliding variable,
S(x) ∈ Rm, and its successive time derivatives. To this end, the control
ui(t, x) is deﬁned by
ui(t, x) =

B, if Si(x) > B
Si(x), if Si(x) ≤ B
−B, if Si(x) < −B
, (3.78)
where i = 1, ...,m, B is th width of the boundary layer and the sliding mode
control function, u(t, x) = [u1(t, x), u2(t, x), ..., um(t, x)]
T . The existence of
the sliding mode is equivalent to the condition of stability of motion on the
subspaces, S(x) = [S1, S2, ..., Sm]
T [5052]. Hence, the Lyapunov stability
theory can be used in order to guarantee the existence of the sliding mode.
3.10.2 Sliding mode observer design
The sliding mode observer (SMO), is a closed loop observer which uses the
discontinuous or continuous functions from the error between the real and
estimated state variables. It was shown in (3.56) that the back-EMF includes
the slip angle. Hence, by estimating the back-EMF, which is not measurable,
the slip speed/angle can be extracted. Based on the dynamic model of the
RDFIG shown in (3.55), the sliding mode observer is designed as [1],
[
˙ˆisα
˙ˆisβ
]
= −Rs
Ls
[
iˆsα
iˆsβ
]
+
[
0 ωˆr
−ωˆr 0
] [
isα
isβ
]
+
1
Ls
[
Zα
Zβ
]
+
1
Ls
[
v∗sα
v∗sβ
]
, (3.79)
where ( ∗ ) and ( ˆ ) is the reference and the estimated values, respectively.
Zα and Zβ are the discontinuous or continuous functions (they can be the
saturation, sigmoid or signum functions).
The signum function is described by
sgn(Si(x)) =

1 if Si(x) > 1
Si(x) if Si(x) ≤ 1
−1 if Si(x) < −1
, (3.80)
where sgn denotes the signum function. The signum function holds the ad-
vantage of being simple to implement. However, its main disadvantage is the
high noise in the estimated signal of the variable of interest. The continuous
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functions such as the saturation or sigmoid functions were used to mitigate the
high noise created by the discontinuous functions. In [53], sigmoid function is
given by
F (Si(x)) =
[ 2
1 + e−cSi(x)
]
− 1, (3.81)
where F (Si(x)) is the sigmoid function while c is the adjustable parameter.
Compared to the signum function, the sigmoid function creates lesser noise.
However, there is still noise in the estimated signal that needs to be addressed.
In [1], the signum function is chosen because of simplicity. Compared to
(3.77), from (3.79), it can be seen that the state variables, x, are the α-axis
and β-axis stator current while the sliding mode control functions, u(x, t), is
Zα and Zβ. The sliding mode control functions are given by[
Zα
Zβ
]
= n
[
sgn(isα − iˆsα)
sgn(isβ − iˆsβ)
]
, (3.82)
where n is the gain of the sliding mode observer. The error of the estimated
stator current is deduced by subtracting (3.79) from (3.55), yielding,[
˙˜isα
˙˜isβ
]
= −Rs
Ls
[
i˜sα
i˜sβ
]
+
[
0 ω˜r
−ω˜r 0
] [
isα
isβ
]
+
1
Ls
[
eα − Zα
eβ − Zβ
]
, (3.83)
where (˜) is the diﬀerence between the actual and the estimated values. The
reference stator voltage space vector from the control strategy is assumed to be
equal to the actual stator voltage space vector. The stator current error and its
time derivative have to be driven to zero in order to have accurate estimation.
Hence, the predeﬁned sliding surface, on which the system trajectory of the
sliding mode observer will be forced to reach and stay at a ﬁnite time, is given
by [
S(x)
S˙(x)
]
=
[
0
0
]
. (3.84)
Here x = [ˆisα iˆsβ]
T represents the state variables (α-axis and β-axis stator
currents). S(x) = [isα − iˆsα isβ − iˆsβ]T is the sliding surface. One of the
advantages of using the sliding mode observer is that its convergence rate
can be tuned [19]. The Lyapunov stability theory is therefore used in order
to guarantee the existence of the sliding motion and the Lyapunov stability
theory is discussed in the following section.
3.10.3 Lyapunov stability criteria
The Lyapunov stability criteria is given by{
V (x) > 0
V˙ (x) < 0
. (3.85)
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In [1], the Lyapunov function candidate is based on the stator current error.
The Lyapunov function candidate is constructed as
V (x) =
1
2
S(x)TS(x) =
1
2
(˜i2sβ + i˜
2
sα). (3.86)
The time derivative of V (x) is given by
V˙ (x) = −Rs
Ls
(˜i2sβ+ i˜
2
sα)+ i˜sα[
1
Ls
eα+ω˜risβ]− n
Ls
|˜isα|+ i˜sβ[ 1
Ls
eβ−ω˜risα]− n
Ls
|˜isβ|.
(3.87)
It can be seen that (3.86) will always be positive. Therefore the ﬁrst Lyapunov
stability criteria is satisﬁed. In (3.87), the ﬁrst term will always be negative.
Then, n should be large enough in order to guarantee the existence of the
sliding mode, that is ,
n >
{
|eα + Lsω˜risβ|
|eβ − Lsω˜r i˜sα|
. (3.88)
Therefore, i˜sα and
˙˜isα are controlled to zero. However, the convergence rate of
the sliding mode observer is dependant to how large n is. Based on the rated
parameters of the RDFIG (rotor speed, stator current and back-EMF), if n is
very large, then there is rapid convergence, but, as n increases the chattering
eﬀect also increases. So, there is a trade-oﬀ between a rapid convergence rate
and the chattering eﬀect. If the estimated rotor speed, ωˆr, is accurate enough
when the sliding motion occurs, then from (3.83), the estimated back-EMF
becomes, [
eˆα
eˆβ
]
≈
[
Zα
Zβ
]
. (3.89)
Since the back-EMF is not measurable and that the back-EMF includes the
slip angle as it is shown in (3.56), a phase locked loop (PLL) estimator can be
used for the extraction of the slip angle/speed. The background for the design
of the PLL estimator is presented in the following section.
3.10.4 Phase locked loop (PLL) estimator
The PLL estimator inputs the switching functions of the sliding mode ob-
server in order to determine the input error to the PI controller. The error is
determined using the trigonometric relationship of the tacking angle and the
estimated angle. For example, in [1], the switching functions are multiplied by
the cosine and sine functions of the tracking angle in order to construct a sine
function of the estimated angle θ¯k = θ¯s + φ¯k. So, multiplying the expression
of the α-axis back-EMF in (3.56) by the cosine added with the multiplication
of the sine of the tracking angle by the β-axis back-EMF in (3.56) yields
 =
Lm|~islr |ωg√
e2α + e
2
β
(
sin θˆk cos θ¯k − cos θˆk sin θ¯k
)
= sin(θˆk − θ¯k), (3.90)
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Figure 3.16: Schematic of the PLL estimator [1].
where,  is the tracking error. The resulting sine function is composed of the
diﬀerence between the estimated angle of the back-EMF and the tracking angle
θ¯k. When the error, , between the estimated angle and the tracking angle is
very small the tracking error becomes,
 ≈ θˆk − θ¯k. (3.91)
The tracking error is then driven to zero using a PI controller. The output of
the PI controller is ﬁltered using a simple low pass ﬁlter in order to provide the
slip speed signal. Also, the output of the PI controller is integrated in order
to obtain the tracking angle. It is important to note this the PLL estimator
could only work properly in sub-synchronous operating conditions because of
the change in sign of the slip angle. In fact, the tracking error is based on a sine
function. This implies that there could be a phase shift of pi when the tracking
angle is negative [1]. In addition, in [1], a judgment function is proposed
in order to eliminate the phase shift of pi. This allows the improvement of
the accuracy of the PLL estimator even in the super-synchronous operating
conditions. The proposed judgement function is given by
θˆs =
{
θ¯k − φ¯, ωˆs ≥ 0
θ¯k − φ¯− pi, ωˆs < 0
, (3.92)
where  and θ¯k = θ¯s + φ¯ are the error to be submitted to PI controller of the
PLL estimator and the tracking angle of the outputs of the sliding mode control
functions. Equation (3.92) helps in achieving better performances under all the
operating conditions. The proposed PLL estimator is depicted in Figure 3.16.
In Figure 3.16, the bandwidth of the ﬁlter, ωc, can be chosen at about 100 Hz.
3.11 Summary
In this chapter, the modelling of the RDFIG-based WECSs on which the design
of the sensor-less control strategy is based, is presented. In addition, the
theoretical background on the slip speed estimator is presented.
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Sensor-less vector control of the
RDIFG-based WECS
4.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter, the modelling of the RDFIG-based WECS is pro-
vided. The design of the proposed sensor-less control strategy for RDFIG-
based WECSs is provided in this Chapter.
4.2 Proposed sensor-less control strategy
The proposed sensor-less control strategy of the RDFIG systems consists of the
stator-side converter control strategy and the grid-side converter control strat-
egy. The proposed control strategy is presented in Figure 4.1. For both stator
side and grid side control strategies, a cascaded structure with PI controllers
is adopted, as shown in Figure 4.1.
4.2.1 Stator side control strategy
In the stator side control strategy, the rotor voltage-oriented control (VOC)
technique is used. It is composed of the outer and inner control loops. The
inner control loops are dedicated to the control of the d-axis and q-axis stator
currents. The outer control loops are dedicated to the regulation of the rotor
active and reactive stator powers. All quantities from the stator side in the abc-
reference frame are transformed into the synchronous dq0-reference frame using
the estimated slip angle, θˆs, from the proposed slip speed estimators discussed
in Chapter 5. θg is calculated using a standard synchronous reference frame
phase-locked loop (SRF-PLL) which is discussed in Section 4.5. The estimated
slip angular speed, ωˆs, is also used for the calculation of the compensation
terms. In the outer control loops, either the active and reactive powers are
46
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the proposed sensor-less control strategy.
regulated using two PI controllers or the speed control is regulated using a PI
controller with the reactive rotor power set to zero.
4.2.1.1 Rotor active and reactive powers control loops
Assuming that the power control is adopted, the reference active power is
compared to the calculated rotor active to provide the error rotor active power.
The rotor active power error is input to the outer PI controller. A similar
approach is followed for the control of the reactive power.
4.2.1.2 Stator current control loops
In Figure 4.1, the outputs of the PI controllers from the outer control loops,
for the rotor active and reactive powers, are the reference d-axis and q-axis
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stator currents, respectively (i∗sd and i
∗
sq). The reference d-axis and q-axis
stator currents are evaluated against the measured d-axis and q-axis stator
currents in order to provide the error to be input to the respective inner PI
controllers. The outputs of the inner control loops are associated with the
compensation terms in order to provide the d-axis and q-axis stator voltages
in the synchronous dq0-reference frame. Then, the d-axis and q-axis stator
voltages are transformed into the stationary αβ0-reference frame, and then
become the inputs to the SV-PWM function in order to provide actuating
signals to the power switches of the stator side converter. The implementation
of the SV-PWM function is presented in Appendix A.6.
4.2.1.3 Rotor angular speed control loop
If speed control is adopted, the reference rotor angular speed, ω∗r , is compared
to the estimated rotor angular speed, ωˆr = ωˆs − ωg that is estimated from the
slip speed estimator. The rotor reactive power is set to zero. Hence, only one
PI controller is used. The output of the PI controller from the outer control
loop for the rotor angular speed control is the reference d-axis stator current
(i∗sd). The reference q-axis stator current (i
∗
sq) is set to zero. A similar strategy
is followed for the inner control loops as that of the rotor active and reactive
power control loops.
4.2.2 Grid side control strategy
The grid side control strategy also uses a cascaded structure, as shown in
Figure 4.1. It can be seen that the grid side control strategy consists of the
inner control loops and the outer control loops. The proposed grid-side control
strategy uses the VOC technique. The outer control loops are dedicated to
the indirect regulation of the DC-link voltage in order to allow a bidirectional
power ﬂow. The regulation of the DC-link voltage is done indirectly. Instead,
the energy stored in the DC-link capacitor is controlled. Also, the outer control
loops aims at regulating the converter reactive power. The inner control loops
are dedicated to the control of the d-axis and q-axis converter currents. All
quantities from the stator side in the abc reference frame are transformed into
the synchronous dq0-reference frame using the grid angle, θg.
4.2.2.1 Outer control loops
From Figure 4.1, the energy stored in the DC-link capacitor and the converter
reactive power are regulated using two PI controllers. The reference DC-link
voltage, V ∗dc, is set according to the operating range of the power converter to
be used. Then, the reference energy, W ∗dc, is calculated using (3.68). The same
applies for the measured DC-link voltage, Vdc, in order to calculate the stored
energy, Wdc. The stored energy error is then fed to an outer PI controller.
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The reference reactive power, Q∗c , is set to zero in order to reduce the amount
of current going through the GSC. The measured converter reactive power,
Q∗c , is calculated using (3.76). The measured DC-link voltage compared with
the reference DC-link voltage provides the error to be input to the outer PI
controller.
4.2.2.2 Inner control loop
In Figure 4.1, the outputs of the outer PI controllers provide the reference
d-axis and q-axis converter currents. The outputs of the inner PI controllers
added to the compensation terms provide the reference d-axis and q-axis con-
verter voltages. The reference d-axis and q-axis converter voltages are then
transformed into the stationary αβ0-reference frame, and input to the SV-
PWM function in order to provide actuating signals to the power switches of
the grid side converter.
4.3 Design of the stator side control strategy
The stator-side control strategy aims at controlling either the rotor active
and reactive powers or the rotor angular speed of the RDFIG system. The
proposed control strategy uses the voltage oriented control (VOC) technique.
The phasor diagram of the VOC technique is depicted in Figure 4.2. Note the
fact that, ~vg, is aligned to the d-axis of the synchronous reference frame. This
control technique allows for the decoupled control of the active and reactive
powers.
4.3.1 Inner current control loops
The functions of the inner current control loops are to regulate the d-axis and
q-axis stator currents using the PI controllers in the synchronous dq0-reference
frame. Based on (3.33), the rotor voltage space vector into the synchronous
α
βq
d
~vg
~is
isdisq
ωg
θg
Figure 4.2: VOC scheme.
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dq0-reference are given by[
vrd
vrq
]
=
[
Rr 0
0 Rr
] [
ird
irq
]
+
d
dt
[
λrd
λrq
]
+
[
0 −ωg
ωg 0
] [
λrd
λrq
]
, (4.1)
where vrd and vrq are the d-axis and q-axis rotor voltages, respectively; ird and
irq are the d-axis and q-axis rotor current, respectively; λrd and λrq are the
d-axis and q-axis stator ﬂux linkages, respectively; and ωg is the grid angular
speed. It is assumed that the RDFIG is connected to the grid. Applying the
VOC technique (or aligning the d-axis reference frame along the grid voltage
space vector) yields [
vrd
vrq
]
=
[|~vg|
0
]
=
[
vgd
0
]
, (4.2)
where vgd is the d-axis grid voltage. The change in time of the rotor ﬂux linkage
space vector is negligible (or the RDFIG operates in steady state operating
conditions) because the RDFIG is connected to a strong grid (inﬁnite bus).
Furthermore, the rotor resistance, Rr, is negligible and applying the voltage-
oriented control technique to (4.1) yields[
vrd
λrd
]
≈
[−ωgλrq
0
]
. (4.3)
Based on (3.36), the stator space vector of a RDFIG in the synchronous dq0-
reference is given by[
vsd
vsq
]
=
[
Rs 0
0 Rs
] [
isd
isq
]
+
d
dt
[
λsd
λsq
]
+
[
0 −ωs
ωs 0
] [
λsd
λsq
]
, (4.4)
where vsd and vsd are the d-axis and q-axis stator voltages, respectively; isd and
isq are the d-axis and q-axis stator currents, respectively; λsd and λsq are the
d-axis and q-axis rotor ﬂux linkages, respectively; and, ωs is the slip angular
speed.
Based on (3.43) and (3.44), the rotor ﬂux linkage space vector transformed
into the synchronous dq0-reference frame is given by
λrd = Lrird + Lmisd (4.5)
and
λrq = Lrirq + Lmisq = Lmirm. (4.6)
In (4.5), irm is the magnetising rotor current. Substituting (4.3) into (4.5)
yields
ird = −Lm
Lr
isd. (4.7)
Based on (3.41) and (3.42), the stator ﬂux linkage referred the synchronous
dq0-reference is given by
λsd = Lsisd + Lmird (4.8)
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and
λsq = Lsisq + Lmirq. (4.9)
Substituting (4.7) into (4.8) yields
λsd = σLsisd, (4.10)
where σ = 1− L2m
LsLr
is a constant. Substituting (4.3) into (4.6) yields
irq =
Lm
Lr
(irm − isq), (4.11)
where irm is assumed to be constant since the RDFIG is connected to the grid.
Substituting (4.11) into (4.9) yields
λsq = σLsisq +
L2m
Lr
irm. (4.12)
Substituting (4.10) and (4.12) into (4.4) together with replacing d
dt
with
the Laplace operator, p, yields[
vsd
vsq
]
=
[
Rs + σLsp 0
0 Rs + σLsp
] [
isd
isq
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Plant
+ ωˆs
[
−σLsisq − L2mLr irm
σLsisd
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
compensation terms
, (4.13)
From (4.13), the plant and compensation terms can be deduced as indicated.
4.3.1.1 Inner PI gains design
The PI controller transfer function is given by
PI(p) =
Kpi(1 + Tiip)
Tiip
, (4.14)
where Kpi and Tii are the proportional gain and the integral time constant of
the inner current control loop, respectively.
Based on (4.13), the transfer function of the plant is given by
isdq
vsdq
=
Krl
1 + pTrl
, (4.15)
where Krl =
1
Rs
, Trl =
σLs
Rs
and the subscript, dq, denotes to both the d-
axis and q-axis quantities. The delay introduced by the inverter is taken into
consideration using the switching time. Based on Figure 4.3, the open loop
transfer function is given by
Hoi(p) =
Kpi(1 + Tiip)KpwmKrl
Tiip(1 + pTs)(1 + pTrl)
, (4.16)
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−+
Kpi(1+Tiip)
Tiip
i∗sdq Kpwm
1+pTs
Krl
1+pTrl
isdq
PI controller Inverter Plant
Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the inner stator current loop.
where Hoi(p) is the open loop transfer function of the inner current control
loop, where Ts is the sampling time and Kpwm = 1. Using the Modulus
Optimum tuning method for the open loop transfer function as shown in [123],
the parameters of the PI controller are given by
Tii = Trl (4.17)
and
Kpi =
Trl
KrlTs
. (4.18)
Substituting (4.17) and (4.18) into (4.16) yields that the closed loop transfer
function is given by
Hci(p) =
Hoi(p)
1 +Hoi(p)
=
1
2T 2s p
2 + 2Tsp + 1
. (4.19)
In (4.19), given that the sampling time is very small, the ﬁrst term of the
denominator can be neglected (T 2s ≈ 0). It follows that the closed loop transfer
function of the inner current controller is given by
Hci(p) =
1
2Tsp + 1
. (4.20)
The closed loop transfer function of the inner current control loop is used in
the design of the PI gains of the outer control loops.
4.3.2 Power control loops
The outer control loops are dedicated to the regulation of the rotor active
and reactive powers. The reference generation of the rotor active power is
done following an MPPT algorithm. In this thesis, the control technique is
implemented in region II, as shown in Figure 4.4. Thus, no pitch control is
activated. Based on (3.1), the reference rotor active power is the optimal
mechanical power that can be extracted from the available wind power, that
is
P ∗r = koptωˆ
3
r , (4.21)
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Vwind0 Vmin Vrated Vcutout
Pmin
Pmax
I II III VI
Pm
Figure 4.4: Mechanical power versus wind speed.
with
kopt =
1
2
ρairpi
r5Cpmax(ς, β)
P 3ς3optm
3
, (4.22)
where Cpmax(ς, β) is the maximum power coeﬃcient obtained at optimal tip-
speed ratio ςopt; ρair is the air density; r represents the turbine propeller radius;
and, P and m are the pole-pairs and the gearbox ratio, respectively.
The estimated angular rotor speed is given by
ωˆr = ωˆs − ωg, (4.23)
where ωˆs is obtained from the slip speed estimators to be addressed in Chap-
ter 5, while ωg is the grid angular speed. Based on (3.61), the rotor active
power in the synchronous dq0-reference frame is given by
Pr = 3
(
vrdird + vrqirq
)
. (4.24)
Substituting (4.2) and (4.7) into (4.24) yields
Pr = −3Lm
Lr
vrd︸ ︷︷ ︸
plant
isd. (4.25)
It can be seen from (4.25) that the rotor active power can be controlled using
the d-axis stator current.
On the other hand, the reference stator reactive power is deduced using
the set rotor power factor. Hence the reference rotor reactive power is given
by
Q∗r =
√
1− cos2 ψ
cosψ
P ∗r , (4.26)
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where cosψ is the rotor power factor. Based on (3.61), the rotor reactive power
is given by
Qr = 3
(
vrdirq − vrqird
)
. (4.27)
Rewriting (4.6) in terms of the the q-axis stator current yields
irq =
1
Lr
(
λrq − Lmisq
)
. (4.28)
Using the VOC technique, by substituting (4.2), (4.3) and (4.28) into (4.27),
yields
Qr = −3Lm
Lr
vrd︸ ︷︷ ︸
plant
(
isq +
vrd
ωgLm
)
. (4.29)
Based on (4.25) and (4.29), it can be seen that the rotor voltage-oriented con-
trol technique allows for the decoupled control of the rotor active and reactive
powers. Also, it can be seen that the rotor reactive power can be regulated
using the q-axis stator current while the rotor active power can be regulated
using the d-axis stator current.
4.3.2.1 Outer PI gains design
From (4.25) and (4.29), the plant of the outer power control loop can be found
to be
Hpp(p) =
Pr
ird
=
Qr
irq
= 3
vrdLm
Lr
. (4.30)
The open loop transfer function is of the outer power control loops is given by
Hop(p) =
Kpp(1 + Tipp)
Tipp
1
2Tsp + 1
Hpp(p). (4.31)
Based on (4.31), the closed loop transfer function for the outer power control
loops is presented in Figure 4.5. The similar technique used in Section 4.3.1 is
also used for the tuning of parameters of the outer PI controller. However, the
bandwidth of the outer control loop should at least be ten times slower than
that of the inner control loops when designing the PI parameters in order to
guarantee optimum control in the cascaded control structure.
−+
Kpp(1+Tipp)
Tipp
P ∗r
(4.20) (4.30)
Pr
PI controller Current loop Plant
Figure 4.5: Block diagram of the outer power control loop.
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4.3.3 Speed control loop
Based on (3.64) together with the assumption that the friction coeﬃcient is
negligible, the rotor angular speed is given by
J
dωr
dt
= P (τm − τem), (4.32)
where ωr, τm and τem are the rotor angular speed, the mechanical torque and
the electromechanical torque respectively; and, J and P are the inertia and
the number of pole-pairs in the RDFIG, respectively. Based on (3.63), the
electromagnetic torque is given by
τem = 3P (λrqird − λrdirq). (4.33)
Substituting (4.33) into (4.32) yields
J
dωr
dt
= P (τm − 3P (λrqird − λrdirq)). (4.34)
Substituting (4.3) into (4.34), yields
J
dωr
dt
= P (τm + 3P
vrd
ωg
ird). (4.35)
Substituting (4.7) into (4.35) and replacing the d
dt
by the Laplace operator,
yields
ωr =
−3vrdLmP 2
ωgLrJp︸ ︷︷ ︸
plant
isd + Pτm︸︷︷︸
disturbance
. (4.36)
The transfer function of the plant for the outer speed control loop is given by
ωr
isd
=
Kω
p
, (4.37)
where Kω =
3vrdLmP
2
ωgLrJ
.
4.3.3.1 Outer PI gains design
From Figure 4.6, the transfer function of the speed control loop is given by
Hoω(p) =
Kpω(1 + Tiωp)Kω
Tiωp(2Tsp + 1)p
. (4.38)
Using the Symmetrical Optimum method, the PI controller of the outer
speed control loop are given by
Kpω =
1
2aTsKω
, (4.39)
and
Tiω = 2a
2Ts, (4.40)
where a = 2.4 [123].
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−+
Kpω(1+Tiωp)
Tiωp
ω∗r
(4.20) (4.37)
ωr
PI controller Current loop Plant
Figure 4.6: Block diagram of the outer speed loop.
4.4 Design of the grid side control strategy
In this control strategy, an L ﬁlter is used in order to ﬁlter the harmonics cre-
ated by the switching components of the GSC. The DC-link voltage increases
or decreases with the direction of the power ﬂow. Hence, it is necessary to
maintain the DC-link voltage constant to maximise the power ﬂow and to
allow for optimal operation of the RDFIG system. The DC-link voltage is
controlled indirectly by controlling the energy stored in the DC-link capaci-
tor. This approach has the advantage of eliminating the non-linearity in the
expression of the DC-link voltage. A cascaded structure is adopted, as shown
in Figure 4.1. The outer control loop is dedicated to the indirect regulation of
the DC-link voltage while the inner control loop is dedicated to the regulation
of the inner converter current.
4.4.1 Inner grid current control loop
Based on (3.65), the converter voltage equations into the synchronous dq0-
reference frame are given by[
vcd
vcq
]
= −
[
Rf 0
0 Rf
] [
icd
icq
]
− Lf d
dt
[
icd
icq
]
+
[
0 Lfωg
−Lfωg 0
] [
icd
icq
]
+
[
vgd
0
]
,
(4.41)
where vcd and vcq are the d-axis and q-axis converter voltages, receptively; vgd
and vgq = 0 are the d-axis and q-axis grid voltages, respectively; icd and icq are
the d-axis and q-axis converter currents, respectively; and, Rf is the resistance
of the L ﬁlter while Lf is the inductance of the L ﬁlter. Replacing
d
dt
with the
Laplace operator, p, yields that[
vcd
vcq
]
= −
[
Rf + Lfp 0
0 Rf + Lfp
] [
icd
icq
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
plant
+
[
0 Lfωg
−Lfωg 0
] [
icd
icq
]
+
[
vgd
0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
compensation terms
.
(4.42)
The transfer function of the plant is given by
vcdq
icdq
=
1
Rf
1 +
Lf
Rf
p
. (4.43)
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−+
Kpi(1+Tiip)
Tiip
i∗cdq Kpwm
1+pTs
1
Rf
1+p
Lf
Rf
icdq
PI controller Inverter Plant
Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the inner converter current control loop.
The block diagram of the inner control loop is shown in Figure 4.7. Using
the Optimum Modulus method as in Section 4.3.1, the parameters of the PI
controllers are given by
Tii =
Lf
Rf
, (4.44)
and
Kpi =
Lf
Rf
1
Rf
Ts
. (4.45)
Using the designed parameters of the inner PI controller, the closed loop trans-
fer function of the inner control loop is given by
Hcl(p) =
1
2Tsp + 1
. (4.46)
4.4.2 Outer control loops
The design of the energy control loop and that of the converter reactive power
control loop is presented in this section.
4.4.2.1 Energy control loop
Based on (3.73), the power balance in the DC-link is given by
dWdc
dt
= P dcc − P dcs , (4.47)
where Wdc is the energy in the DC-link; P
dc
c is the active converter power at
the DC side of the GSC while P dcs is the stator active power at the DC side of
the SSC. The active converter power at the DC side of the GSC is given by
P dcc = VdcIc, (4.48)
where Vdc is the DC-link voltage while Ic is the DC converter current. Based
on (3.75), the converter active power at the AC side is given by
Pc = 3(vgdicd + vgqicq), (4.49)
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where icd and icq are the d-axis and q-axis converter currents, respectively.
Assuming a lossless GSC, it yields that the converter active power at the
AC side Pc is equal to the converter power at the DC side P
dc
c , that is
Pc = 3(vgdicd + vgqicq) = VdcIc. (4.50)
Substituting (4.2) into (4.50) yields
Pc = 3vgdicd = VdcIc. (4.51)
Substituting (4.51) into (4.47), yields
dWdc
dt
= 3vgdicd − P dcs . (4.52)
Based on (4.52), the transfer function is given by
Wdc
icd
=
3vgd
p
. (4.53)
The power through the SSC is considered as a disturbance. The closed control
loop is shown in Figure 4.8. The design of the parameters of the outer PI
controller is conducted using the Symmetrical Optimum method. This implies
that the proportional gain of the outer PI controller is given by
Kpw =
1
2aTsKw
, (4.54)
where Kw = 3vgd. Then, the integral time constant of the outer PI controller
is given by
Kpw = 2a
2Ts. (4.55)
where a=2.4 [123].
−+
Kpp(1+Tipp)
Tipp
W ∗dc
(4.46) Kωp
Wdc
PI controller Current loop Plant
Figure 4.8: Block diagram of the DC-link voltage control loop.
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4.4.2.2 Converter reactive power control loop
Based on (3.76), the converter reactive power is given by
Qc = 3(vgqicd − vgdicq), (4.56)
where Qc is the converter reactive power. Substituting (4.2) into (4.56), yields
Qc = −3vgd︸ ︷︷ ︸
plant
icq. (4.57)
From (4.57), it can be seen that the converter reactive power can be regulated
using the q-axis converter current. Hence, the transfer function of the plant is
given by
Qc
icq
= −3vgd. (4.58)
Hence by setting icq = 0, the GSC can be controller so that it operates at unity
power factor. The design of the PI gains for the converter reactive power loop
is the same as the approach that is discussed in Section 4.3.2.1.
4.5 Grid voltage angle calculation
The synchronous reference frame phase locked loop (SRF-PLL) is used to
calculate the grid voltage angle. The grid voltage angle is necessary when the
VOC technique is used. The SFR-PLL is largely discussed in [126]. Assume
that the grid voltage space vector is given by
~vg = |~vg|ejθg , (4.59)
where ~vg is the grid voltage space vector; θg is the angle of the grid voltage;
and, |~vg| is the magnitude of the grid voltage space vector. The phasor rep-
resentation of grid voltage space vector is shown in Figure 4.9. Representing
the grid voltage space vector into the synchronous dq0-reference frame as[
vgd
vgq
]
=
[|~vg| cos(θg − θdq)
|~vg| sin(θg − θdq)
]
. (4.60)
α
β
~vg
q
d
ω
θdq
θg
Figure 4.9: Phasor diagram of the grid voltage space vector.
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A small approximation of (4.60) is[
δvgd
δvgq
]
≈
[|~vg|(1− δθ22 )|~vg|(δθ)
]
, (4.61)
where δθ = θg − θdq is a small variation between the grid voltage angle and
the angle of the synchronous dq0-reference frame. From (4.61), it can be seen
that δvgq is equal to zero when the grid voltage angle and the angle of the
synchronous reference frame are the same (θg = θdq). Then, the synchronous
dq0-reference frame is said to be aligned along grid voltage space vector. From
(4.61), the small variation between the grid angular speed and the angular
speed of the the synchronous dq0-reference frame is given by
δvgq
δt
= |~vg|ω, (4.62)
where ω = δθ
δt
. Equation (4.62) can be approximated as
dvgq
dt
= |~vg|ω. (4.63)
From (4.63), the plant of the SFR-PLL is given by
vgq
ω
=
|~vg|
p
. (4.64)
From Figure 4.10, the open loop transfer function of the SRF-PLL is given
by
Hol(p) =
(Kl(1 + pTl)
pTl
)( 1
1 + pTs
)( |~vg|
p
)
, (4.65)
where Kl and Tl are the proportional gain and the integral time constant of
the PI controller. The parameters of the PI controller of the PLL are tuned
using Symmetrical Optimum, as below [123];
Tl = a
2Ts, (4.66)
Kl =
1
a|~vg|Ts , (4.67)
−+
Kl(1+Tlp)
Tlp
v∗gq 1
1+pTs
(4.64)
vgq
PI controller Delay Plant
Figure 4.10: Block diagram of the SRF-PLL control loop.
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and
ωc =
1
aTs
. (4.68)
In (4.68), ωc is the cross-over frequency of the PI controller and a is the normal-
isation factor. It is advised that the cross-over frequency of the PI controller
of the SRF-PLL should be close to the grid frequency [126]. The design of
the PI controller should be done for a cross-over frequency value of ωc ≈ 314
rad/s. The schematic of the SRF-PLL is presented in Figure 4.11.
v∗gq = 0
−+
Kl(1+pTl)
pTl
ω
++
ωg
1
s
θ∗dq
θ∗dq vga
vgb
vgc
dq
abc
vgq
vgq
vgd
Figure 4.11: Schematic of the SRF-PLL.
4.6 Summary
In this Chapter, the proposed sensor-less control strategy for RDFIG-based
WECS is discussed. The proposed control strategy consists of the stator side
control strategy and the grid side control strategy. A cascaded structure is
chosen. The voltage-oriented control technique is used. The design of the PI
controllers is also discussed.
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Slip speed estimators for
sensor-less control of RDFIGs
5.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter, the sensor-less control of the RDFIG-based WECSs is
provided. The sensor-less control strategy is implemented in the synchronous
dq0-reference frame. It yields that the knowledge of the rotor angular speed,
the slip angular speed and the slip angle are required. Hence, the slip speed
estimators are discussed in this Chapter.
5.2 Second order sliding mode observer
In this section, the second order sliding mode observer (SMO) is presented.
This section is adapted from [37].
5.2.1 Motivation
A performance analysis of the sensor-less vector control of the RDFIG sys-
tems is presented in [1]. The proposed sensor-less control strategy uses a slip
speed/position estimator based on the association of the second order sliding
mode observer and the PLL estimator. The proposed PLL estimator includes
a judgement function in order to eliminate the phase shift of pi that is intro-
duced at super-synchronous operating conditions (when the slip speed is nega-
tive) [23,54]. Although, the proposed judgement function helps in avoiding the
phase shift, around the transition from sub-synchronous to super-synchronous
operating conditions, a large slip angle error can be seen. Hence, the slip
speed estimator proposed in this section aims at eliminating the phase shift
with known relationships between the slip speed and the rotor angular speed
of the RDFIG system.
62
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5.2.2 Design of the sliding mode observer
The SMO proposed in this section uses the stator current and the back-EMF of
the RDFIG, as state variables. The estimation of the back-EMF can be done
before the RDFIG is connected the load/grid. The proposed SMO uses the
measured α-axis and β-axis stator currents (isα and isβ) and the reference α-
axis and β-axis stator voltages (v∗sα and v
∗
sβ) as inputs. Based on the dynamic
model of the RDFIG presented in (3.55), the proposed SMO is constructed as[
˙ˆisα
˙ˆisβ
]
=
[−Rs
Ls
0
0 −Rs
Ls
] [
iˆsα
iˆsβ
]
+
1
Ls
[
v∗sα
v∗sβ
]
+
[
0 ωˆr
−ωˆr 0
] [
isα
isβ
]
+
[n1
Ls
0
0 n2
Ls
] [
Zα
Zβ
]
(5.1)
where the superscript ( ˙ ) denotes the derivative time of any quantity; iˆsα
and iˆsβ are the estimated α-axis and β-axis stator currents, respectively; isα
and isβ are the α-axis and β-axis stator currents, respectively; Zα and Zβ are
the sliding mode control functions; and, n1 and n2 are the sliding observer
gains to be designed. Ls is the stator inductance. In this section the signum
function is used. However, the signum function introduced a chattering eﬀect
on the estimated back-EMF space vector. It can also be noticed from (5.1)
that the constructed sliding mode observer does not take into consideration
the dynamics of the back EMF space vector.
Assume that the reference stator voltages (v∗sα and v
∗
sβ) are equal to the
measured stator voltages (vsα and vsβ). Then, subtracting (3.55) from (5.1)
yields,[
˙˜isα
˙˜isβ
]
= −Rs
Ls
[
i˜sα
i˜sβ
]
+
[
0 ω˜r
−ω˜r 0
] [
isα
isβ
]
+
1
Ls
[
eα
eβ
]
−
[n1
Ls
0
0 n2
Ls
] [
Zα
Zβ
]
, (5.2)
where (˜) denotes the diﬀerence between the actual and the estimated quan-
tities; and, eα and eβ are the α-axis and β-axis back-EMFs, respectively.
ω˜r = ωr − ωˆr is the rotor speed error. In the following section the design
of the sliding gains is presented.
5.2.3 Stability analysis
From (3.86), the Lyapunov function for the proposed sliding mode observer is
described as
V (x) =
1
2
(˜i2sβ + i˜
2
sα), (5.3)
where V (x) is the Lyapunov function. From (3.85), the Lyapunov stability
criteria is fulﬁlled when {
V (x) > 0
V˙ (x) < 0
. (5.4)
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On one hand, It can be seen that the chosen Lyapunov function V (x) in (5.3) is
strictly positive. Hence, the Lyapunov stability criteria is partly satisﬁed. As
previously stated, the expression of the time derivative of the chosen Lyapunov
function V˙ (x) for the proposed sliding mode observer is given by (from (3.87))
V˙ (x) = −Rs
Ls
(˜i2sβ+ i˜
2
sα)+ i˜sα[
1
Ls
eα+ ω˜risβ]+ i˜sβ[
1
Ls
eβ− ω˜risα]− n2
Ls
|˜isβ|− n1
Ls
|˜isα|
(5.5)
with [
Zα
Zβ
]
=
[
sgn(˜isα)
sgn(˜isβ)
]
(5.6)
where sgn denotes the signum function. From (5.5), it can be seen that the
ﬁrst term will always be negative. Furthermore, n1 and n2 should be large
enough to ensure that V˙ (x) satisﬁes the Lyapunov stability criteria. Hence, at
least (from (3.88)) [
n1
n2
]
>
[|eα + Lsω˜riβs|
|eβ − Lsω˜riαs|
]
. (5.7)
Once the Lyapunov stability criteria is fulﬁlled, the robustness and the conver-
gence of the proposed SMO is ensured in a ﬁnite time. When V (x) converges
to zero it implies that i˜sα and i˜sβ are controlled to zero. Then, it can be
seen from (5.2) that if the estimated speed is accurate enough, when the slid-
ing motion occurs, the back-EMF can be estimated using the sliding control
functions, that is, [
eˆα
eˆα
]
≈
[
n1 0
0 n2
] [
Zα
Zβ
]
, (5.8)
where eˆα and eˆβ are the estimated α-axis and β-axis back EMFs, respectively.
It was shown in (3.56), that the back-EMF includes the slip angle. Hence,
through the estimation of the back-EMF, the estimated slip angle can be
extracted.
SMO
(5.1)
iˆsβ
−
+
isβ
isα
−
+iˆsα
Proposed
PLL
θˆs
ωˆs θg
n
v∗sα
v∗sβ
ωˆr
eˆα
eˆβ
Figure 5.1: Schematic of the proposed SMO and the PLL estimator.
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The estimated slip angle from the estimated back-EMF includes noise in-
troduced by the sliding mode control functions (signum function). The noise
is usually ﬁltered by using a low pass ﬁlters (LPF) [16, 17]. However, the use
of the LPFs can deteriorate the performance/accuracy of the estimated angle
by introducing phase delays. Hence, a PLL estimator is proposed in order to
enhance the estimation performance.
The well-known impacts of the non-linear eﬀects on the estimated rotor po-
sition with the use of reference voltages are avoided by the use of the proposed
PLL estimator. The proposed PLL estimator is discussed in Section 5.6. The
schematic of the proposed sliding mode observer is portrayed in Figure 5.1.
5.3 Adaptive sliding mode observer
In this section, an adaptive sliding mode observer (ASMO) for sensor-less con-
trol of the RDFIG system is presented. The motivation for the proposition of
the ASMO for the sensor-less control of the RDFIG system is presented to-
gether with the design of the ASMO are presented. The design of the adaptive
control gains is discussed and the stability analysis of the ASMO are presented.
5.3.1 Motivation
Generally, the SMOs designed for sensor-less operations of RDFIG systems
make use of constant control gains. This lead to undesirable chattering while
the system trajectories have already reached the sliding surface. Further, The
design of the sliding gains is complex because of the fact that it is diﬃcult to
measure the parameter variations of a system in practical applications. Also,
the chattering eﬀect due to the switching function of the sliding mode observer
may be caused by the tuned gains [56]. Hence, an adaptive tune of the sliding
gains is necessary to avoid the above-mentioned issues.
5.3.2 Design of the adaptive sliding mode observer
The proposed ASMO aims at estimating the back-EMF space vector. The
proposed ASMO uses the α-axis and β-axis stator currents and the reference
α-axis and β-axis stator voltages, as inputs. The design of the ASMO is
conducted in such a way that a fast response with low chattering is guaranteed.
In line with the expression of the RDFIG mathematical model shown in (3.55),
the adaptive sliding mode observer is chosen as[
˙ˆisα
˙ˆisβ
]
=
[−Rs
Ls
0
0 −Rs
Ls
] [
iˆsα
iˆsβ
]
+
1
Ls
[
v∗sα
v∗sβ
]
+
[
0 ωˆr
−ωˆr 0
] [
isα
isβ
]
+
K(t)
Ls
[
sgn(Sα)
sgn(Sβ)
]
(5.9)
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where K(t) denotes the adaptive gain, while ( sgn ) refers to the signum func-
tion; and,
S =
[
Sα
Sβ
]
=
[
isα − iˆsα
isβ − iˆsβ
]
. (5.10)
The design of the parameters of the adaptive law are based on the necessary
and the suﬃcient conditions for the existence of the sliding surface. The suﬃ-
cient condition consists of guaranteeing the reduction of the chattering eﬀect
and the gain overestimation together with improving the system response. The
schematic of the ASMO is shown in Figure 5.2. The dynamics of the stator
current errors is obtained by subtracting the expression of the proposed adap-
tive sliding mode observer in (5.9) from (3.55). Assuming that the reference
and the measured stator voltages are equal, then that the stator current error
is given by[
˙˜iα
˙˜iβ
]
= −Rs
Ls
[
i˜α
i˜β
]
+
[
0 ω˜r
−ω˜r 0
] [
i˜α
i˜β
]
+
1
Ls
[
eα
eβ
]
− K(t)
Ls
[
sgn(˜iα)
sgn(˜iβ)
]
(5.11)
5.3.3 Design of the adaptive gain
In order to design the parameters of the adaptive gains, let us rewrite (5.11)
as
S˙ = Ψ− Γu, (5.12)
with
u = K(t)sgn(S), (5.13)
where the functions Ψ and Γ are deduced from the expression in (5.11) and
they are bounded. The ASMO gains are mostly designed such that the control
ASMO
(5.9)
iˆsβ
−
+
isβ
isα
−
+iˆsα
(5.13)
K(t)
(5.25)
PLL
estimator
θˆs
ωˆs
θg
v∗sα
v∗sβ
ωˆr
Figure 5.2: The diagram of the adaptive sliding mode observer.
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u compensates for any bounded perturbation Ψsgn(S)
Γ
and for the dynamics
displayed in (5.13). S is the designed sliding surface. The aim of the adaptive
sliding control is that the system trajectory reach and stays on the sliding
surface S = S˙ = 0 in a ﬁnite time (which corresponds to the desired perfor-
mance). Substituting (5.13) into (5.12) yields
S˙ = Ψ− ΓK(t)sgn(S) (5.14)
The necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the existence of the sliding mode
surface to be guaranteed using the adaptive sliding mode control is given by
K(t) ≥ Ψsgn(S)
Γ
+ ε (5.15)
where ε > 0 is small.
The ideal adaptive law of the sliding gains is given by
K(t) = d
∫ t
t0
|S|dτ, (5.16)
where d is a positive constant while t0 and t are the time variables; and,
|S| =
√
S2α + S
2
β is the magnitude of the sliding surface. It can be seen that
the expression in (5.16) will allow the system trajectory to keep increase while
S 6= 0. Further, it provides the ability to compensate for uncertainties with
unknown bounds and force the sliding variable to converge to the desired
sliding surface.
Also, the tuning of these parameters should allow the adaptive sliding mode
observer to satisfy the Lyapunov stability criteria. The stability analysis of
the ASMO is discussed in Section 5.3.4.
5.3.4 Stability analysis
Apart from providing high accuracy and reducing low chattering eﬀect as seen
in Section 5.3.3, the ASMO is also designed such that the Lyapunov stability
criteria is fulﬁlled in order to guarantee the convergence of the adaptive sliding
mode observer in a ﬁnite time. The aim is that the system trajectory of the
adaptive sliding mode observer should reach and remain on the designed sliding
surface.
In order to guarantee the convergence of the ASMO, its parameters are
also designed such that the expressions in (5.4) are satisﬁed. The Lyapunov
function for the ASMO is constructed as
V (x) =
1
2
STS +
1
2
(K¯ −K(t))2, (5.17)
with
K¯ = max(K(t)), (5.18)
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where K¯ is unknown and bounded. It can be seen that the expression in (5.17)
is positive deﬁnite and the ﬁrst expression of the Lyapunov stability criteria in
(5.4), is satisﬁed. The time derivative of the constructed Lyapunov function
displayed in (5.17) is given by
V˙ (x) = isαi˙sα + isβ i˙sβ − K˙(t)(K¯ −K(t)) (5.19)
Substituting the expressions of the time derivative of the estimated α-axis and
β-axis stator currents from (5.9) into (5.19) yields,
V˙ (x) = −Rs
Ls
(˜i2sα + i˜
2
sβ)− i˜sα[
1
Ls
(eα −K(t)sgn(˜isα)) + ω˜risβ]
+ i˜sβ[
1
Ls
(eβ −K(t)sgn(˜isβ))− ω˜risα]− d(K¯ −K(t))
√
i˜2sα + i˜
2
sβ.
(5.20)
From (5.17), it can be seen that the ﬁrst term will always be negative.
Then, the adaptive sliding gain should be large enough so that the system
trajectory converge in a ﬁnite time to the sliding surface (in other words in
order to meet the Lyapunov stability criteria), that is,
K(t) > max(eα, eβ) (5.21)
and assuming that estimated rotor speed is accurate enough as
ωr ≈ ωˆr, (5.22)
the sliding motion on the designed sliding surface and the Lyapunov stability
is guaranteed. When the system trajectory reaches the sliding surface, it yields
S˙ = S = 0. (5.23)
Substituting (5.22) and (5.23) into (5.11) yields[
eˆα
eˆβ
]
≈ K(t)
[
sgn(isα − iˆsα)
sgn(isβ − iˆsβ)
]
(5.24)
where eˆα and eˆβ are the α-axis and β-axis estimated back-EMFs, respectively.
The estimated back-EMF are used in order to estimate the slip speed/angle.
The proposed estimator is depicted in Figure 5.2.
However, the adaptive gain, K(t), displayed in (5.16) will continue to in-
crease and could become unbounded even when the sliding surface is reached
by the system trajectory. This implies that it will lead to more chattering
eﬀects. Also, in practical applications this adaptive law shows slow response
to disturbance. In [56], this drawback is solved by adding an exponential term
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in the adaptive gain which disappears when the system trajectory is reached.
The new adaptive gain is given by
K(t) = d
∫ t
t0
|S|dτ + γ0(eγ1|S|p − 1), (5.25)
where γ0, γ1 and p are strictly positive integers. The design process of the
adaptive law in (5.25) is presented in [56]. The added exponential term pro-
vides an extra high gain only when the state trajectory is far from the sliding
surface (S 6= 0 and is very large). The exponential term helps the system
trajectory to reach the desired sliding surface quicker than the gain with the
integral only. When the state trajectory leaves the designed sliding surface, it
can be seen that the exponential term will turn the state trajectory around
to head back to the designed sliding surface. When S → 0, the exponential
term reduces its value rapidly until it disappears. After reaching the sliding
surface, the overall gain in (5.25), is reduced. Therefore, this helps in reducing
the chattering eﬀect.
The tuning of p aﬀects the response of system trajectory leaving or trying
to reach the desired sliding surface. A large p will speed up the response
while increasing the accuracy. A proper design of γ0, γ1 and p yields to lower
chattering and high accuracy of adaptive sliding mode control. It was also
shown in [56], that the use of the adaptive gain in (5.25) guarantees the stability
of the ASMO.
5.4 Super-twisting sliding mode observer
In this Section, the super-twisting sliding mode observer (STSMO) for sensor-
less control of RDFIG systems is discussed. The motivation of the STSMO is
presented together with the design and the stability analysis of the proposed
STSMO are also presented. This section is adapted from [38].
5.4.1 Motivation
The super-twisting algorithm (STA) for the SMO is considered to be an excel-
lent solution to alleviate the chattering behavior. It also increases the dynamic
performance of the SMO [5967]. The super-twisting sliding mode observer
uses the super-twisting algorithm instead of the standard sliding mode con-
trol functions (the saturation, sigmoid or signum functions). Although the
super-twisting algorithm-based SMO (STSMO) for the sensor-less control of
the induction machine drive is proposed in [62] and recently similar work on
permanent magnet synchronous machine drives in [63] have been presented,
the STSMO for sensor-less control of RDFIG systems is still missing in the
literature. Also, the improvement on its eﬀectiveness under various operating
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conditions, that is; the improvement of their robustness to parameter varia-
tions, the eﬃciency of the overall system and the dynamic performance of the
system, still needs to be investigated.
5.4.2 Design of the STSMO
The STSMO is constructed based on (3.55). The super-twisting sliding mode
observer (STSMO) uses the stator current and the back-EMFs as state vari-
ables. Further, the STA is also used to enforce the system trajectory to reach
and remain on the predeﬁned sliding surface in a ﬁnite time. The STSMO is
constructed as,
Ls
[
˙ˆisα
˙ˆisβ
]
=
[−Rs 0
0 −Rs
] [
iˆsα
iˆsβ
]
+
[
v∗sα
v∗sβ
]
+ Ls
[
0 ωˆr
−ωˆr 0
] [
isα
isβ
]
+
[
zα
zβ
]
, (5.26)
where the superscript (ˆ) denotes the estimated value, while zα and zβ are the
outputs of the super-twisting sliding mode control functions. The estimation
error is obtained by subtracting (5.26) from (3.55), that is,
Ls
[
˙˜isα
˙˜isβ
]
=
[−Rs 0
0 −Rs
] [
i˜sα
i˜sβ
]
+ Ls
[
0 ω˜r
−ω˜r 0
] [
isα
isβ
]
+
[
eα − zα
eβ − zβ
]
, (5.27)
where ( ˙) and (˜) denotes the time derivative value and the error value between
the estimated and the real values.
According to [5961, 64, 65, 67], the super-twisting sliding mode control
function can be expressed as,
zα
ψ˙1
zβ
ψ˙2
 =

k1
√
|˜isα|sgn(˜isα)− ψ1
−k2sgn(˜isα)
k3
√
|˜isβ|sgn(˜isβ)− ψ2
−k4sgn(˜isα)
 , (5.28)
where k1, k2, k3 and k4 are the STSMO gains to be determined. Thus, the
schematic of the proposed STSMO for the RDFIG is shown in Figure 5.3.
The STSMO gains, from (5.28), are designed such that the Lyapunov stability
criteria is fulﬁlled. Also, the choice of the STSMO gains should provide fast
enough response. Substituting (5.28) into (5.27) yields
Ls
[
˙˜isα
˙˜isβ
]
=
−k1√|˜isα|sgn(˜isα) + ψ1 + eα + f1
k2
√
|˜isβ|sgn(˜isβ) + ψ2 + eβ + f2
 , (5.29)
where [
f1
f2
]
=
[−Rsi˜sα + Lsω˜risβ
−Rsi˜sβ − Lsω˜risα
]
(5.30)
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(5.26)
iˆsβ
−
+
isβ
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−
+iˆsα
Equation
(5.28)
PLL
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θˆs
ωˆs θg
zβzβ zα
zα
v∗sα
v∗sβ
ωˆr
zαzβ
Figure 5.3: The PLL-based STSMO estimator.
Assuming that all the expressions in (5.30) are globally bounded, (f1 and f2
are globally bounded), then,[| −Rsi˜sα + Lsω˜risβ|
| −Rsi˜sβ − Lsω˜risα|
]
≤
[
σ1 |˜isα|0.5
σ2|˜isβ|0.5
]
(5.31)
with σ1 and σ2 being chosen large enough so that the inequalities in (5.31) are
satisﬁed.
5.4.3 Stability analysis
The design of the STSMO gains is conducted such that the Lyapunov stability
criteria is fulﬁlled and that the system trajectory reaches and remains on the
predeﬁned sliding surface in a ﬁnite time. To this end, a strong Lyapunov
function is constructed.
ψα =
[√
|˜isα|sgn(˜isα) ψ1
]T
, (5.32)
and
ψβ =
[√
|˜isβ|sgn(˜isβ) ψ2
]T
, (5.33)
then, similar to [64,66], the Lyapunov function is chosen as,
V (x) =
1
2
ψTαPαψα +
1
2
ψTβPβψβ, (5.34)
where Pα and Pβ are given by,
Pα =
[
4k2 + k
2
1 −k1
−k1 2
]
(5.35)
and
Pβ =
[
4k4 + k
2
3 −k3
−k3 2
]
. (5.36)
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Substituting (5.35) and (5.36) into(5.31), the constructed Lyapunov function
becomes,
V (x) = 2k2|˜isα|+ 0.5ψ21 + 0.5(k1|˜isα|0.5sgn(˜isα)− ψ1)2
+ 2k4|˜isβ|+ 0.5ψ22 + 0.5(k3|˜isβ|0.5sgn(˜isβ)− ψ2)2.
(5.37)
The time derivatives of ψα and ψβ are given by,
ψ˙α =
 12√|˜isα|(− k1
√
|˜isα|sgn(˜isα) + ψ1 + f1
)
−k2sgn(˜isα)
 (5.38)
and
ψ˙β =
 12√|˜isβ |(− k1
√
|˜isβ|sgn(˜isβ) + ψ2 + f2
)
−k4sgn(˜isβ)
 . (5.39)
From (5.38), (5.39) and (5.31), the time derivative of the constructed Lyapunov
function is given by,
V˙ (x) = − k1|˜isα|0.5
ψTαXαψα −
k3
|˜isβ|0.5
ψTβXβψβ (5.40)
where,
Xα =
[
2k2 + k
2
1 − (k1 + 4k2k1 )σ1 −k1 + 2σ2−k1 + 2σ1 1
]
(5.41)
and,
Xβ =
[
2k4 + k
2
3 − (k3 + 4k4k3 )σ2 −k3 + 2σ2−k3 + 2σ2 1
]
. (5.42)
Therefore, it can be seen that, the conditions necessary to fulﬁl the Lyapunov
criterion are, Xα > 0 and Xβ > 0. Hence, the STSMO gains are chosen as,
k1
k2
k3
k4
 >

2σ1
k1
σ1k1−k21
2k1−4σ1
2σ2
k3
σ2k3−k23
2k3−4σ2
 (5.43)
Higher values of STSMO gains provide fast enough response of the observer
but could lead to noise and harmonics in the estimation signal. Hence, there is
a trade oﬀ between fast response and signal quality when it comes to designing
STSMO gains. A proper design leads to fast enough response and good signal
quality of the estimation. By enforcing the sliding motion, the sliding surface,
i˜sα = i˜sβ = 0 and
˙˜isα =
˙˜isβ = 0, and with the assumption that ωr = ωˆr, then
(5.27), the estimated back-EMF space vector becomes equal to the outputs
of the super-twisting sliding mode control functions (zα = eˆα and zβ = eˆβ).
Given that the back-EMF space vector contains the information of the slip
angle, as it can be seen in (3.56), the slip speed/angle can be extracted from
the outputs of the super-twisting sliding mode control functions.
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5.5 High order sliding mode observer
In this section, a high order sliding mode observer (HOSMO) for sensor-less
control of the rotor-tied doubly-fed induction generator (RDFIG) systems is
presented. This section is adapted from [39].
5.5.1 Motivation
In the diﬀerent sliding mode observers presented from Section 5.2 to Sec-
tion 5.4, the dynamics of the back-EMF has been neglected. This implies that
the estimation performance is limited. In this Section, a high order sliding
mode observer, in which the dynamics of the back EMFs are taken into con-
sideration, is proposed. Hence, the proposed HOSMO improves the estimation
performance.
5.5.2 Design of the high-order sliding mode observer
Compared to SMOs proposed for sensor-less control of RDFIG system, the
proposed high order sliding mode observers in this Section takes into account
the dynamics of the estimated back-EMF space vector (e˙ 6= 0). Hence, the
dynamic performance of the estimation is enhanced.
Based on (3.58), the HOSMO is constructed as[
˙ˆ
i
˙ˆe
]
=
[
Aˆ11 A12
0 Aˆ22
] [
i
eˆ
]
+
[
B11
0
]
v− 1
Ls
Msgn(S), (5.44)
where eˆ =
[
eˆα eˆβ
]T
, iˆ =
[ˆ
isα iˆsβ
]T
, S =
[ˆ
isα − isα iˆsβ − isβ
]T
,
Aˆ11 = −RsLs I − ωˆrJ, Aˆ22 = ωˆsJ, B11 = 1Ls I and M =
[
m1 0 m3 0
0 m2 0 m4
]T
,
where m1, m2, m3 and m4 are the HOSMO gains. The schematic of the
proposed HOSMO is depicted in Figure 5.4.
The diﬀerence between (3.58) and (5.44) yields that the stator current error
is given by [
˙˜isα
˙˜isβ
]
=
[
−ω˜risβ − m1Ls sng(ˆisα − isα) + 1Ls e˜α
ω˜risα − m2Ls sng(ˆisβ − isβ) + 1Ls e˜β
]
, (5.45)
where the superscript (˜) denotes the diﬀerence between the estimated value
and the real value.
5.5.3 Stability analysis
The sliding mode observer gains are determined such that the observer con-
verge. The Lyapunov function is given by
V (x) =
1
2
(˜i2sα + i˜
2
sβ). (5.46)
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The time derivative of the Lyapunov function is given by
V˙ (x) = −i˜sα
[
ω˜risβ − 1
Ls
e˜α
]− i˜sβ[− ω˜risα − 1
Ls
e˜β
]
− m1
Ls
|˜isα| − m2
Ls
|˜isβ|,
, (5.47)
where, m1 and m2 should be at least[
m1
m2
]
>
[ |Lsω˜risβ − e˜α|
| − Lsω˜risα − e˜β|
]
, (5.48)
so that the robustness of the HOSMO to disturbance and parameter mismatch
is ensured.
When V (x) converge to zero, i˜sα and i˜sα will be controlled to zero. If
the speed estimation is accurate enough (ωr ≈ ωˆr), when the sliding motion
occurs, the back EMF errors are given by[
e˜α
e˜β
]
=
[
m1sgn(ˆisα − isα)
m2sgn(ˆisβ − isβ)
]
. (5.49)
Diﬀerentiating (3.58) and (5.44) with the assumption that the estimated slip
speed (ωs ≈ ωˆs) is accurate enough, yields that the dynamic errors of the
back-EMF space vector can be expressed as[
˙˜eα
˙˜eβ
]
=
[
−e˜βωˆs − m3Ls sgn(ˆisα − isα)
e˜αωˆs − m4Ls sgn(ˆisβ − isβ)
]
. (5.50)
Substituting (5.49) into (5.50) yields[
˙˜eα
˙˜eβ
]
=
[− m3
m1Ls
−ωˆs
ωˆs
m4
m2Ls
] [
e˜α
e˜β
]
. (5.51)
High-order
sliding mode
observer
(5.44)
iˆsβ
−
+
isβisα
−
+iˆsα
PLL
estimatorθˆs
ωˆs θg
M
v∗sα
v∗sβ
ωˆr
eˆα
eˆβ
Figure 5.4: Proposed PLL-based HOSMO estimator scheme.
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In (5.51), the time derivative of the slip speed ˙ˆωs is negligible since the me-
chanical time constant is far greater than electrical time constant. Hence, the
back-EMF space vector is considered the only time varying quantity. There-
fore, the analysis using second-order diﬀerential equation with constant coef-
ﬁcients applies for the dynamic error displayed in (5.51).
The characteristic equation of (5.51) can be written as
p2 + (
m3
m1Ls
+
m4
m2Ls
)p + (ωˆ2s +
m3m4
m1m2L2s
) = 0, (5.52)
where p is the Laplace operator. Solving (5.52) yields that the eigenvalues are
given by
p1,2 =
−(m3
m1
+ m4
m2
)±
√
(m3
m1
+ m4
m2
)2 − 4(L2sωˆ2s + m3m4m1m2 )
2Ls
. (5.53)
Given that
|m3
m1
+
m4
m2
| >
√
(
m3
m1
+
m4
m2
)2 − 4(L2sωˆ2s +
m3m4
m1m2
), (5.54)
it can be seen that (5.53) has a negative real part which means that the system
is asymptotically stable. The observer gains can be designed based on (5.53),
that is expressed as
p2 + 2ξωnp + ω
2
n = 0, (5.55)
with the natural frequency ωn =
√
ωˆ2s +m3m4/(m1m2L
2
s) and the damping
ratio ξ =
m3
m1
+
m4
m2
2
√
L2sωˆ
2
s+m3m4/(m1m2L
2
s)
. The convergence rate of e˜α and e˜β depends
on the product of ωnξ. The bigger ωnξ is, the more rapidly the dynamic errors
of the back-EMF will converge. By tuning properly ξ and ωn a good dynamic
performance can be achieved.
The estimated slip speed ωˆs is extracted from the estimated back-EMF
space vector using a PLL estimator. However, if the estimated slip speed is
not accurate enough the estimated back-EMF will not converge to the real one
accurately. But, through proper design of m3 and m4, the back-EMF errors
e˜α and e˜β can settle to the desired vicinity. As m3 and m4 get larger, the size
of the vicinity gets smaller. Hence through a proper design of m3 and m4, the
estimated back-EMF can converge approximately to the real one.
5.6 Phase locked loop
From (3.56), it was shown that the back-EMF includes the slip speed and
position information. The aim of the PLL estimator is to track the angle
of the estimated back-EMF space vector. Given that the back-EMF space
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vector is estimated using the sliding mode control functions. And, that the
sliding mode control functions include high frequency switching functions, the
estimated back-EMF includes noise and harmonic components. The estimated
back-EMF is given by,[
eˆα
eˆβ
]
=
Lm
Ls
|~isr|ωg
[
sin θˆk +N1(t)
cos θˆk +N2(t)
]
(5.56)
where θˆk = θˆs + φˆk is the estimated angle and N1(t) and N2(t) are the total
noise and harmonic components. The detailed schematic of the PLL estimator
is presented in Figure 5.5. Based on Figure 5.5, the position error, , is deduced
as
 =
Lm|~isr|ωg√
eˆ2α + eˆ
2
β
( (
sin θˆk cos θ¯k − cos θˆk sin θ¯k
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Low-frequency terms
+N1(t) cos θ¯k −N2(t) sin θ¯k︸ ︷︷ ︸
High-frequency terms
)
,
(5.57)
where θ¯k = θ¯s + φ¯k is the tracking angle and |~ˆe| = Lm|~isr|ωg. Rewriting (5.57),
yields
 =
Lm|~isr|ωg√
eˆ2α + eˆ
2
β
(
sin(θˆk − θ¯k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Low-frequency terms
+N1(t) cos θ¯k −N2(t) sin θ¯k︸ ︷︷ ︸
High-frequency terms
)
. (5.58)
It can be seen from (5.58) that the position error consists of a lower frequency
term and two-high frequency terms. The rotor position information is obtained
from the ﬁrst low frequency term and thus, the two high frequency terms can
be suppressed easily by a loop ﬁlter [127]. With the two high frequency terms
suppressed, and the angle diﬀerence in the ﬁrst term assumed to be very small,
the error position can be simpliﬁed to,
 ≈ Lm|
~isr|ωg√
eˆ2α + eˆ
2
β
(
θˆk − θ¯k
)
. (5.59)
−
−
×
×
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Figure 5.5: A detailed schematic of the proposed PLL estimator.
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In contrast to the PLL estimator proposed in [1], here the proposed PLL esti-
mator does not include a judgement function. Instead, based on the estimated
slip speed equation, an estimated rotor angular speed is deduced as
ωˆr = ωˆs − ωg (5.60)
where ωˆr is the estimated rotor angular speed, ωg, is the grid angular speed and
ωˆs is the output of the proposed PLL estimator. The estimated slip speed,
θˆs, is calculated by deducing the estimated rotor angle, θˆr, from ωˆr. It is
important to note that the initial estimated rotor angle should be the actual
rotor angle in order to improve the stability of the PLL estimator. Hence the
estimated slip angle is calculated as,
θˆs = θˆr + θg. (5.61)
The estimated slip angle estimator proposed here allows for a smooth transition
from sub-synchronous to super-synchronous or vice versa of the slip angle.
5.6.1 Design of Parameters
The PLL estimator gains are designed based on the consideration of the anti-
disturbance performance [10]. Based on small signal analysis, the PLL's trans-
fer function based on Figure 5.5 is described by,
θˆk
θ¯k
=
Kps+Ki
s2 +Kps+Ki
, (5.62)
where Kp and Ki are the proportional and integral gains of the PI controller.
The PI gains are designed using the pole placement method such that
Kp = 2ρ and Ki = ρ
2. ρ is to be determined based on the anti-disturbance
performance. The estimated slip speed and the estimated acceleration are
described by, [
˙ˆ
θk
˙ˆωs
]
=
[
ωˆs
g
]
(5.63)
where g is the acceleration. The acceleration is given by,
g =
P∆τ
J
, (5.64)
where P , ∆τ and J are the number of pole pairs, the torque change and J is the
inertia. The expression of the tracking slip speed and tracking slip acceleration
are described by, [
˙¯θk
˙¯ωs
]
=
[
ω¯s +Kp
Ki
]
(5.65)
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Diﬀerentiating (5.63) to (5.65) yields,[
˙ˆ
θk − ˙¯θk
˙ˆωs − ˙¯ωs
]
=
[
ωˆs − ω¯s −Kp
g −Ki
]
(5.66)
Assuming that ˙ˆωs− ˙¯ωs = 0 and ˙ˆθk− ˙¯θk = 0, then the solution to (5.66) is given
by, [
ωˆs − ω¯s

]
=
[
2g
ρ
g
ρ2
]
(5.67)
Hence, from (5.67) it can be seen that the selection of ρ can be determined by,
ρ =
√
g
max
, (5.68)
where max is the expected maximum value of the slip position error. Also, it
can be seen from (5.67), that with higher values of ρ, the error between the
estimated and tracking slip angular speed is reduced. With max =
pi
12
and
based on the machine data, ρ can be determined and from which Kp and Ki
are also determined. For this thesis, the tuned PLL gains were Kp = 240 and
Ki = 14400.
5.7 Summary
In this Chapter, the slip speed estimators for sensor-less control of the RD-
FIG systems are presented. The slip speed estimators uses the association of
the sliding mode observers and the PLL estimators. The sliding mode ob-
servers discussed in this Chapter are the SMO, the ASMO, the STSMO and
the HOSMO. The gains of the proposed sliding mode observers are design
such that the Lyapunov stability criteria is satisﬁed. And, the sliding mode
observers converge in a ﬁnite time. The proposed sliding mode observers use
the back-EMF space vector and the stator current space vector, as state vari-
ables. This implies that the estimation can start even before the machine is
connected to the grid. The PLL estimator is used in order to improve the
estimation performance.
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Chapter 6
Experimental results and
discussions
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the proposed sensor-less control of the RDFIG
system and the proposed slip speed estimators are provided, respectively. In
this Chapter, the experimental setup, the performance of the proposed sensor-
less control strategy and the comparative study of the proposed slip speed
estimators are provided
6.2 Experimental set-up
The test-bed on which the experimental tests of the proposed sensor-less con-
trol strategies discussed in the thesis is portrayed in Figure 6.1. The core
of the test-bench is the National Instrument (NI) PXIe-8115 embedded real-
time controller. The proposed sensor-less control strategy is implemented in
LabVIEW. The test-bench also includes two NI 7841R FPGA modules that
input or output signals into or from the PXIe-8115. A three-phase 5.5-kW
custom-designed rotor-tied DFIG is coupled to a three-phase 22-kW induction
machine. The parameters of the 5.5-kW custom-designed rotor-tied DFIG
are given in the Appendix. The test-bench is also composed of two 8.7-kVA
custom-modiﬁed commercially available SEW power converters connected in
the back-to-back conﬁguration. The data of 8.7-kVA custom-modiﬁed com-
mercially available SEW power converters are given in Appendix A. The mea-
surement of the three-phase voltages and that of the three-phase currents are
conducted using LEM LV25-P and LA55-P sensors, respectively. A GI341
BAUMER incremental encoder, mounted on the rotor shaft, is only used for
the measurement of the actual rotor shaft speed/angle in order to compare
with the estimated quantities. The carrier switching frequency of the PWM is
5 kHz. An L ﬁlter is used for the ﬁltering of the harmonics generated by the
79
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Induction machine
rotor-tied DFIG
Torque sensor
SEW power convertersUser PC
PXIe controller
Resistor bank
Figure 6.1: An image of the test-bench set-up.
grid side converter. The data of the L ﬁlter is shown in Appendix A. Further
details on the test-bench is discussed in Appendix A.
6.3 Start-up of the RDFIG system
In this section, the start up procedure of the grid-connected RDFIG system
is presented. The GSC is activated ﬁrst. To start with, the three-phase grid
voltage is measured and the grid angle, θg, is calculated using the SRF-PLL
discussed in Section 4.5. The parameters of the PI controller of the SRF-PLL
are chosen as Tl = 0.051 and Kl = 1.001. The calculated grid angle is used
for the transformation of the three-phase grid voltage into the synchronous
dq0-reference frame.
In Figure 6.2(a), the phase A grid voltage and the calculated grid angle are
displayed. It can be seen that the SRF-PLL helps in tracking the grid volt-
age angle. It should be noted that if the line-to-line three-phase grid voltage
is measured, then either the addition or subtraction of pi
6
on the calculated
grid angle is necessary. The addition or subtraction of of pi
6
depends on the
sequence of the measured three-phase grid voltage. The PI gains of the grid
side converter control strategy are designed as discussed in Section 4.4. The
inner PI gains are Kpi = 30 and Tii = 0.003, and the outer PI gains are chosen
as are Kpv = 0.73 and Tiv = 0.03.
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Figure 6.2: Measurement of the grid voltage and the grid angle: (a) vgd, and θg, in
per unit and (b) d-axis and q-axis grid voltages.
In Figure 6.2(b), the d-axis and q-axis grid voltages are presented. It can
be seen that the q-axis grid voltage is zero while the d-axis grid voltage is equal
to the magnitude of the grid voltage space vector (|~vg| = vgd).
Once the grid angle is tracked, the grid side control strategy is activated.
The performance of the grid side control strategy is displayed in Figure 6.3.
The d-axis and q-axis grid currents, the three-phase grid current and the DC-
link voltage are shown in Figure 6.3(a), Figure 6.3(b) and Figure 6.3(c), re-
spectively. Once the SEW power converter is powered, the initial DC-link
voltage is 540 V with the power switches not yet activated. The grid side
control strategy is activated with the DC-voltage set to 600 V, as it can be
seen from Figure 6.3(c). Hence, the d-axis grid current is increased in order to
raise the DC link voltage from 540 V to 600 V as shown in Figure 6.3(a). Once
the DC-link voltage reaches 600 V, the d-axis grid current is then reduced to
a value that helps to maintain the DC-link voltage to 600 V. A similar surge
can be seen in the three-phase grid current, as shown in Figure 6.3(b). On
the other hand, the q-axis is maintained to zero to allow the GSC to operate
under unity power factor, as shown in Figure 6.3(a).
Once the DC-link voltage reaches the reference DC-link voltage, the stator
side control strategy can be activated. The performance of the stator side
control strategies are discussed in Section 6.4 to Section 6.7.
The synchronisation process of the RDFIG system is conducted using syn-
chronisation lights. The rotor voltage magnitude is adjusted by magnetising
the stator side of the RDFIG using the q-axis stator current. Once all condi-
tions for synchronisation are met, a switch helps in connecting the rotor side
of the RDFIG to the grid. The performance of the proposed slip speed esti-
mators for the sensor-less control of RDFIG-based WECSs is presented in the
following sections.
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Figure 6.3: Measurement of the grid-side converter: (a) the d-axis and q-axis grid
currents; (b) the three-phase grid current, and (c) the DC-link voltage.
6.4 PLL-based sliding mode observer for the
sensor-less control of RDFIG systems
In this section, the experimental results of the proposed sensor-less control
strategy based on the association of the SMO and the proposed PLL estimator
are presented. The speed control of the RDFIG system is conducted. The slip
speed estimator used in this section is composed of the SMO presented in
Section 5.2 and the PLL estimator presented in Section 5.6. From the design
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process presented in Section 5.2, the gains of the SMO are chosen as n1 =
n2 = 2000 and the gains of the outer PI controller of the PLL estimator
are Kp = 240 and Ki = 14400. Also, form the design process of the stator
side control strategy presented in Chapter 4, the parameters of both inner PI
controllers are kp = 35 and ki = 500 while those of the outer PI controller are
kp = 0.2 and ki = 20.
6.4.1 Steady state performance
In Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, the performance of the proposed sensor-less con-
trol strategy during sub-synchronous operating conditions (speed of 219.8 rad/s)
is presented. As shown in Figure 6.4(a), the estimated rotor speed closely
matches the actual rotor speed and the rotor speed error is less than 1 rad/s
as shown in Figure 6.4(b). The accuracy of the estimation is further demon-
strated in Figure 6.4(c) and Figure 6.4(d), whereby the slip speed error is also
found to be less than 1 rad/s. The actual and estimated slip angles are shown
in Figure 6.5(a) while the slip angle error is shown in Figure 6.5(b). From Fig-
ure 6.5(a) and Figure 6.5(b), a marginal slip angle error below 0.1 rad (5.73◦) is
shown which demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed sensor-less control
strategy, under sub-synchronous operating conditions.
Similar performance characteristics are observed under super-synchronous
operating conditions, as shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7. In fact, in Fig-
ure 6.6, the performance of the proposed sensor-less control strategy at super-
synchronous speed (346 rad/s) is presented. It can be seen that the maximum
value of the rotor angular speed error is less that 1 rad/s. The estimated and
the real slip speeds and the slip speed error are shown in Figure 6.6(c) and
Figure 6.6(d), respectively. One can notice the same pattern in Figure 6.6(d).
The real and the estimated slip angle are shown in Figure 6.7(a). It can be
seen that the real and estimated slip angles converge perfectly. On the other
hand, the slip angle error is shown in Figure 6.7(b). It can be seen that at this
particular operating conditions the slip angle error is less than 0.1 rad (0.1 rad
is equivalent to 5.73 ◦).
6.4.2 Transient performance under varying rotor
angular speed
In Figure 6.8, the performance of the proposed control strategy is shown during
a gradual increase in rotor speed from sub-synchronous operating conditions
to super-synchronous operating conditions (from 282 rad/s to 355 rad/s). The
actual and the estimated angular rotor speeds, the real and estimated slip
speeds and the slip speed error are shown in Figure 6.8(a), Figure 6.8(b) and
Figure 6.8(c), respectively. It can be observed that the error throughout the
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speed transition is less than 2.5 rad/s (11.95 rpm) while at constant speed
conditions the slip error is almost zero, as shown Figure 6.8(c).
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Figure 6.4: Experimental results during sub-synchronous operating conditions with
the reference speed ω?r=-219 rad/s: (a) the measured and estimated electrical rotor
speeds; (b) the electrical rotor speed error; (c) the estimated and the actual slip
speeds; (d) and, the slip speed error.
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Figure 6.5: Experimental results during sub-synchronous operating conditions with
the reference speed ω?r=-219 rad/s: (a) the estimated and the actual slip angles, and
(b) the slip angle error.
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The performance of the proposed sensor-less control strategy during rotor
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Figure 6.6: Experimental results during super-synchronous operating conditions
with the reference speed ω?r=- 346 rad/s: (a) the measured and estimated electrical
rotor speeds; (b) electrical rotor speed error; (c) the estimated and the actual slip
speeds; (d) and, the slip speed error.
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Figure 6.7: Experimental results during super-synchronous operating conditions
with the reference speed ω?r=- 346 rad/s: (a) the estimated and the actual slip
angles, and (b) the slip angle error.
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speed transition from super-synchronous to sub-synchronous operating condi-
tions is shown in Figure 6.9. The estimated and the measured rotor speeds
are shown in Fig 6.9(a). It can be seen that the estimated rotor angular speed
closely tracks the actual rotor speed. The actual and the estimated slip an-
gular speeds are shown in Figure 6.9(b) from which a similar pattern can be
noticed, as in Figure 6.9(a). Similar to Figure 6.8(c), the slip speed error is
less than 2.5 rad/s as shown in Figure 6.9(c).
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Figure 6.8: Experimental results during change in rotor speed from sub-synchronous
to super-synchronous operating conditions: (a) the measured and estimated rotor
speed; (b) the measured and the estimated slip speed; and (c) the slip speed error.
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Figure 6.9: Experimental results during change in rotor speed from super-
synchronous to sub-synchronous operating conditions: (a) the measured and esti-
mated rotor speed; (b) the measured and the estimated slip speed; and (c) the slip
speed error.
6.4.3 Transient performance during sudden changes in
the stator current magnitude
The performance of the proposed slip speed estimator for the sensor-less control
strategy during changes in stator current magnitude from 1.7 A to 4 A and
then from 4 A to 1.7 A, is shown in Figure 6.10 and in Figure 6.11. The d-axis
and q-axis stator currents are shown in Figure 6.10(a) while the corresponding
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eﬀect on the three-phase stator currents is shown in Figure 6.10(b). It can
be seen that at t = 1 s the d-axis stator current is kept at zero while the
magnitude of the q-axis stator current is step increased to 4 A. At t = 5.8 s,
the q-axis stator current magnitude is reduced to its original value of 1.7 A.
The estimated and actual rotor speed are shown in Figure 6.10(c) and the rotor
speed error is shown in Figure 6.10(d). It can be seen from Figure 6.10(d) that
at about t = 1 s the maximum error is about 4 rad/s and at t = 5.8 s the same
maximum error can be seen and this corresponds to the same instances when
the magnitude of the q-axis current is changed. A similar patter can be seen
from Figure 6.11 with regards to the slip speed error.
6.4.4 Transient performance under inaccurate machine
parameters
In Figure 6.12, the performance of the proposed control strategy is evaluated
when considering changes in rotor speed whilst having an inaccurate stator
inductance valued at 1.3 times the stator actual inductance. The slip speed
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Figure 6.10: Experimental results during changes in stator current magnitude: (a)
the d-axis and q-axis stator current; (b) the three-phase stator current; (c) the
measured and estimated electrical rotor speeds; (d) the electrical rotor speed error.
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error is shown in Figure 6.13(b), where it can be seen that during the changes
in slip speed the maximum slip error is less than 4 rad/s. Also, during steady
operating conditions the slip error is almost zero.
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Figure 6.11: Experimental results during changes in stator current magnitude: (a)
the estimated and the actual slip speeds, and; (b) the slip speed error.
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Figure 6.12: Experimental results during change in rotor speed from synchronous
to sub-synchronous operating conditions with inaccurate stator inductance 1.3Ls:
(a) the measured and estimated slip speed; (b) the slip speed error.
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In Figure 6.13, the performance of the proposed control strategy is further
evaluated under changes in rotor speed whilst having an inaccurate stator
inductance and also inaccurate stator resistance. From Figure 6.13(b), it can
be seen that the maximum slip error is 3 rad/s. The performances shown in
Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.12 validate the robustness of the proposed control
strategy against parameter variations.
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Figure 6.13: Experimental results during change in rotor speed from synchronous to
sub-synchronous operating conditions with inaccurate stator inductance 1.3Ls and
stator resistance 1.3Rs: (a) the measured and estimated slip speed; (b) the slip speed
error.
6.4.5 Transient performance under steady changes rotor
speed
In Figure 6.14, the performance of the proposed sensor-less control strategy is
presented during a change in speed from sub-synchronous to super-synchronous
operating conditions as shown in Figure 6.14(a). From Figure 6.14(b), it can
be seen that at about t = 1 s, the frequency at which the three-phase stator
currents pulsate at almost 0 Hz. Furthermore, it can also be seen from Fig-
ure 6.14(a) that the slip angular speed approaches zero at t = 1 s. Also, it can
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be clearly seen that at super-synchronous operating conditions the sequence
of the three-phase stator current has reversed.
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Figure 6.14: Experimental results during change in rotor speed from super-
synchronous to sub-synchronous operating conditions: (a) the measured and esti-
mated slip speed; (b) the three-phase stator current.
6.5 PLL-based adaptive sliding mode observer
estimator for the sensor-less control of
RDFIG systems
In this Section, the experimental results of the sensor-less control strategy
based on the association of the ASMO and the PLL estimator are presented
and analysed. The speed control is adopted for the stator side control strategy.
The PI gains of the stator side control strategy and those of the PLL estimator
are the same as those chosen in Section 6.4. From the design of the ASMO
gains presented in Section 5.3, the gains of the ASMO are chosen as d = 200,
γ0 = 1, γ1 = 1 and p = 1.
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6.5.1 Steady state performance
In Figure 6.15, the eﬀectiveness of the sensor-less control strategy based on
the ASMO estimator during sub-synchronous operating conditions with the
RDFIG running at -900 rpm is presented. The estimated slip speed and the
actual slip speed converge, as shown in Figure 6.15(a), while the same pattern
can be observed between the estimated slip angle and the actual slip angle
from Figure 6.15(c). In Figure 6.15(b), it can be seen that the slip speed error
is very small and from Figure 6.15(d), it is observed that the slip speed error
is negligible.
In Figure 6.16, the eﬀectiveness of the ASMO estimator during super-
synchronous operating conditions with the RDFIG running at -1650 rpm is
presented. It is observed that the estimation error is very small.
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Figure 6.15: The performance of the ASMO during sub-synchronous operating
conditions: (a) The measured slip speed, ωs and estimated slip speed, ωˆs; (b) The
slip speed error, ∆ωs; (c) The measured slip angle, θs and the estimated slip angle,
θˆs; and (d) The slip angle error, ∆θs.
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Figure 6.16: The performance of the ASMO during super-synchronous operating
conditions: (a) The measured slip speed, ωs and estimated slip speed, ωˆs; (b) The
slip speed error, ∆ωs; (c) The measured slip angle, θs and the estimated slip angle,
θˆs; and (d) The slip angle error, ∆θs.
6.5.2 Performance under rotor speed transition
The robustness of the proposed sensor-less control strategy based on the as-
sociation of the ASMO and PLL estimator during a change in rotor speed is
presented in Figure 6.17. During the speed transitions, from t = 0 s to t = 5 s,
and from t = 38 s to t = 45 s, it can be seen that the actual and estimated
slip speeds coincide as in Figure 6.17(a), while in Figure 6.17(b), the slip speed
error is very small. From Figure 6.17(b), it can be seen that the maximum slip
speed error is 2.5 rad/s.
In Figure 6.18, the performance of the proposed control strategy during
speed transition when considering inaccurate machine parameters (resistance
and inductance) is shown. From Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18, the same con-
troller performance pattern can be observed. Even though the increase in
the chattering eﬀect is clearly shown, the presented performance demonstrates
that the proposed control strategy is immune to parameter variations.
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Figure 6.17: The transient performance of the proposed control strategy during
speed transition: (a) The measured slip speed, ωs and estimated slip speed, ωˆs and
(b) The slip speed error, ∆ωs.
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Figure 6.18: The transient performance during change in speed with inaccurate ma-
chine parameters (1.3Ls and 1.3Rs): (a) The measured slip speed, ωs and estimated
slip speed, ωˆs; and (b) The slip speed error, ∆ωs.
6.5.3 Performance under sudden changes in the stator
current magnitude
In Figure 6.19, the performance of the proposed slip speed estimator for the
sensor-less control strategy is presented. In this experiment, the RDFIG is
rotating at 1050 rpm which is equivalent to about 92 rad/s of the slip speed,
as shown in Figure 6.19(a). Between t=0 s and t=0.8 s, it can be seen that
the actual and estimated slip speed are aligned perfectly during steady op-
erating conditions. And, the slip speed error is close to zero, as shown in
Figure 6.19(b).
At about t=0.8 s, a sudden increase in the stator current magnitude, as
shown in Figure 6.19(c). The maximum slip speed error for the ASMO esti-
mator is less than 10 rad/s, and is satisfactory. Also, during the stator current
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Figure 6.19: The transient performance during change in stator current magnitude:
(a) The actual slip speed, ωs and the estimated slip speed, ωˆs; (b) The slip speed
error, ∆ωs; (c) The d-axis stator current, isd; and (d) The adaptive gain, K(t).
change, it can be seen that the adaptive gain is adjusted on-line in order to
reduce the chattering eﬀect, as it can be seen in Figure 6.19(d). However, it
can be seen that the slip speed waveform includes spikes which are mostly
due to the fact that the adaptive gain is a function of the sliding surface.
Although, the PLL-based ASMO estimator is very sensitive to the dynamics
of the stator current the spikes in the slip speed waveform does not aﬀect
the sensor-less operations. At about t=5.2 s, the stator current magnitude is
decreased to its initial value. The adaptive gain is also adjusted on-line, as
shown in Figure 6.19(d).
6.5.4 Performance in rotor speed changes
In Figure 6.20, the performance of the sensor-less control strategy is presented
during change in speed from super-synchronous to sub-synchronous operat-
ing conditions. The estimated and actual slip speeds, the slip speed error
and the phase A and phase B stator currents, are displayed in Figure 6.20(a),
Figure 6.20(b) and Figure 6.20(c), respectively. From Figure 6.20(a), it can
be seen that the estimated slip speed tracks the actual slip speed during
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Figure 6.20: The performance during change from super-synchronous to sub-
synchronous operating conditions: (a) The actual slip speed, ωs and the estimated
slip speedωˆs; (b) The slip speed error ∆ωs; and (c) isa and isb.
the change of operating conditions. The maximum slip speed error during
the recorded sensor-less operation is 2.5 rad/s, as displayed in Figure 6.20(b).
Also, at t=1.35 s, the slip speed error is close to zero because both the es-
timated and actual speeds are close to zero, as shown in Figure 6.20(b). At
the same time, it is also shown that the stator current becomes almost DC
in Figure 6.20(c). From, Figure 6.20(c) a change in current sequence can be
observed as the sign of slip speed also changes.
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6.6 PLL-based super-twisting sliding mode
observer estimator for the sensor-less
control of RDFIG systems
In this section, the experimental results on the sensor-less control strategy for
the RDFIG system, that is based on the association of the STSMO with the
PLL estimator is presented. Here, the power control is adopted of the stator
side control strategy. The proposed sensor-less control strategy is discussed
in Chapter 4. The parameters of the STSMO gains are chosen to be k1 =
k3 = 5000 and k2 = k4 = 250. The PLL gains are similar to those chosen in
Section 6.4. The parameters of both PI controllers of the inner control loop
are kp = 35 and ki = 500, while those of the outer control loop are kp = 0.03
and ki = 0.737, respectively.
6.6.1 Steady state performance
In Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22, the measurement results showing the eﬀec-
tiveness of the proposed sensor-less control strategy during sub-synchronous
operating conditions are given. It can be seen that the estimated values of
the angular rotor speed, slip speed and slip angle are very close to their corre-
sponding measured values.
In Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24, the performance of the proposed control
strategy is shown during super-synchronous operating conditions with the ro-
tor running at -345.4 rad/s (corresponding to -1650 rpm), as shown in Fig-
ure 6.23(a). It can be seen from the ﬁgure that the estimated angular rotor
speed, slip speed and slip angle closely matches their corresponding actual
values.
6.6.2 Performance under varying rotor angular speed
In Figure 6.25, the performance of the proposed sensor-less control strategy
is presented during a gradual decrease in speed from super-synchronous op-
erating conditions to sub-synchronous operating conditions (from -350 rad/s
to -219.8 rad/s). The estimated and actual slip angular speeds are shown in
Figure 6.25(b) while the slip speed error is shown in Figure 6.25(c). It can be
seen from Figure 6.25(c) that during the steady state operating conditions (in
both super-synchronous and sub-synchronous operating conditions), the slip
speed error averages at zero while during the speed transition, the maximum
slip speed error averages above zero but less than 2 rad/s (which is equivalent
to about 9.55 rpm). It is worth noticing that at synchronous operating condi-
tions, and with a slip speed of zero, the proposed PLL-based STSMO performs
well with a slip speed error of about zero as shown in Figure 6.25(c).
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Figure 6.21: Experimental results during sub-synchronous operating conditions
(ωr =-248.8 rad/s): (a) ωr and ωˆr; (b) the rotor speed error, ∆ωr; (c) ωs and
ωˆs; (d) the slip speed error, ∆ωs;
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Figure 6.22: Experimental results during sub-synchronous operating conditions
(ωr =-248.8 rad/s): (a) θs and θˆs, and (b) the slip angle error, ∆θs.
The eﬀectiveness of the proposed control strategy during a speed transi-
tion from sub-synchronous to super-synchronous operating conditions (from
-219.8 rad/s to -350 rad/s) is shown in Figure 6.26. The estimated and actual
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Figure 6.23: Experimental results during super-synchronous operating conditions
(ωr =-345.4 rad/s): (a) ωr and ωˆr; (b) the rotor speed error, ∆ωr; (c) ωs and ωˆs;
(d) the slip speed error, ∆ωs;
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Figure 6.24: Experimental results during super-synchronous operating conditions
(ωr =-345.4 rad/s): (a) θs and θˆs, and (b) the slip angle error, ∆θs.
rotor angular speeds are shown in Figure 6.26(a) while the estimated and ac-
tual slip angular speeds are displayed in Figure 6.26(b). From Figure 6.26(a)
and Figure 6.26(b), it can be seen that all the estimated quantities compare
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Figure 6.25: Experimental results during variation in rotor speed from super-
synchronous synchronous to sub-synchronous operating conditions (from -350 rad/s
to -219.8 rad/s): (a) ωr and ωˆr; (b) ωs and ωˆs; and (c) ∆ωs.
very well with the actual quantities. In Figure 6.26(c), the slip speed error
is shown. It can be seen that,during the transition in speed, the maximum
slip speed error is -2 rad/s while it is zero during the steady state operating
conditions. It is worth noticing that at synchronous operating conditions, the
slip speed is zero, the proposed PLL-based STSMO performs well with a slip
speed error of about zero as shown in Figure 6.26(c).
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Figure 6.26: Experimental results during variation in rotor speed from sub-
synchronous synchronous to super-synchronous operating conditions (from -
219.8 rad/s to -350 rad/s): (a) ωr and ωˆr; (b) ωs and ωˆs; and (c) ∆ωs.
6.6.3 Performance during sudden changes of the stator
current magnitude
In Figure 6.27, the measurement results of the proposed sensor-less control
strategy during changes in the stator current magnitude from 1.7 A to 4.1 A
and from 4.1 A to -1.7 A, with the rotor rotating at -1200 rpm, are shown.
It can be seen that the maximum slip speed error during the stator current
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Figure 6.27: Experimental results during changes in the stator current magnitude
from 1.7 A to 4.1 A and from 4.1 A to -1.7 A (with the rotor rotating at -1214 rpm):
(a) ωs and ωˆs; (b) isd and isq; and (c) ∆ωs.
magnitude changes is 2.5 rad/s at t=1 s and t=6 s while the slip speed error
is zero during constant stator current magnitude, as shown in Figure 6.27(c).
6.6.4 Performance under machine parameter variations
The robustness of the proposed sensor-less control strategy under parameter
variations is presented in Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29. In Figure 6.28, the re-
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sults of the proposed control strategy when tested during a gradual speed
change (with change in slip speed from 94 rad/s to 30 rad/s) with an inaccu-
rate inductance of 1.3 Ls, are shown. It can be seen that, during the speed
change, the maximum slip speed error is less than 2.5 rad/s while at steady
state operating conditions, the slip speed error averages at zero as shown in
Figure 6.28(b) which is a proof that the proposed control strategy is immune
to parameter variations.
In Figure 6.29, the eﬀectiveness of the proposed control strategy is shown
during a change in rotor speed (with change in slip speed from 94 rad/s to
30 rad/s) with both inaccurate stator inductance and stator resistance. It can
be seen that during the speed change, the maximum slip speed error is less
than 2.5 rad/s while at steady state operating conditions, the slip speed error
averages at zero as shown in Figure 6.28(b) which is evidence that the proposed
control strategy is robust to parameter variations.
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Figure 6.28: Experimental results during a change in rotor speed with inaccurate
stator inductance at 1.3 Ls: (a) ωs and ωˆs; and, (b) ∆ωs.
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Figure 6.29: The experimental results during a change in rotor speed with inaccurate
stator inductance 1.3Ls and stator resistance 1.3Rs: (a) ωs and ωˆs; and, (b) ∆ωs.
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6.6.5 Performance under varying rotor angular speed
The performance of the proposed slip speed estimator for sensor-less control
strategy during a gradual change in rotor speed from super-synchronous op-
erating condition to sub-synchronous operating conditions is shown in Fig-
ure 6.30. In Figure 6.30(a), the estimated and actual slip speeds are shown. It
can be seen that the estimated slip speed tracks the actual slip speed in all the
operating conditions. In Figure 6.30(b), the phase A and Phase B stator cur-
rents are shown. The phase sequence changes when the machine operates from
super-synchronous operating conditions to sub-synchronous operating condi-
tions can be seen from the ﬁgure.
6.6.6 Performance under sudden changes in rotor active
power
In Figure 6.31, the eﬀectiveness of the proposed control strategy is presented
with the rotor rotating at -1200 rpm (which is equivalent to ωˆs =60 rad/s). At
t=3.8 s, the active power output at the rotor side is changed from -2000 W to
-2600 W while the reactive power output at the rotor side remains constant at
1300 VAR, as shown in Figure 6.31(c). At this instance, the slip speed error
averages at zero, as shown in Figure 6.31(b) and the magnitude of the stator
current is increased up to 5.1 A, as shown in Figure 6.31(d). At t=11.1 s, the
active power output at the rotor side is decreased suddenly to -800 W while
the reactive power output is still kept at 1300 VAR, as shown in Figure 6.31(c).
As a consequence, the stator current magnitude also drops suddenly to 2 A,
as shown in Figure 6.31(d) while the maximum slip speed error is less than
3 rad/s, as shown in Figure 6.31(b).
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Figure 6.30: The transient performance during change from super-synchronous to
sub-synchronous operating conditions: (a) ωs and ωˆs, and (b) isa and isb.
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Figure 6.31: The transient performance of the overall control strategy recoded
during change in the active rotor power: (a) ωs and ωˆs; (b) ∆ωs; (c) Pr and Qr, and
(d) the phase A stator current.
6.7 PLL-based high order sliding observer
estimator for sensor-less control of RDFIG
systems
In this section, the experimental results of the sensor-less control strategy
based on the association of the HOSMO and the PLL estimator is discussed.
Also a comparative study with the sesnor-less control strategy presented in [1],
is also presented. The HOSMO is discussed in Section 5.5. The parameters of
the HOSMO are m1 = m2 = 500 and m3 = m4 = 20000 while the parameters
of the PI controller of the PLL estimator are kp = 70 and ki = 2300. The
design procedure for the PLL gains. The parameters for both PI controllers
of the inner control loop are kp = 35 and ki = 500, whilst those for the PI
controller of the outer loop are kp = 0.2 and ki = 20. The design method
of the PI gains in the inner control loop is based on the well-known Modulus
Optimum method while for the outer control loop the design is conducted
based on the Symmetrical Optimum method.
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6.7.1 Steady state performance
In Figure 6.32, the performance of the PLL-based HOSMO estimator during
sub-synchronous operating conditions with the change in magnitude of the α-
axis stator is shown. The rotor of the rotor-tied DFIG rotates at 1050 rpm
which leads to an angular slip speed of about 94.2 rad/s, as shown in Fig-
ure 6.32(a). During the steady state operating conditions, it can be seen that
the estimated and the actual slip speeds converge while the slip speed error
is close to zero, as shown in Figure 6.32(b). Also, the estimated and mea-
sured α-axis stator currents converge, as shown in Figure 6.32(c) whilst the
α-axis stator current error converges to zero, as depicted in Figure 6.32(d). It
can be seen that the estimated and measured α-axis stator currents converge
and the α-axis stator current error is less than 0.25 A as it can be seen in
Figure 6.32(d). At about t=0.42 s, there is a change in the α-axis stator cur-
rent from 1.9 A to 4.2 A as depicted in Figure 6.32(c). At that time it can
be seen that there is a slight surge in the the estimated slip speed as shown
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Figure 6.32: Experimental performance of the PLL-based HOSMO estimator during
sub-syncrhounous operating conditions: (a) the actual and estimated slip speeds; (b)
the slip speed errors, (c) the measured and estimated α-axis stator currents, and (d)
the α-axis stator current errors.
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in Figure 6.32(a). Hence, the slip speed error increases up to a maximum of
1.2 rad/s, as shown Figure 6.32(b). Meanwhile in Figure 6.32(d), the α-axis
stator current error increases to a maximum 0.25 rad/s.
In Figure 6.33, the performance of the PLL-based HOSMO estimator dur-
ing super-synchronous operating conditions when the rotor-tied DFIG is run-
ning at 1650 rpm is presented. The estimated and actual slip speeds are pre-
sented in Figure 6.33(a). The slip speed error is shown in Figure 6.33(b) and
it can be observed to converge around zero with the maximum error value
being 1.2 rad/s during steady state operating conditions. Thus, it can be seen
that the estimated slip speed value converge to the actual slip speed. The
estimated and the actual α-axis stator currents and the α-axis stator current
error are shown in Figure 6.33(c) and Figure 6.33(d), respectively. It can be
seen estimated α-axis current converge to the actual one. At t=0.6 s, there is
a sudden change in the α-axis current which creates a surge in the slip speed
error of about 0.6 rad/s, as shown in Figure 6.33(b). In addition, a surge is
also caused in the α-axis stator current error of just under 0.5 A. The per-
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Figure 6.33: Experimental performance of the PLL-based SMO estimator during
super-synchronous operating conditions: (a) the actual and estimated slip speeds;
(b) the slip speed errors, (c) the measured and estimated α-axis stator currents, and
(d) the α-axis stator current errors.
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Figure 6.34: Experimmental Illustration of the estimated and actual slip angle
estimated using the PLL-based HOSMO estimator during sub-synchronous
operating conditions
formance presented in Figure 6.32 and Figure 6.33, validates the robustness
of the proposed PLL-based HOSMO estimator under sudden change in stator
current.
In Figure 6.34, the estimated slip angle calculated using the PLL-based
HOSMO estimator and the actual slip angle during sub-synchronous operating
conditions are illustrated. It can be seen that when the rotor-tied DFIG oper-
ates at a rotor speed of 1050 rpm, the estimated slip speed converge with the
actual slip speed value. In Figure 6.35, the estimated slip speed using the PLL-
based HOSMO estimator and the actual slip speed during super-synchronous
operating conditions are shown. It can be seen that when the rotor-tied DFIG
operates at a rotor speed of 1650 rpm, the estimated slip speed converge with
the actual slip speed value. Hence, based on Figure 6.34 and Fig 6.35, it can
be concluded that the performance of the PLL-based HOSMO estimator is
satisfactory.
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Figure 6.35: Experimental Illustration of the estimated and actual slip angle
estimated using the PLL-based HOSMO estimator during super-synchronous
operating conditions
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6.7.2 Comparative performance under sudden change in
the stator current magnitude
In Figure 6.36, the experimental performance of PLL-based SMO estimator
during change in stator current magnitude is illustrated. From top to bottom,
the estimated and measured slip speeds, the d-axis and q-axis stator currents
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Figure 6.36: Experimental performance the PLL-based SMO observer during change
in stator current magnitude from 1.5 A to 4.2 A to 1.5 A: (a) the actual and estimated
slip speeds; (b) the d-axis and q-axis stator currents, and (c) the slip speed error.
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and the slip speed error are depicted in Figure 6.36(a), Figure 6.36(b) and Fig-
ure 6.36(c), respectively. The RDFIG operates at 1140 rpm which is correlated
to a slip speed of about 75.36 rad/s. The estimated and the actual slip speeds
are shown in Figure 6.36(a). At t=0.4 s a change in stator current magnitude
from 1.5 A to 4.1 A occurs as shown in Figure 6.36(b). At the same time, it
can be seen from Figure 6.36(a) there is a surge in the estimated slip speed
which is acceptable while at steady state the slip speed converge to zero, as
shown in Figure 6.36(c). At t=4.5 s, the stator current magnitude suddenly
decrease to 1.5 A. This implies a surge of about 3 rad/s in the estimated slip
speed, as shown in Figure 6.36(c). However, for the PLL-based SMO estima-
tor signal quality is deter with high values of the stator current as shown in
Figure 6.36(c) between t=0.5 s and t=4.5 s.
In Figure 6.37, the experimental performance of the PLL-based HOSMO
estimator during change in stator current magnitude from 1.5 A to 4.2 A to
1.5 A are shown. The actual and estimated slip speeds, the d-axis and q-
axis stator currents and the slip speed error, are presented in Figure 6.37(a),
Figure 6.37(b) and Figure 6.37(c), respectively. Comparing the transient per-
formance of the PLL-based HOSMO estimator shown in Figure 6.37 and that
of Figure 6.36, the error ∆ωs are reduced and improved. Also, the signal qual-
ity of the slip speed for the PLL-based HOSMO is better compared to that of
the PLL-based SMO estimator. At t=0.5 s, compared to the performance de-
picted in Figure 6.36(c), the slip speed error is less than 1 rad/s which is very
satisfactory and the signal quality is improved even with high values of the
stator current. At t=4.5 s, the maximum slip speed error is less than 1 rad/s
which is better than the performance of the PLL-based SMO estimator shown
in Figure 6.36(c).
6.7.3 Comparative performance under varying rotor
angular speed
In Figure 6.38, the experimental performance of PLL-based SMO estimator
under change in speed from sub-synchronous operating conditions to super-
synchronous operating conditions and then from super-synchronous operating
conditions to sub-synchronous are shown. The estimated and the actual slip
speeds are illustrated in Figure 6.38(a) while the slip speed error is shown in
Figure 6.38(b). During the change from sub-synchronous to super-synchronous
operating conditions as shown in Figure 6.38(a) between t=4 s and t=14 s, it
can be seen that the maximum slip speed error is less than 2.5 rad/s which is
very satisfactory. At around the synchronous speed both the estimated actual
speed approaches zero at which implies the change in the value of the slip
error reduces to zero, as it can be seen from Figure 6.38(b). A similar pattern
can be seen from t=37 s to t=47 s, as it can be seen from Figure 6.38(a) and
Figure 6.38(b).
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Figure 6.37: Experimental performance of the PLL-based HOSMO observer during
change in stator current magnitude from 1.5 A to 4.2 A to 1.5 A: (a) the actual and
estimated slip speeds; (b) the d-axis and q-axis stator currents, and (c) the slip speed
errors.
On the other hand, the experimental performance of the PLL-based HOSMO
estimator during change from sub-synchronous operating to super-synchronous
operating conditions and vice versa is illustrated in Figure 6.39. The estimated
and actual slip speeds and the slip speed error are illustrated in Figure 6.39(a)
and Figure 6.39(b), respectively. At ﬁrst glance compared to the experimen-
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tal performance illustrated in Figure 6.38(a), one can see that the slip speed
error is less than 2.5 rad/s for most of the interval time of the change in speed
t=4 s and t=14 s which is almost similar to the performance shown in Fig-
ure 6.38(b). Also, the signal quality of the PLL-based HOSMO estimator is
better compared to that of the PLL-based SMO estimator. A similar pattern
can be seen from t=37 s to t=47 s as it can be seen from Figure 6.39(a) and
Figure 6.39(b). The experimental performance of the PLL-based HOSMO es-
timator is very satisfactory with a maximum slip speed error of 2.5 rad/s which
equivalent to 11.67 rpm.
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Figure 6.38: Experimental performance of the PLL-based SMO estimator during
change in speed: (a) the actual and estimated slip speeds; (b) the slip speed errors.
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Figure 6.39: Experimental performance of the PLL-based HOSMO estimator during
change in speed: (a) the actual and estimated slip speeds; (b) the slip speed errors.
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6.7.4 Comparative performance under inaccurate
machine parameters
In Figure 6.40, the experimental performance of the PLL-based SMO estimator
under change in speed with inaccurate stator resistance and inductance is
presented. The estimated and actual slip speed are shown in Figure 6.40(a)
while the slip speed error is depicted in Figure 6.40(b). It can be seen that
the inaccuracy in machine parameter aﬀects not only the signal quality of the
estimated slip speed, but also the maximum slip error. It can be seen that the
maxim slip speed error during the whole operating conditions is about 4 rad/s.
In Figure 6.41, the experimental performance of the PLL-based HOSMO
estimator during change in speed with inaccurate machine parameter (stator
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Figure 6.40: Experimental performance of the PLL-based SMO estimator under
inaccurate machine parameters (1.3Ls and 1.3Rs): (a) the actual and estimated slip
speeds; (b) the slip speed errors.
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Figure 6.41: Experimental performance of the PLL-based HOSMO estimator under
inaccurate machine parameters (1.3Ls and 1.3Rs): (a) the actual and estimated slip
speeds; (b) the slip speed errors.
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Figure 6.42: Experimental performance of the sensor-less control strategy for rotor-
tied DFIG: (a) the actual and estimated slip speeds; (b) the three-phase stator
current, and (c) the zoomed three-phase stator current.
resistance and inductance). In comparison with the performance shown in
Figure 6.40, the inaccuracy in machine parameters does not aﬀect neither the
signal quality of the estimated slip speed nor the maximum slip speed error.
Hence, the performance of the PLL-based HOSMO estimator with inaccurate
machine parameter is better than that of the PLL-based SMO estimator.
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6.7.5 Performance under varying rotor angular speed
In Figure 6.42, the performance of the proposed sensor-less vector control strat-
egy under steady change in speed from super-synchronous to sub-synchronous
speed is shown. The estimated and the actual slip speeds, the phase A and
phase B stator currents and the zoomed phase A and phase B stator currents
are presented in Figure 6.42(a), Figure 6.42(b) and Figure 6.42(c), respectively.
From the ﬁgure, it can be seen the estimated slip speed converge to the ac-
tual speed slip. From Figure 6.42(b) and Figure 6.42(c), one can notice a clear
change of sequence of the three-phase stator current during the transition from
sub- to super-synchronous operation modes.
6.8 Comparative study of the proposed slip
speed/angle estimators
In this section, a comparative study on the proposed slip speed estimators
whose experimental performance are depicted from Section 6.4 to Section 6.7
is given. Although, the performance of each slip speed estimator is satisfac-
tory, a comparative performance is conducted in order to determine the better
performer with regards to : the chattering of the estimated slip speed, the slip
speed error during change in stator current, the slip speed error during steady
change in speed and the robustness to machine parameter variations.
The performance of the proposed slip speed estimators are summarised in
Table 6.1. It can be seen that the slip speed estimator based on the association
of the PLL estimator and the HOSMO displays less chattering in the estimated
slip speed, while, the slip speed estimator based on the association of the
PLL estimator and the STSMO displays very high chatter in the estimated
slip speed. Low chattering can be seen from the estimated slip speed with
the PLL-based ASMO while an average chattering can be observed form the
estimated slip speed with the use of the PLL-based SMO.
Given that all proposed slip speed estimators uses the stator current as
state variable, it is also important to look at the behaviour of the proposed
slip speed estimators with the change in the stator current magnitude. From
Table 6.1, it can be seen that the lowest slip speed error during change in stator
Table 6.1: Comparative performance of the proposed slip speed estimators
Slip speed estimators chattering eﬀect Slip speed error during Slip speed error during Parameter variations
Change in current Change in speed
PLL-based SMO middle |∆ωmaxs | = 4 rad/s |∆ωmaxs | = 2.5 rad/s low
PLL-based ASMO low |∆ωmaxs | = 8 rad/s |∆ωmaxs | = 2 rad/s middle
PLL-based STSMO high |∆ωmaxs | = 2.5 rad/s |∆ωmaxs | = 1 rad/s low
PLL-based HSMO very low |∆ωmaxs | = 1.5 rad/s |∆ωmaxs | = 2.5 rad/s low
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current magnitude is accomplished with the PLL-based HOSMO estimator.
This can be explained with the fact that the HOSMO takes into consideration
the dynamics of the back-EMF space vector. The maximum slip speed error is
2.5 rad/s with the PLL-based STSMO estimator, while when the PLL-based
SMO estimator is used , the maximum slip speed error is 4 rad/s. The least
performer for the change in current is the PLL-based ASMO estimator with a
maximum slip speed error of 8 rad/s.
From Table 6.1, the PLL-based STSMO estimator is the best performer
with the change in rotor angular speed and it a slip speed error of 1 rad/s.
The second best performer is the PLL-based ASMO estimator which has a
slip speed error of 2 rad/s. Both the PLL-based SMO and PLL-based HOSMO
estimators have slip speed errors of 2.5 rad/s.
The PLL-based SMO estimator, PLL-based HOSMO estimator and the
PLL-based STSMO estimator are almost immune to parameter variations
while the PLL-based ASMO estimator, demonstrated an increase in chattering
during machine parameter variations.
6.9 Summary
In this Chapter, the experimental results of the proposed slip speed estimators
for sensor-less control of RDFIG systems are presented. The experiments are
performed on a 5.5-KW custom-design RDFIG test-bench. The proposed slip
speed estimators demonstrate satisfactory performance under various operat-
ing conditions.
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Conclusions and recommendations
on future works
7.1 Introduction
In this thesis, several slip speed estimators for sensor-less control of the RDFIG-
based WECS are proposed and experimentally evaluated. The focus of the
study is speciﬁcally on slip speed estimators. This Chapter states the conclu-
sions of the study, and also presents the recommendations on future work.
7.2 Conclusions
The aim of this research study was to develop slip speed estimators for sensor-
less control of the RDFIG systems in medium-speed applications. The slip
speed estimators investigated, intend to solve the problem linked to the use
of electromechanical sensors in the RDFIG control. The proposed slip speed
estimators were proposed, investigates and validated in this thesis. The in-
novative slip speed estimators were based on the associations of sliding mode
observers and the PLL estimators.
The PLL estimator are used in order to track the slip angle from the esti-
mated back-EMF. The standard PLL uses a sine function in order to determine
the error between the tracked angle and the estimated angle. Thus, when the
actual angle is negative, a phase shift of of pi is introduced. In rotor-tied
conﬁguration, the rotor angular speed is negative and that the slip in super-
synchronous operating conductions is negative. The proposed PLL estimator
eliminates the shift of pi in super-synchronous operating conditions introduced
by the sine function.
The SMOs are known for their robustness against parameter variations
and disturbances. However, the noise introduce by the sliding mode function
is their main disadvantage. The proposed SMOs use the stator current and
117
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the back-EMF, as state variables. This has the advantage of starting the
estimation even before the RDFIG is connected to the grid. This thesis covered
four slip speed estimators for the sensor-less control of the RDFIG systems.
They are;
 The PLL-based SMO estimator,
 The PLL-based ASMO estimator,
 The PLL-based STSMO estimator, and
 PLL-based HOSMO estimator.
The following conclusions can be made from this research project;
7.2.1 PLL-based SMO estimator
A PLL-based SMO estimator for sensor-less control of RDFIG systems was
proposed. The parameters of the SMO are designed based on the Lyapunov
stability criteria in order to guarantee the convergence of the observer within
a ﬁnite time. The parameters of the PLL estimator are designed based on
the anti-disturbance performance approach. Experimental results showed that
the PLL-based SMO estimator had satisfactory steady state and transient
performance in all operating conditions of the RDFIG. The performance of
the PLL-based SMO estimator does not degrade with changes in machine pa-
rameters. Experimental results showed that the sensor-less control of RDFIG
systems using the PLL-based SMO estimator was satisfactory during speed
transitions. The implementation of the proposed is simple and has a low com-
putational cost and, thus, has great potential for industrial applications.
7.2.2 PLL-based ASMO estimator
A PLL-based ASMO estimator for sensor-less control of the RDFIG systems
was proposed. The ASMO helps in reducing the chattering eﬀect that is caused
by the constant gains of the SMO. The Lyapunov stability criteria is used
in order to guarantee the convergence of the ASMO at a ﬁnite. Also, the
design of the ASMO gains are discussed in order to reduce the chattering
eﬀect. The recorded experimental results under steady state and transient
operating conditions were satisfactory. In addition, it was shown that the
adaptive gains is adjusted on-line based on the disturbance in the system.
This is very excellent in reducing the chattering eﬀect.
7.2.3 PLL-based STSMO estimator
A robust PLL-based STSMO estimator for sensor-less control of the RDFIG
systems was proposed and analysed. The parameters of the proposed PLL-
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based STSMO estimator were designed such that the Lyapunov stability cri-
teria is satisﬁed. This guarantees the convergence of the estimator in a ﬁnite
time and a high estimation performance is achieved. The recorded experi-
mental results validates the performance of the PLL-based STSMO estimator
with remarkable experimental performances in steady and transient operating
conditions such as; change in speed, change in stator current magnitude and
change in the active power output.
7.2.4 PLL-based HOSMO estimator
A PLL-based HOSMO estimator has been investigated and analysed for sensor-
less control of RDFIG systems has been presented and analysed in grid-connected
mode. In the HOSMO The experimental performance of the proposed sensor-
less control strategy has also been compared to that of an existing sensor-less
control strategy based on PLL-based SMO estimator under similar scenarios.
The experimental results show that compared to the other slip speed estimators
proposed in this thesis, PLL-based HOSMO estimator has much lower chat-
tering in the estimated signal, improved dynamic capabilities during change in
stator current and it is satisfactory in terms of speed variations of the system.
7.3 Recommendations for future works
Recommendations for future works can broken down as follows;
 Perform the stability analysis of the slip speed estimator based on the
association of the PLL and any proposed SMOs using a rigorous approach
such as the singular perturbation approach. Such rigorous proof is still
inadequate in the literature.
 Perform a rigorous comparative study of all slip speed estimators using
appropriate measures such as the integral time absolute error (ITAE) or
the integral absolute error (IAE). This will allow to quantify the perfor-
mance by an objective and precise measure.
 Investigate the performance of slip speed estimator based on artiﬁcial
intelligence algorithms.
 The sensor-less control strategies proposed in this thesis have been tested
under normal operating conditions of the grid. Investigation on the be-
haviour of the sensor-less control strategies under transient operating
conditions such voltage sags, under low voltage right through and under
short circuit is needed.
 Investigate the performance of the proposed sensor-less control strategies
under the use of wind speed emulator.
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Appendix A
Data and Experimental setup
A.1 Experimental setup
In this section further details on the test-bench is presented. In addition, the
modelling of the power converters is also presented. Further, the implementa-
tion of the space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) is presented.
A.1.1 System overview
The (RDFIG) test-bench consists of the 5.5-kW custom-designed RDFIG. A
diagrammatic overview of the test-bench is illustrated in Figure A.1. The ba-
sis of the test-bench is the National Instruments (NI) PXIe-8115 embedded
real-time controller. Two FPGA expansion modules allow the real-time con-
troller to input and output signals. The host computer is used to development
the virtual instruments VIs in LabVIEW that will be executed on the PXIe
controller.
A.1.2 IO interface modules
The voltages that can be measured by the NI FPGA modules ranges from -10
V to +10 V. However, the voltage level of signals to be measured by the system
may either be too high (in the case of the grid voltage measurement) or too
small to be accurately measurement (such as the strain gauge measurement).
Thus, interface modules were developed to condition the input signals for data
acquisition. Each module performs a speciﬁc task and is housed within a
generic project box.
A.1.3 FPGA Breakout Box
Each NI 7841R FPGA module installed within the NI PXIe-1071 chassis has
three separate connectors. These connectors provide connections to the IO pins
of the FPGA. Breakout boxes are required to gain easier access to these FPGA
134
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IO pins. Only one box per FPGA module is used. Each FPGA module pro-
vides access to eight analogue inputs, eight analogue outputs, digital IO, power,
and ground. In order to provide quick and easy connection/disconnection of
the modules to/from the breakout box, a circuit board with RJ45 sockets was
designed to the breakout box. Wires connect the terminal blocks on the RJ45
expansion board to the terminal blocks of the NI FPGA breakout box.
A.2 Data of the RDFIG
The experiments were made on a RDFIG system that is located in the Elec-
trical machine laboratory at Stellenbosch University. The data of the RDFIG
is depicted in Table A.1 and Table A.2.
Table A.1: Nominal values of the RDFIG
Rated power Pn 5.5 kW
Rated rotor voltage (∆) Vs 346.3 VLL
Rated stator voltage (∆) Vr 380 VLL
Rated stator current Is 5.65 A
Rated stator current Ir 6.3 A
Rated frequency fn 50 Hz
Inertia J 0.0003215 Kgm2
Vdc
DC
ACDC
AC
SSC GSC
Vdc
v, i
RDFIG
τm, θr
IM
AC
AC
VFD K
AC supply (400 V)
L ﬁlter
NI PXIe 8115
PWM PWM
vi
PC
Figure A.1: Laboratory setup.
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Table A.2: Nominal values of the RDFIG
Rated power Pn 5.5 kW
Stator resistance Rs 2.1 Ω
Rotor resistance Rr 1.85 Ω
Rated stator current Lsl 0.0188 H
Rated rotor current Lrl 0.0188 H
Magnetising inductance Lm 0.257 H
A.3 Commercially-modiﬁed SEW power
converter
The data of the commercially-modiﬁed SEW power converter are presented in
Table A.3 and Table A.4.
Table A.3: Nominal inputs of the SEW power converter
Rated voltage (∆) (Us) 3× 380 V...3× 500 V
Rated frequency fn 50...60 Hz
Rated current I 11.3 A (400V AC)
Table A.4: Nominal outputs of the SEW power converter
Rated voltage (∆) (Us) 3× 380 V...3× 500
Rated frequency fn 0...180 Hz
Rated current I 12.5 A (400 V AC)
Rated apparent power S 8.7 kVA
A.4 Data of the L ﬁlter
The parameters of the L ﬁlter are presented in Table A.5. A illustration of the
L ﬁlter is shown in Figure A.2.
Table A.5: Nominal outputs of the SEW power converter
Rated voltage (∆) (Us) 3× 380 V...3× 500
Rated frequency fn 0...180 Hz
Rated current I 12.5 A (400 V AC)
Rated apparent power S 8.7 kVA
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Figure A.2: Built Filter
A.5 Back-to-back power converter model
It is assumed that the back-to-back converters of the RDFIG system consists
of two three-phase two-level voltage-source converters (VSCs). A VSC circuit
is shown in Figure A.3. The SSC and GSC accounts for six power switches
each. Hence, for each phase or leg, there are two power switches. From a
switching point of view, it is important that the switching of power switches
that belong to the same phase or leg should be complementary to avoid short-
circuiting the DC-link. Hence, when the lower power switch is closed (ON or
1), the upper power switch should be open (OFF or 0).
From Figure A.3, the instantaneous three-phase leg voltage are given byvcavcb
vcc
 =
vnavnb
vnc
+
vnNvnN
vnN
 (A.1)
where vca, vcb and vcc are the instantaneous phase A leg voltage, the instan-
taneous phase B leg voltage and the instantaneous phase C leg voltage, re-
Sc
S
′
c
Sa
S
′
a
Sb
S
′
b
Ic
Cdc
2
N
Cdc
2
−
+
Ir
Vdc
vcc
vcb
vca
Figure A.3: Power circuit of a VSC
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spectively; vna, vnb and vnc are the instantaneous phase A to neutral voltage,
the instantaneous phase B to neutral voltage and the instantaneous phase C
to neutral voltage, respectively; and vnN is the instantaneous common mode
voltage.
Assume that the VSC is connected to a symmetrical three-phase resistive
load yields
vna + vnb + vnc = 0. (A.2)
The sum of the expressions of vca and vcb and vcc depicted in (A.1) yields that
the voltage between the negative point of the DC-link bus and the neutral is
given by
vnN =
1
3
(vca + vcb + vcc). (A.3)
Substituting (A.3) into (A.1), the instantaneous line-to-neutral voltage are
given by vnavnb
vnc
 =
 23 −13 −13−1
3
2
3
−1
3−1
3
−1
3
2
3
vcavcb
vcc
 (A.4)
Based on the switching function, the three-phase leg voltages are given byvcavcb
vcc
 = Vdc
2
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
SaSb
Sc
 , (A.5)
where Sa, Sb, Sc are the switching function of the upper power switches of the
phase A, phase B and phase C legs, respectively. The switching functions have
two state. There are the ON state with Sa = 1 and OFF state, with Sa = 0.
Substituting (A.5) into (A.4), and based on the switching state, the in-
stantaneous three-phase converter voltage are presented in Table A.6. It can
also be seen that the two-level three-phase voltage source converter accounts
for height switching state. In Table A.6, K denotes the switching state of the
power switches. Further, the maximum amplitude value of the three-phase
line-to-neutral voltage is 2Vdc
3
.
Table A.6: Switching states
Switching states Sa Sb Sc vna vnb vnc vab vbc vca
K0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
K1 1 0 0
2Vdc
3
−Vdc
3
−Vdc
3
Vdc 0 −Vdc
K2 1 1 0
Vdc
3
Vdc
3
−2Vdc
3
0 Vdc −Vdc
K3 0 1 0
−Vdc
3
2Vdc
3
−Vdc
3
−Vdc −Vdc 0
K4 0 1 1
−2Vdc
3
Vdc
3
Vdc
3
−Vdc 0 Vdc
K5 0 0 1
−Vdc
3
−Vdc
3
2Vdc
3
0 −Vdc Vdc
K6 1 0 1
Vdc
3
−2Vdc
3
Vdc
3
Vdc −Vdc 0
K7 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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A.5.1 Space vector representation of the switching
states
The converter voltage space vector is given by
~vc =
2
3
(
vnae
j0 + vnb(t)e
(
j 2pi
3
)
+ vnc(t)e
(
j 4pi
3
))
= vcα + jvcβ. (A.6)
From (A.6), the α-axis and β-axis converter voltages are given by
vcα =
2
3
(
vna + vnb cos
(2pi
3
)
+ vnc cos
(2pi
3
))
(A.7)
and
vcβ =
2
3
(
vnb sin
(2pi
3
)− vnc sin (2pi
3
))
. (A.8)
Based on (A.6), the predeﬁned values of the converter voltage with regards to
the switching states are presented in Table A.7. It can be seen that converter
voltage space vector follows a certain pattern with regards to the switching
states. For the switching states diﬀerent to all ON or all OFF, the converter
voltage space vector has the same magnitude rotating at a rate of sixty degree.
This pattern is very useful for the implementation of the space vector width
pulse width modulation (SV-PWM). The SV-PWM function is discussed in
Appendix A.6.
Table A.7: predeﬁned converter voltage space vectors based on the switching
states
Space vector Switching state Space vector value
~v0 [000] ~v0 = 0
~v1 [100] ~v1 =
2
3
Vdce
j0
~v2 [110] ~v2 =
2
3
Vdce
j pi
3
~v3 [010] ~v3 =
2
3
Vdce
j 2pi
3
~v4 [011] ~v4 =
2
3
Vdce
j 3pi
3
~v5 [001] ~v5 =
2
3
Vdce
j 4pi
3
~v6 [101] ~v6 =
2
3
Vdce
j 5pi
3
~v7 [111] ~v7 =
2
3
Vdce
j0
A.6 Continuous space vector modulation
implementation
It was shown in Appendix A.5, that the three-phase two-level VSC oﬀers eight
switching states. There are six active switching states and two non-active
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Sector I
Sector II
Sector III
Sector IV
Sector V
Sector VI
α
β
~v1[100]
~v2[110]~v3[010]
~v4[011]
~v5[001] ~v6[101]
~v∗
~v0[000]
~v7[111]
T2~v2
T1~v1
θ∗
Figure A.4: Space vector schemes for SVPWM.
switching states. The values of the converter voltage space vector with regards
to the active switching states form an hexagon, as shown in Figure A.4. The
hexagon accounts for six sectors. Each sector in the hexagon accounts for sixty
degrees. The linear region is located in the circle inside the hexagon, as shown
in Figure A.4.
The space vector pulse width modulation (SV-PWM) function aims at
mapping at each instant the reference stator/converter voltage space vector
onto the hexagonal plan in order to produce the related switching sequence,
as presented in Figure A.4. It is important to note that the non-active voltage
space vectors are located at the origin. In Figure A.4, ~v0, ~v1, ~v2, ~v3, ~v4, ~v5,
~v6 and ~v7 are the adjacent space vectors that relate to the switching states,
as depicted in Table A.8. Depending on the sector in which the reference
stator/converter voltage space vector is in at each sampling time, it is approx-
imated by the combination of the adjacent space vectors (active and non-active
space vectors).
In Figure A.4, the radius of the circle inside the hexagon is given by
|~v∗| = 2
3
Vdc cos
(pi
3
)
, (A.9)
where |~v∗| is the maximum magnitude of the reference voltage space vector
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Table A.8: Swiching segments according to each sector.
Sectors Switching segments
I ~v0,[000] ~v1,[100] ~v2,[110] ~v7,[111] ~v2,[110] ~v1,[100] ~v0,[000]
II ~v0,[000] ~v3,[010] ~v2,[110] ~v7,[111] ~v2,[110] ~v3,[010] ~v0,[000]
III ~v0,[000] ~v3,[010] ~v4,[011] ~v7,[111] ~v4,[011] ~v3,[010] ~v0,[000]
IV ~v0,[000] ~v5,[001] ~v4,[011] ~v7,[111] ~v4,[011] ~v5,[001] ~v0,[000]
V ~v0,[000] ~v5,[001] ~v6,[101] ~v7,[111] ~v6,[101] ~v5,[001] ~v0,[000]
VI ~v0,[000] ~v1,[100] ~v6,[101] ~v7,[111] ~v6,[101] ~v1,[100] ~v0,[000]
beyond which the reference space vector cannot be properly approximated.
Hence, it is important to limit the reference stator/converter voltage space
vector (which is the output of the inner current control loops) in order to avoid
operating in the over-modulation region. The SV-PWM function in the over-
modulation region is not discussed in this thesis. The modulation index is used
in order to deﬁne the region in which the reference stator/converter voltage
space vector is located. The modulation index is the ratio of the maximum
magnitude of the reference voltage space vector over the the fundamental of
the voltage square wave. The modulation index is given by
m =
2
3
Vdc cos(
pi
6
)
2Vdc
pi
= 0.904, (A.10)
where m is the modulation index.
The binary sequence in Figure A.4 represents the switching patterns of the
three-phase two-level VSC.
Assume that ~v∗ is constant during the switching period (Tsw). When the
reference stator/converter voltage space vector (~v∗) is situated within the sec-
tor I, it can be approximated using the adjacent space vectors that form the
sector I with a speciﬁc duration. Hence, the reference stator/converter voltage
space vector is approximated by the sum of ~v1 applied for a time period of T1,
~v2 applied for a time period of the T1 and both ~v7 = 0 and ~v0 = 0 applied for
the time period T0. Hence, during the switching period, the reference voltage
space vector is then given by
T1~v1 + T2~v2 = Tsw~v
∗ (A.11)
with
Tsw = T1 + T2 + T0. (A.12)
Rewriting (A.11) in terms of real and imaginary components yields,
T1|~v1|+ d2|~v2| cos(pi
3
) = Tsw|~v∗| cos(θ∗) (A.13)
and
T2|~v2| sin(pi
3
) = Tsw|~v∗| sin(θ∗). (A.14)
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By solving (A.13) and (A.14) as a system of equations with the time periods
as unknown variables yields,
T1 = Tsw
|~v∗|
|~v1|
sin(θ∗ − pi
3
)
sin(pi
3
)
(A.15)
and
T2 = Tsw
|~v∗|
|~v2|
sin(θ∗)
sin(pi
3
)
. (A.16)
A similar approach is followed in order to calculate the time period when
the reference stator/converter voltage is in the Sectors II to VI. The time
periods at any sector can be generalised by[
Tk
Tk+1
]
=
√
3Tsw
2Vdc
[
sin kpi
3
− cos kpi
3
− sin (k−1)pi
3
cos (k−1)pi
3
] [
vα
vβ
]
, (A.17)
where k=1,2,...,6. The time period for the application of non-active vectors is
given by
T0 = Tsw − (Tk − Tk+1). (A.18)
The symmetrical sequence of the SV-PWM signals allows for the reduction
of the harmonics, as discussed in [128]. In this thesis the The symmetrical
sequence of the SV-PWM signals is adopted. The symmetrical sequence of the
SV-PWM allows for only one leg to change state at a time. The symmetrical
Tsw
PWMa
PWMb
PWMc
T0
4
~v0
[000]
T1
2
~v1
[100]
T2
2
~v2
[110]
T0
2
~v7
[111]
T2
2
~v2
[110]
T1
2
~v1
[100]
T0
4
~v0
[000]
Figure A.5: Symmetrical SVPWM waveforms.
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sequence consists of starting with a non-active vector, then switching one bit
amongst the voltage space vectors with regard to the sector in which the
reference voltage space vector is located in. A similar approach can be used
for other sectors. The symmetrical SVPWM scheme for sector I is displayed
in Figure A.5.
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